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THE RED DESTROYER

DUSTY AYRES
"Stand by for action—three o'clock—map position M-24." Dusty Ayres suspected that this message came from the enemy, that it was bait luring him to a trap; but he didn't guess how deadly the snare was, didn't know that he was keeping a rendezvous with one of the most destructive weapons yet used by the Blacks—an invisible tornado of red death!

CHAPTER ONE

Vanishing Cruisers

Easing back the throttle, Dusty let the Silver Flash coast down to an easy landing on the High Speed Group 7 drome, just outside Springfield, Massachusetts. Taxiing swiftly up to the line he legged out and motioned a mechanic over to him. The man came on the run.

"Yes, skipper?"

"The left aileron wire's a bit slack," Dusty told him. "I guess you'd better touch it up a turn or two. Outside of that she seems O.K."

"As good as done now, sir," grinned the greaseball and went loping away for his tools.
Peeling off his flying jacket Dusty tossed it into the cockpit and headed toward the mess lounge. But before he reached it a field orderly trotted up to him.

“Major Drake's compliments, captain. You're wanted in the Group office.”

“Right,” nodded Dusty. Then asked, “Anything that can wait, corporal?”

The non-com shrugged.

“Don’t know, sir,” he said. “But Radio Officer Collins is with him. He seemed excited about something. And—”

Dusty didn’t wait to hear the rest. He spun around, raced down the length of the mess building and shouldered in through the group office door. Seated behind the desk was Major Drake, C. O. of the Group. On his right was the thin, flushed-faced figure of Collins. Dusty skidded to a halt and gave them both a sharp look.

“Anything wrong, sir?” he directed his question at the C. O.

Major Drake didn’t answer. He scaled a radio form across the desk top. Dusty caught it and glanced at the typed message.

Captain Ayres
H.S.G. No. 7
Stand by for action, three o'clock, at map position M 24.

Dusty read it twice, and looked up with a puzzled frown.

“And from whom?” he demanded bluntly.

Major Drake shrugged.

“Your guess is as good as ours,” he said. “Collins got it out of the air ten minutes ago. Decided to wait ‘till you landed, instead of calling you down. Did you note that map position reading?”

Dusty glanced at it again, and suddenly stiffened.

“What the—” he gulped. “Unless I’m crazy, M Twenty-four is about five or six hundred miles due east of the Massachusetts coast.”

“You’re not crazy,” grunted the C. O. “That’s just where it is. And to add more fog to the picture, read this. It’s a decoded Navy order that was sent out this morning. In case you don’t know, each of these letters is a battle cruiser.”

Dusty took the second message form the C. O. held out.


U.S.N. 12

“Well, at least this reads authentic,” said Dusty, as he dropped the form on the desk. “Twelve is Admiral Standers, chief of Naval Staff, isn’t he?”

“Right again,” nodded the C. O. “Now tell me why the Chief of Naval Staff would personally send out a coded order to three ships to skirmish-attack a small enemy force?”

“He wouldn’t!” answered Dusty promptly. “Or it would at least be relayed through the Battle Force commander. Say, how about checking with Naval H. Q.?”

The C. O. jerked a thumb toward the teletype set on the corner of his desk. “Waiting for a check-back on my question, now,” he said. “It should be along at any—”

At that moment the machine started clicking and cut off the rest of the sentence. As one man the three of them leaned forward and fastened their eyes on the moving strip of ticker tape. One by one the letters appeared upon it.


As the machine went silent Dusty glanced at his watch. The hands showed
exactly five minutes of two. Reaching out, he tapped the unsigned radio message.

“That’s not an order, sir,” he said grimly. “That’s an invitation. And I’d better be going or I’ll be late.”

“Hey, what the devil do you mean?” Drake stopped him as he turned toward the door. “And where are you going?”

“To M Twenty-four,” Dusty answered, jerking open the door. “I’ve been wondering if that rat was alive, ever since I came to in the hospital after the Chihuahua show.”

“The Hawk?” shouted the C. O. struggling to his feet. “Don’t be crazy! You must have killed him when you winged him as he left that Strato ship. He hasn’t been seen or heard of since. And that’s official from Washington Intelligence H. Q. Besides, you’re in no condition for active flying. You take it easy while I check some more with Standers.”

Dusty grinned and shook his head.

“Sorry, sir,” he said. “But the old hunch is working again. The Hawk has sent me another invite—and I’ve never turned down one yet.”

The C. O. started to object again, but Dusty ducked out the door and ran over to his plane.

“Snap it up, Jones!” he called to the mechanic working on the aileron wire. “I’ll give you just one minute to finish that.”

“A minute you save, skipper,” grinned the other, stuffing a turn-buckle wrench into his pocket. “She’s oke, now.”

DUSTY nodded his thanks and had started to leg into the cockpit when a hand touched his shoulder.

“Tell papa about it! You’re in too much of a rush for a little boy only two days out of the hospital.”

Dusty turned to stare into “Curly” Brooks’ grinning face. He grimaced, shrugged off the detaining hand and got into his cockpit.

“Nothing, sweetheart, nothing,” he said, snapping up the switch. “I’ve simply been invited to a party.”

“I like parties.”

“Sure! And nix! You’d get under the feet of us grown-ups.”

With that, Dusty kicked the electric starter, caught the engine on the first rev and sent the Silver Flash streaking across the field.

Pulling the plane clear he poked the nose up in a steep climbing turn. And when he presently reached twenty-five thousand he leveled off and set the robot pilot on a due east course. Leaning back against the head-rest he stared thoughtfully at the instrument board.

“Too crude for even the Blacks to try,” he murmured aloud. “Yet, that was from that bum, or I’m a Chinaman! Oh well, old girl, we’re at least going places, and that’s something isn’t it?”

As he spoke he reached out his free hand and slapped the side of the cockpit. After two weeks of being flat on his back in a base hospital, with medicos and orderlies fussing over him, it was like a new lease on life to be back in the game again. Yeah, it sure was—

He cut off the rest of the joyful thought as the red signal light on the radio panel suddenly started blinking. Snapping on reception volume he spun the wave-length dial. As it reached the S.O.S.-Emergency reading strange sounds crackled in the ear-phones.

He listened in frowning puzzlement a few seconds before he realized that he was on the U. S. Navy official S.O.S. length, and that some operator was transmitting a coded message to Washington H. Q.

Not knowing the code, it all meant nothing to him, and he was about to switch off when his eye fell on the sta-
tion directional-finder dial. The message was being sent from a sea station located between five hundred and a thousand miles due east of his own position.

"From M Twenty-Four, by God!" he gasped.

At that instant, as though confirming his own statement, the code message stopped abruptly and English words crackled out of the ear-phones.

"Emergency relief to M Twenty-four! Hurry! Cruisers Texas, Utah and Vermont sunk without trace. Enemy air force now approaching from north. Pilot Vance of the Texas calling for help from the air. Our ships were destroyed by ...."

The earphones emitted a noise that sounded like a yelp of pain and then went silent. The blood surging wildly through his veins, Dusty turned on full volume and fiddled frantically with the wavelength dial. But it was a waste of time. The earphones remained silent.

As a last resort he turned the set on transmission and called back Pilot Vance on his own emergency wavelength. But that also was a waste of time. Other stations were trying to do the same thing, and the result was static jamming on all wavelengths. The high-keyed hum in his phones told Dusty that much.

Snapping off the set altogether he checked with his roller map and compass, veered a bit toward the northeast, and sent the Silver Flash thundering out over the Atlantic at maximum revs.

Hunching forward over the stick he glued his eyes on the distant horizon, and set like a man of stone. Seconds whipped past and became minutes. More seconds and more minutes. And then suddenly he sucked in his breath sharply, and automatically jerked up both thumbs against the electric trigger trips of his twin Brownings cowed into the nose forward.

Far ahead, and just a shade to his left, a swarm of dots were faintly silhouetted against a sun-glistening cloud bank. To tell their make or type was impossible at the distance. Yet, as he peered at them a strange and eerie feeling rippled up and down his spine. In days and months gone by that same feeling had often come to him—and it had always resulted in ultimate gunfire action.

"And that will be O.K. with me!" he grunted grimly. "We need practice, old girl. So get going! At—"

He didn't end the sentence. A brilliant shaft of sun-light had caught the dot nearest to him. Instantly it changed in shape; ceased to be a dot any longer, and took on the dim outline of a pontooned biplane.

One glance at it and Dusty knew beyond all doubt that it was a U. S. Navy plane. It was cutting sharp west and racing toward shore. And tearing after it were five jet-black monoplanes.

The sight of the Black ships drove all doubts from Dusty's mind. The Blacks had cut in to attack Vance of the Texas before he had a chance to complete his message. Undoubtedly a burst had nailed his radio and put it out for good. And now the navy pilot, possibly wounded, was racing nose down for American waters with a pack of vultures at his heels.

All speculation, of course, but Dusty didn't waste time seeking proof of his thoughts. Time for that, later. Right now a Yank pilot was in a tough spot.

Slapping the Flash around on wing-tip he sent it slicing down toward the lead Black ship. At the same instant he jabbed both trigger trips forward and spat hot steel across the sky.

Even for his Brownings the range was too great. But that didn't matter at the moment. If he could only attract the attention of the Blacks long enough for the
"TAKE IT, SAP!", SHOUTED DUSTY, AND SENT A WITHERING BURST LASHING DOWN AT THE GLASS COWLING.
Yank navy man to increase his lead, that would be plenty.

As the end of the next five seconds proved, he did more than that. He not only attracted their attention, he lured them toward his position.

Perhaps it was recognition of the Silver Flash, or perhaps it wasn't. But, at any rate, the Black Darts wheeled about in group attack formation and came charging at him.

"Greetings, you bums!" he roared aloud. "Where's the rest of you?"

As he spoke the last he pulled the Silver Flash up on its tail and climbed straight heavenward.

By leaning over and looking down through the glass cowl he could see the Blacks trying to claw up toward him. He grinned tightly, held the Flash nose-up for a few seconds longer, then started to haul it over on its back, as though he were completing the first half of a gigantic loop. But even as he started the maneuver he checked it and went slicing over in a lightning-like half roll.

A thousand other pilots might have tried it and failed. But Dusty's timing was perfect. Like a roaring bullet he came out directly above the lead Black plane.

Its pilot had leveled off, intending to nail him as he slid down the back of the loop. But now it was too late. Dusty had him cold. Even as the Yank jabbed his trigger trips he saw the cruel featured but startled face that turned up to gape at him.

"Take it!" shouted Dusty and sent a withering burst lashing down at the glass cowl.

For perhaps a full second the Dart hung motionless in the air. And then, as though a giant sledgehammer had smashed down upon it, the nose dropped and the plane went thundering downward with a dead pilot still grasping its control stick.

Dusty didn't wait to watch it slice into the waters of the Atlantic far below. He was too busy with enemy number two. And he got it in as many minutes.

Made-in-the-U.S.A. steel ripped and tore into Dart wing stubs and beat a savage tattoo against the engine cowling. The Black pilot tried frantically to full roll out and then spin down into the clear. But his frantic efforts spelled his doom. The bullet-weakened wing stubs refused to stand the added strain, and as though it were actually made of so much paper, the right wing tore off and went slip-sliding away. The rest pivoted about crazily for an instant and then dropped like a rock straight down into oblivion.

But though Dusty's trick attack got results, there were still four Darts left in the air. And the losing of two of their comrades must have fired them with berserk and wreckless rage. For, without bothering to form close attack formation, they went darting in at Dusty like brain-flamed vultures.

"Tough, eh?" taunted the Yank as he went skidding into the clear in the nick of time. "My, my, am I all surprised!"

Kicking back in a snap reverse he pounced on the nearest Black and started to draw a bead on the glass cowling. But he never hit it. At that moment all hell came swooping down from above. One of the other three Blacks had looped, and now his bullets were snacking into the Silver Flash.

With a howl of rage at having been caught at his own game, Dusty flung the Flash up on wing-tip and cut downward like a bolt of lightning. However, the Blacks were playing their own game now, and a split second later invisible fingers poked holes through Dusty's cowling. Stinging glass splinters whipped back to cut into his cheeks. And for one hellish
second his brain went ice cold as he waited for the sensation of a sizzling hot spear of steel slicing through his heart. But, whether due to luck or instinctive flying skill, the hot spear of steel didn’t hit him and he went tearing out from under the blistering burst.

Faking a sharp left turn he hauled back on the stick with all his might and sent the Silver Flash sky-rocketing upward. But almost in the same instant he wheeled over and darted off to one side. The looping Black had gone up again, and was waiting for him.

“Like hell you will!” grated Dusty savagely. “I don’t hanker to be a dumb cluck twice in the same day!”

In what was practically one continuous movement of the controls he slammed the Flash up and over on its back and went corkscrewing diagonally downward. The top Black tried to follow him through but his plane half stalled and fell off on one wing.

Cutting back in a wing-groaning reverse Dusty caught him cold in a perfect broadside attack. The Black probably never knew what hit him.

Dusty’s long burst plowed through the engine cowling and chewed a fuel line to shreds. Raw fuel spilling out on a hot over-reving engine did the rest. There was a sheet of livid flame, a terrific roar, and the Dart was a shower of pieces slithering down.

THE instant the sheet of flame leaped out, Dusty cut his fire, pulled the Flash up in a screaming zoom and glanced downward for a glimpse of the two remaining Blacks. As he did, his eyes widened and a sharp exclamation of dumbfounded surprise spilled off his lips.

One of the two Blacks was spinning seaward in flames, and the other was twisting and turning all over the sky as its pilot strived desperately to get clear of the withering fire that poured out from the guns of an all blue American plane.

“Curly!” Dusty bellowed aloud. “Well, I’ll be damned!”

Ramming the nose of the Flash straight down to the vertical, he pounced upon the Black ship as it came whipping out of a two-turn spin.

His Browningsammered out one short burst, and that was that. The Black didn’t have the chance to even glance upward. Steel death smashed down through his glass cockpit cowl and buried itself in his skull.

Like a kite whose ground cord has snapped in two the Dart went skidding around crazily, and finally went plunging nose-on for the rolling waters of the Atlantic.

Without giving it a second glance Dusty pulled out of his dive, eased back the throttle and swung in close to Curly’s ship. Across the air space his lanky pal gave him a trick salute and grinned from ear to ear. Dusty returned it with a gesture of poking someone in the jaw, and then spun his wave-length dial to Curly’s reading.

“Where the hell did you come from?” he demanded.

Chuckling sound came out of the ear-phones.

“Me? Oh, I was just passing by, and I thought I’d drop in.”

“Yeah?” Dusty cracked back. “Well, I’ve got something for you, sweetheart, when we land. But thanks just the same, guy. Maybe those last two would have slipped away. But seriously, Curly, how come you knew I was here?”

“Got the news from a little bird named Drake,” the ear-phones replied. “And, well you know—papa likes to keep an eye on you. But say, did you hear that S.O.S. call from that navy man? What—”

“Save it, Curly!” cut in Dusty. “Other
ears, you know. Tag me and we'll chin later."

Snapping off the contact Dusty banked around and headed for shore. Though there was no way of telling definitely, he guessed that the Navy plane had headed for the air base just north of Portsmouth, N. H.—and he wanted to have a talk with Pilot Vance.

For one thing he wanted to find out how the three battle cruisers had been destroyed. It was a cinch that the Black Darts hadn't done the job. The type of bombs they carried would have been no more effective than cream puffs against the armored decks of the cruisers.

"And another thing," grunted Dusty, continuing his train of thought aloud, "they were some of the Hawk's brood. What the hell were they doing way out at M Twenty-Four?"

That none of them had been the Hawk, himself, he knew quite definitely. Too many times had he tangled props with the air ace of the Black Invaders not to instantly recognize the man's style of combat flying. No, the Hawk hadn't been with that bunch.

"But he was back of it!" he grated harshly. "I know damn well he was!"

Fully convinced of that one fact he urged the Flash on to maximum speed in an effort to contact Pilot Vance as soon as possible. Presently the tip of Cape Ann, Massachusetts, slid up over the eastern horizon, and he started to veer a degree or two to the northwest when suddenly, the radio signal light blinked rapidly.

A glance told him that a message was coming in on his own emergency wavelength. Reaching out he spun the dial and grabbed up the transmitter tube.

"Captain Ayres contacting!" he called. "Go ahead!"

"Washington H. Q. calling you, captain," the ear-phones barked. "Orders from X Thirty-Four. Report at once. This is an emergency order. Check back, please!"

Dusty bit his lip and scowled at the radio panel. X-34 was the official designation of General Horner, chief of U. S. Intelligence and father of Agent 10. That he was sending out an emergency order meant something important was in the wind. Yet, hell, Pilot Vance was probably at Portsmouth Base, and he wanted—

He cut off the thought and bent over the transmitter tube.

"Reporting shortly, Washington!" he said. "Please cut contact; I've another call to make!"

The instant the click in the phones indicated that Washington had gone off the air, he spun the wave-length dial to the Portsmouth Base reading.

"Captain Ayres calling Portsmouth Base!"

Two seconds later he received the check-back.

"Portsmouth Base on your wave! Go ahead!"

"Did Pilot Vance of the U. S. S. Texas land at—"

Dusty cut off the rest with a gasp, jerked up straight in the seat, and stared hard at a strip of barren and rocky shoreline just off his left wings. Crumpled up against a large jagged point of rock was a pontooned plane with U. S. Navy Air Force insignia on each side of its fuselage. And on the tail fin encircled by a heavy blue line was a large red T.

"Vance!" gulped Dusty unconsciously nosing down. "And he cracked up!"

Totally oblivious to the frantic calls from Portsmouth Base crackling in his ear-phones, he went thundering down, leveled off about fifty feet over the water and went streaking past the wrecked ship. And it was then that he saw the huddled figure hanging half out of the crushed
cockpit. One hand raised slowly up, fluttered weakly at him and then dropped back and hung swinging like a broken cable.

Decision and action became one to Dusty. Beltling his ship around in a flash half turn he went racing in toward shore.

CHAPTER TWO

Yellow Lightning

A HUNDRED yards in from the rocks he found a small square of cleared ground. It was furrowed and ridged, and a perfect crack-up graveyard for a fledgling pilot. But it was just another field to Dusty, and cutting his throttle and prop he slid down into it and made an easy brake-wind landing.

Leaping out he pounded back toward the water’s edge, peeling off his flying jacket and tunic as he ran. When he reached it he paused long enough to kick off his field boots and then plunged into icy cold water. The instant he hit it his feet and arms were working like greased pistons.

The crumpled ship lay about fifty yards off shore, but he reached the jagged point against which it was jammed in less time than it takes to tell. But that was when his real troubles began. The sides of the spear-shaped rock were caked with slime.

A dozen times he tried to get a hold and pull himself up, but each time his clawing fingers slipped and he flopped back into the water.

The plane had crashed pontoon first and then slumped over to the right. From his position in the water he could not see Pilot Vance, but he could hear the man groaning faintly.

“Chin up, Vance!” he panted, swimming around to the seaward side of the rock. “Chin up, old man!”

“Hurry—hurry! Want to tell you—”

The husked words trailed off to a gurgling groan.

Abandoning all further attempt to climb up the rock itself, Dusty flung a hand upward and grabbed hold of the ripped step of the pontoon.

Sharp dural edges cut into his fingers, but he gritted his teeth against the pain and hauled himself up so that he could hook his other arm around one of the broken pontoon struts. From that position he was able to wiggle up onto the lower right wing.

Pausing but an instant to catch his breath he worked his way along to the crushed fuselage and the huddled figure in the cockpit. Bracing himself as best he could he reached out and lifted the still figure up to a slumping sitting position. A blood smeared face greeted his gaze.

“Vance! Vance! Can you talk, old man?”

Eyelids fluttered open, and bloodshot orbs stared at him dully. A second later the pain whitened lips quivered and whispered words drifted out from between them.

“Thanks, Ayres—didn’t mean—to run away. Rats—got me! Was trying to—to reach—to reach—Portsmouth. Guess—passed out—and crashed. I—”

THE rest was blotted out as the man coughed violently, and blood flecked the corners of his mouth. Dusty groaned helplessly and waited for the coughing spasm to pass. When it did, he leaned close to the man.

“Hang on, Vance! Don’t try to talk. Just try to hang on while I go for help!”

The other’s head moved slowly from side to side, and he raised one hand in feeble protest.

“Can’t do—anything!” he mumbled.
"Got—lungs. Must tell you—before it's too—late."

Once more the blood spattering coughing spell choked off the man's words. His chest seemed to cave inward, and his eyes fluttered closed. For an instant Dusty thought that he had gone for good.

"Come back, Vance!" he yelled. "What happened—tell me what happened?"

The navyman's eyes remained closed, but his blue-white lips moved.

"Don't know—exactly. Steaming north—on orders for skirmish attack—and—"

"But that order was never sent out!" Dusty interrupted before he could check himself.

The bloodshot eyes opened for an instant.

"Course it was! Saw Sparks—give it to—the Old Man! We steamed—north—Texas in lead. Sent aloft for—advance scouting. Didn't see a thing. Then—then, suddenly, I—"

"Yes, yes?" cried Dusty, as the navyman faltered and stopped. "What happened?"

"The—the bow of the Texas was sticking—out of water! The boilers went up—and she was gone. At the same instant my ship went into—a spin. Lost five hundred feet in a gale. Damn near ripped—my wings off!"

As the man paused again, Dusty said nothing. He simply stared down at the blood smeared face, a tiny frown creasing his forehead. A moment later he impulsively reached out and touched Vance on the shoulder.

"A gale, Vance?" he asked. "It couldn't have been a gale, old man. The sky was practically cloudless when I got there."

"Must have been a gale," the paint-twisted lips whispered. "Lightning—to. A great sheet of yellow lightning. Almost—struck me. Only missed me—by inches. Next thing I knew—Utah was—only ship on the—water. Then—it broke in two—amidships—and sank. Yellow lightning—Darts attacked—got me—tried to call Washington—call Washington—call—call—"

"Wait, Vance, wait! You've got to live, old man! You can't go—!"

Dusty finished the rest with a groan. It was useless to yell at the navyman, now. The tiny thread that separates human life from death had parted, and whatever else Vance might have said was sealed in the brain of a dead man.

For a long moment Dusty stood motionless, trying to make even a little bit of sense out of what he had just heard. But presently a hail from shore jerked him out of his befuddled reverie.

"Hey! Need me out there?"

Dusty turned to see Curly standing on the lip of the shore ledge. He shook his head, and cupped a hand to his lips.

"No use now, Curly!" he yelled. "I'm coming ashore. You call Portsmouth Base. Tell them Pilot Vance is here—dead!"

As he saw Brooks turn away from the shore he crawled out on the wing and let his body drop off into the water. Five minutes later he was back on shore and squeezing what water he could out of his sea logged clothes. And by the time Curly came running back from the planes he had jammed his feet into his field boots and was pulling on his tunic.

"Vance, eh?" was Brooks' first question.

Dusty simply nodded. Curly glared at him.

"Secrets?" he snapped. "Or am I allowed to know?"

Dusty finished buttoning up his tunic and held out his hand.

"Give me a cigarette, and I'll tell you."

After Curly had complied and had lighted up he told his pal the whole story in detail. Brooks listened right to the end in frowning silence.
Poor devil probably didn't even realize that he was talking!” Curly grunted as Dusty finished. “Much less what he was talking about. I'm wondering if he really did see three cruisers go down.”

Dusty toed out his cigarette, and shrugged.

“We can check up on that with the Navy Department,” he said. “But something must have happened to one of them!”

“Huh? What do you mean?”

“The Texas,” Dusty replied. “Vance was from the Texas, you know. And I didn't see a single cruiser in the M Twenty-Four area. Did you?”

Brooks' eyes widened.

“Gee, that's so. No, I didn't. But, listen, here's something. Where did those Darts come from? They were members of the Hawk's brood.”

“I'm wondering that, too,” Dusty nodded grimly. “They probably came from the Hawk's regular drome. But what I want to know, is—were they there on orders?”

“If the Hawk sent you that radio,” said Curly slowly, “my guess is, yes! What Vance got was planned for you. But, sending only five was a dumb stunt. But, here's something that maybe you don't know—the Hawk’s drome was abandoned a week ago, while you were in hospital.”

Dusty started, then relaxed.

“Probably picked out a new field,” he said. “It's being done, you know.”

“That's just the idea?” cut in Brooks quickly. "Assuming that that radio was from the Hawk; up until to day none of us have heard of, or seen, the Black Hawk—or any of his brood!”

“You mean—?”

“Yeah! Not a single Black Dart has been sighted for a week. Not a one! I was almost beginning to think that they'd washed out the type.”

Dusty scowled savagely at the sky as a thousand and one infinitesimal pieces of a cockeyed and crazy mystery puzzle floated and danced before his mind’s eye.

“It must make sense, somehow!” he grunted, speaking more to himself than to Curly. “We just can't figure it out—yet.”

“Check,” nodded Brooks. “So what?”

“You got Portsmouth?” asked Dusty.

“I did. A relief boat must be on the way down now.”

“Then there’s no use hanging around here,” said Dusty, starting toward the planes. “General Horner sent me an S.O.S. order to report to him. You’d better shove on back to the field, and I’ll chase down to Washington.”

Brooks cursed softly.

“You may be the fair-haired boy to H.Q. staff,” he snorted, “but you’re a pain in the neck to me. I’m tagging with you—and no buts!”

Dusty started to speak, then changed his mind and grinned.

“O. K.,” he said. “I'd probably find you at Washington field when I landed, anyway. But listen, my big brave guardian, if anything happens, you follow my orders! Get it?”

Curly gestured humble acquiescence.

“I wouldn’t even dream of doing otherwise!” he murmured.

Dusty shot him a final warning look and legged into the cockpit of the Flash. Half a minute later he had pulled the wheels clear and was clawing air for altitude. Because of his bullet-shattered glass cowl he leveled off at ten thousand, waited for Curly to swing in behind and then set a compass course down the coast line toward the nation’s capital.

Slumping back against the headrest he reviewed once more the sequence of events that had taken place since Major Drake called him into the Group office.
The net result was simply additional confirmation of his already definite belief that the Black Hawk was alive, and was the keyman of a new mysterious war thrust at the United States. Beyond that, everything else was a mixed-up jumble of intangible items.

The one upon which he pondered the most was Pilot Vance’s raving statement that the three U. S. battle cruisers had gone down in almost no time at all.

“Vance must have been out of his head!” he muttered aloud. “They didn’t go at the same time. Were they all asleep? Hell, someone was bound to see what hit them. Sure! And I would have picked up their distress calls. Why—”

On impulse he left the rest hanging in midair, shot out his free hand and spun the wave-length dial.

“Captain Ayres calling Navy H. Q., Washington!” he spoke in to the transmitter tube. “Captain Ayres calling Navy H. Q. on Seven-Two-Six!”

He repeated the call four times before the red signal light on the panel blinked. A voice spoke in his phones, but it was so muffled that he had to strain his ears to catch the words.

“Navy H. Q. on your wave! Proceed!”

“Can you give me a position report on the Texas, Utah and Vermont?” he yelled.

TWO or three minutes of silence followed, during which time the phones emitted a sort of fuzzy sound. Dusty fingered the dial to tune it out, but the noise continued. Face grim he bent over the transmitter tube.

“Station tuning in on Seven-Two-Six, get off!” he snapped. “You are garbling reception! Oh, Navy H. Q.! A check-back on my question, please!”

The fuzzy sound continued in the phones, but presently Dusty caught the voice of the Navy H. Q. operator.

“Position of ships unreported since six o’clock this morning. Have you any information? Admiral’s orders to report it at once!”

Dusty opened his lips to speak, hesitated, and clamped them shut. The familiar sensation was again rippling up and down his spine. The continuance of the fuzzy noise caused it. Some other station was tuning in directly on the Seven-Two-Six wave-length. And it was a station that operated on a different frequency, and therefore could not get clear tuning-in. It was either that, or else there was some sort of static disturbance near the station.

Hesitating a moment longer he suddenly spoke into the transmitter tube.

“Ships sighted ten minutes ago, Navy!” he called. “They were steaming a course up the Maine coast. Just wondered if an air escort was needed.”

The Navy H. Q. operator started to speak, but suddenly the fuzzy sound increased in tone and the voice was blotted out. Dusty cursed and tried to regain contact on a different wave-length, and failed. Finally he snapped off the set in disgust, and sat glowering at it.

A moment later, though, the signal light blinked rapidly on the S. O. S. dial reading. He snapped on and grabbed the transmitter tube.

“Navy H. Q.?” he called eagerly.

“No, captain. But perhaps I can answer your question.”

Dusty’s body went rigid, and an agate glint sprang into his eyes. Even in his sleep he would instantly recognize the owner of that voice.

“You, Hawk, eh?” he grated. “Where are you, rat? I thought we had a little date!”

The earphones chuckled harshly, and then came words.

“We did my friend, and I must apologize. I should have made it an hour earlier. Those battle cruisers steamed to M
Twenty-Four sooner than I expected.
And after I had destroyed them, I could
not wait for you. But, one of my flights
entertained you, did it not?"

It was Dusty’s turn to laugh.

“Not very much,” he said. “There
weren’t enough of them. And by the way,
don’t expect them home for supper!”

“That is regrettable,” purred the ear-
phones. “However, the officers and crew
of three of your finest battle cruisers will
not be home to supper, either, as you term
it. And they are only the beginning.”

As the Black spoke Dusty regulated his
directional finder needle, and found that
the Hawk’s position was due south of him.
He opened the throttle wide, and bent
over the transmitter tube again.

“Tell me,” he said, stalling for time
in which to race south. “I suppose you did
it all by your little self? And if so, how-
come I saw them not fifteen minutes
ago?”

The phones chuckled again.

“Your Navy H.Q. may believe that,
captain. But, I know that you lie. Your
Navy H. Q. told the truth. Those three
battle cruisers have been unreported since
six o’clock this morning. Their wave-
lengths have been static-jammed. Even
that S.O.S. call of Pilot Vance did not get
through to Washington. And their posi-
tion right now is somewhere at the bot-
tom of the Atlantic ocean!”

“Yeah?” echoed Dusty, as little fingers
of icy truth curled about his heart. “Well,
Pilot Vance got through to me! Your vul-
tures didn’t get him—and he told me the
whole story.”

“So?” grated the phones. “They did
not kill him? Then they deserved to die!
They had their orders. But, your bluff is
useless, captain. It was impossible for
Pilot Vance to tell you anything. And
would you care for proof of that fact?”

The fingers of Dusty’s free hand curled
into a steel hard fist.

“What I’d like,” he gritted, “is an-
other date with you! They tell me you’ve
been too yellow to show your ugly mug,
lately. Still yellow?”

“Words, captain, just words! There
are times when I must put aside my per-
sonal desires. However, should you care
for another meeting, I believe I have time
to accommodate you. Shall we say, in an
hour—above your city of Boston?”

“Perfect; perfect!” Dusty grinned into
the transmitter tube. “I’ll be there with
bells on!”

“And so will I, captain,” came the
harshly chuckled words. “But—be sure
to ‘keep your eyes open’!”

A wild, grating laugh blasted out of
the phones, and then the set clicked silent.

CHAPTER THREE

The Invisible Ace

FOR a long moment Dusty sat perfectly
still. But inwardly he was quivering
with wild excitement. It seemed years
since he’d tangled with his old enemy. And
now that another meeting was in the off-
sage joy gripped him from head to foot.

Perhaps the meeting would result in a
few answers to the hundred odd questions
that spun around in his brain. Or, per-
haps, it wouldn’t. But, one way or the
other, it didn’t matter at the moment. The
main item was that he would meet the
Black Hawk.

The flash of wings out of the corner
of his eye, brought back the realization
that he was not alone. He stared out
across the air-space as Curly swung in
close; saw the happy grin on his pal’s
face. The grin told him that Curly had
been listening in, and was as tickled as he.

Shaking his head vigorously he made
waving-away motions with his free hand.
Curly’s grin faded, and he scowled stub-
bornly. Spinning the wave-length dial,
Dusty got him on contact.
"Orders, kid," he said. "This is personal. Buzz off and buy yourself a stick of candy. I'll see you later."

"My pal!" the phones snarled. "But some day I'll be famous, too, you mug! Luck!"

To Dusty's surprise Curly banked off and went thundering westward. He followed the ship out of sight, a half sad smile on his lips.

"Don't make them any better!" he grunted aloud. "Wish he could come along at that."

Turning his eyes front he brushed all thought of Curly from his mind, and concentrated on getting ready for his meeting with the Hawk. His ammo belts still had plenty of slugs in them. In the scrap with the Darts he had made every shot tell, and he still had plenty left for the Hawk.

His only regret was that his glass cowl was in splinters. That meant that he had to keep low, with the result that the Hawk would have the advantage of getting peak altitude whenever it was necessary. The thought of that brought a tight grin to Dusty's lips.

"Let him!" he snapped. "I'll spot that rat ten thousand any day, and beat him to the punch. Only hope that he isn't too yellow to come down to my front yard!"

With a final check of the instruments and guns he veered a bit inshore and stared hard at the horizon ahead. Low down on it he could see the towering buildings of Boston poking their blunt and pointed tops skyward. And beyond it the harbor in which both merchant and war ships rode lazily at anchor. Save for those warships there was not a single hint of war about the thriving metropolis.

But Dusty only gave the city a glance. The air above it took all of his attention. Hunched forward over the stick he literally scrutinized every cubic inch—and saw nothing to make the blood dance through his veins. His watch told him that he was five minutes early.

Easing back the throttle a bit he coasted lazily about over the Hub's suburbs, always keeping an alert eye aloft. Minutes dragged by and eventually his watch told him that the Hawk was half an hour late.

A tremor of marked disappointment rippled through him, and he was on the point of speeding down to Washington to answer General Horner's summons, when suddenly the red signal light blinked. He snapped on contact, and spoke into the transmitter tube,

"Go ahead!"

"You are waiting, captain?" came the voice of the Hawk in the ear-phones. "Sorry to be late again. Watch closely my friend—watch very closely!"

As THE set clicked off, Dusty screwed around in the seat and stared hard up at the sky. But not a single plane did he see. Not even a tiny dot, that might be the Hawk thundering down upon him. He poked the nose of the Flash upward, at full gun, to get a better view.

But it availed him nothing. Save for himself, he was absolutely alone in the air. He grated out a curse, and rapped his clenched fist against the side of the cockpit.

"Bluff again!" he growled. "The rat's too yellow to take a chance. The hell with him, then!"

He slapped the Flash around and started south across the city. But a split second later he went rigid in the seat, and a wild cry of alarm burst from his lips. About a mile ahead of him, on the harbor front of Boston, stood the towering Federal Building—a massive pillar of steel and stone that rose up for an even one hundred stories.

And now, as he gaped at it, hardly daring to believe his eyes, he saw it cave in
in the center, and crumble apart like a house of sun-baked sand. Its two spires snapped off like match sticks and went hurtling down into the streets below.

The four walls visibly rocked back and forth and then collapsed inward, as though their very foundations had been smashed out from under them. Smoke and fire belched upward, the licking tongues of red seeming to almost singe the fleecy clouds high overhead. And the roar of a terrific explosion rent the sky.

In a matter of split seconds the city became a seething inferno of utter chaos. Like a man struck dumb, Dusty sat gaping down at the horrible sight. Panic

He saw the Federal Building cave in like a house built of sand.
reigned for a full mile around the crumpled building.

The streets were choked with fear-gripped men, women and children fighting to get away from the stricken area. And like ants quitting their hills, thousands more poured out of the other buildings to add to the berserk chaos in the streets.

"An earthquake! My God, it's an earthquake!"

Above the roar of his own engine, Dusty suddenly became conscious of the sound of his own voice. It jerked him back to partial sanity, and he snapped out his hand and spun the wave length dial to Washington H.Q.

"Washington, Washington!" he bellowed into the transmitter tube. "Earthquake at Boston! Federal building completely destroyed. Order help to this area at once. Emergency! Captain Ayres calling you. I'm over the city now!"

As he paused for breath, General Hornet's voice suddenly boomed out of the earphones.

"What's that, Ayres? The Federal Building destroyed? Oh my God! That wasn't—"

The rest was drowned out by a high keyed hum in the phones. Dusty recognized the noise in the flash of an instant. His contact with Washington was being static-jammed. He cursed, snapped off the set, took a final look at the horrible sight below, and sent the Flash roaring dead-on for Washington.

There was nothing that he could do at Boston. And his meeting with the Hawk was a disappointment of the past, now. Washington H.Q. was his objective. Twice he had been static-jammed out of contact. Something was up. What? He didn't know. Couldn't even guess. He just felt it, inside.

Feeding the Flash's powerplant all it could take he raced down across Connecticut and New York. As he roared over eastern Pennsylvania the red signal light blinked. The instant he snapped on contact, the grating voice of the Hawk blasted against his ear-drums.

"Did you watch closely, captain? But then, of course you did. I heard you calling Washington. It was not an earthquake, my friend—but something far more effective. And a pretty sight, wasn't it?"

"Go sell your apples!" Dusty roared at him. "I knew you were too yellow to show your mug. And I'm busy, now!"

"But I did show myself, captain," the other purred back. "That you did not see me, is your fault. Yet, I do not blame you for having missed me. But—watch closely, I'll show myself again."

Dusty laughed harshly and cut off the set.

"Yeah?" he grated. "Maybe you'll send me a picture!"

Brushing all thought of the Hawk from his mind, he slanted the Flash downward a bit to get greater speed. Presently the Capitol eased up over the distant horizon. He swung a bit west, toward the military field and leveled off.

And then without warning, it happened.

One instant he was flying a dead-on course, and the next he was whipping wing over wing, like a sheet of paper in a gale of wind. Before he could check himself he was flung forward against the instrument board. His forehead smashed into the bowl compass and a thousand colored stars danced before his eyes.

Half groggy, he managed somehow to pull out of his crazy maneuver and right the plane. Through blurred eyes he searched the heavens and saw nothing but sun bathed air. There wasn't any more than a fistful of clouds in the sky. Brain doing loops, he slumped back against the head rest and rubbed his free hand across his eyes.

"Must be nuts!" he mumbled. "Or
maybe I’m dreaming. But what the hell happened?”

As though to answer his question, it happened again!

A GIANT invisible hand grabbed his plane and flung it up and outward in a great curving arc. This time he had instinctively braced himself, but though he battled with the controls the Flash continued to cartwheel across the heavens. Finally, though, he smacked it up on even keel, steeled his jangling nerves as best he could and looked about. The picture was still the same—sun, air, a bit of clouds, and nothing else.

Suddenly, he realized that the red signal light was blinking. Automatically, he snapped on the set and spun the wavelength dial.

“You understand, now, captain?” came the taunting words. “Did you see me that time?”

“My God, where in hell are you?” Dusty blurted out without thinking.

“In the air, my friend,” came the reply. “And in a position to kill you at will. But no, captain, do not be afraid. I shall not kill you—yet. After the annoyance you have caused me in the past, I insist that you live to witness my complete triumph.”

The voice paused for a moment. Dusty started to speak but cut it off short as the earphones crackled again.

“But your friend is unimportant, captain. He approaches from the west, now. Watch, and you will see what I can do to you, any time I wish.”

Even as the man spoke Dusty had slammed around and was racing westward. About five miles away, and a few thousand feet above him, a plane was bearing down on the Washington military field. A glance at its silhouette against the sky was enough. He knew instantly that it was Curly Brooks’ all-blue plane.

Just why he did it, he did not stop to reason out at the moment. He simply spun the wavelength dial to Curly’s S.O.S. reading.

“Curly, Curly!” he bellowed. “Go down and land! Go down and land at once. Anywhere—but for God’s sake land!”

“For what?” came Brooks’ calm voice.

“Why . . .”

“I don’t know!” Dusty cut him off frantically. “But just land, kid. For the love of God, land! I’ll explain . . .”

He finished the rest with a bellow of alarm. Curly’s plane seemed to suddenly stop dead in the air. Then it leaped crazily to one side, and through horrified eyes Dusty saw the left lower wing tear off and go flip-flopping away like so much crumpled tinfoil.

But at the same instant he saw a faint blur go streaking heavenward. At least he thought he saw a blur. He tried to follow it with his eyes, and saw nothing but blue sky.

Snapping his eyes back to Curly’s ship he pounded the throttle with his free fist and cursed the Flash onto greater speed. Brooks’ wingless ship was pivoting about slowly, like a leaf caught in the outer rim of a whirlpool. Faster and faster it moved, until it was plunging down in a tight spin.

“Out, Curly! Bail out—bail out!”

Dusty’s roaring words echoed back to him dully, as he clawed air toward the spinning ship. As he neared it he saw Brooks struggling to shove himself up through the opened cowling. The pilot’s movements were painfully slow.

He was like a half drowned man fumbling for a grip on a floating log. Three times he almost pulled himself clear, only to fall back into the cockpit again.

“Make it, Curly!” Dusty bellowed, as he circled helplessly about the other plane. “You’ve got to make it! Out—out! Bail out!”

It was evident that Curly was injured.
"OUT, CURLY! BAIL OUT--BAIL OUT!"
Swinging in close, Dusty clearly saw the stream of blood that seeped out of a jagged gash on Brooks' left temple. Whether Curly knew he was there or not, was impossible to tell. The man was only half conscious and too occupied trying to pry himself out of his death trap.

Groaning and cursing in the same breath, Dusty followed his doomed pal lower and lower. The ground was sweeping up relentlessly, and Brooks was still wedged in the cockpit. And then, as though his brain had cleared a bit, the lean pilot heaved himself up with a tremendous effort.

Both hands digging and clawing at the turtle back of the fuselage he managed to pull himself clear. A sudden whip of the plane hurled him to the side and off into the air.

Dusty shouted with joy, but groaned in the next breath. As Curly went flying off the tail swung around, and the rudder smashed into him. Like a sack of meal Brooks arced outward, and Dusty saw his pal drop like a stone.

"Pull it, pull it, Curly!" he thundered. "Pull the ring cord!"

But down Brooks went, his arms and legs spread-eagled in the air. Dusty raced down after him. A thousand feet from the ground Brooks was still falling like a lump of lead. Nine hundred—eight—seven—six...

"Curly! Curly, old pal!"

At four hundred a puff of white shot up from Curly’s back. Dusty breathed a fierce prayer of thankfulness as 'chute silk mushroomed out, shroud lines went taut, and Curly’s limp body was seemingly jerked back toward the sky for a moment.

"Knew you would, knew you would!" mumbled Dusty thickly, as he eased back the throttle. "You’re just too tough, that’s all!"

Swinging around in easy circles he watched Brooks float down the rest of the way. The lean pilot hit on the edge of a small wood, feet first. His knees buckled and he fell over on his face. Like a shroud the 'chute silk deflated on top of him.

Even as his pal hit, Dusty was cutting down to a quick fish-tail landing in a small field less than sixty yards away. The instant the wheels touched he cut the throttle and switched off.

Head down, fists clenched, he pounded over to the heap of 'chute silk flapping in a slight ground wind. Yanking it out of the way, he unbuckled the harness and rolled Curly over on his back.

As he did, the lean pilot's eyes fluttered open. They gaped dully at Dusty for a moment, then lighted up with recognition.

"The roof fell in, didn't it?"

Dusty grinned.

"Something like that, kid," he said happily. "How's it go? Think you can sit up? Here, use this."

As Brooks struggled to a sitting position, Dusty handed him his handkerchief. Curly groaned a bit and dabbed the handkerchief against his cut temple.

"The top of my head's gone," he grunted. "But outside of that, I'm swell. What happened? Something ran into me."

Dusty leaned forward.

"Did you see what it was?" he asked.

Curly blinked and shook his head.

"Hell, no! Didn't see anything. If I had, I'd have cut out of the way. But, listen—you yelled for me to land. Why? Didn't you—"

The look on Dusty's face stopped him.

"You didn't see anything?" he demanded. "Not even what smacked me?"

"Not a thing, kid," said Dusty.

And then he proceeded to tell Brooks of all that had happened.

"It was the Hawk all right," he finished
up. "But how, and what the hell, I don't know!"

Curly fumbled for cigarettes, gave one to Dusty, and held the match for them both. For a couple of minutes they smoked in silence. Presently, Curly cursed and snapped his half-smoked cigarette away.

"I've seen a few tough ones in my time!" he grunted, staring off into space. "But this takes the cake, and how! You hear the guy, and you feel what he does—but you don't see him. Hell, he must have been pulling a bluff about that Federal Building. Sure you didn't see any explosion? Black Agents might have bombed it, you know."

Dusty shook his head.

"The explosion was afterward," he said firmly. "After the building caved in. I'm sure of that. I happened to be looking at it, right at that moment. The front and back sides seemed to cave in in the center. Between the fiftieth and sixtieth floors. Then the rest of it came down in a shower of steel and stone."

"Bombs could do that," said Curly doggedly.

"Right! But they didn't. The same thing that got the cruisers, spilled me and damn near wiped you out, also got the Federal Building. It must have, don't you see? The Hawk called the turn on every damn thing that happened!"

Curly dabbed the handkerchief to his temple and heaved a sigh of complete puzzlement.

"Maybe you're right," he grunted. "And if so—what a sweet war this is turning out to be! Can't even see a guy when he smacks you: Oh well, maybe this is life. Anyway, where do we go from here? You want me to walk back to the drome, now?"

Dusty gave him the hard eye.

"If you'd done as I told you," he snapped, "instead of sneaking back, you'd have saved me a few gray hairs!"

"And some of my own!" nodded Brooks. "Sorry. I guess I'm too curious at times."

"Forget it, kid," grinned Dusty, jabbing him playfully in the ribs. "We're both alive, and that's what counts. Come on. There's a road near here. We'll get you a lift to the military field, and I'll fly my crate back."

"The chauffeur's on his way," said Curly, getting to his feet. "Take a look."

Dusty turned to see a staff car come tearing around the far end of the wood and spray dirt toward them. As it skidded to a full stop a burly figure in uniform leaped out of the rear seat. It was General Horner. He advanced on them with blaz ing eyes, which he finally fastened on Dusty.

"Hell of a way to obey orders, Ayres!" he boomed. "I've been expecting you for hours!"

"Sorry, sir," began Dusty. "But I—"

"Never mind, now," the other cut him off. "Get into the back of the car—both of you!"

Dusty hesitated, glanced at his plane.

"Brooks will ride with you, sir," he said. "I'll fly the ship back, and meet—"

"Get into the car!" General Horner thundered. "Leave the plane here. The field crew will pick it up. I don't think you'll be needing it for a while. Get in!"

Dusty shot him a questioning glance, shrugged and followed Curly into the car.

CHAPTER FOUR

Fire-Eyes

SLUMPED back against the cushions Dusty shot quick side glances at General Horner as they raced, siren wailing, through the streets of the Nation's Capitol. The Intelligence chief was staring straight ahead, unblinking. His face was set in grim lines, and his hands resting on
his lap were bunched into hammerhead fists.

A dozen times Dusty was on the point of asking questions, but each time he curbed the impulse. Knowing General Horner of old, he realized that the man would talk when the time was ready, and not a split second before. He was like that—so was his son, Agent 10.

Resigned to the inevitable, Dusty contented himself with mulling over his own thoughts. That the Blacks had brought into play some new, mysterious and terrible weapon of war was a foregone conclusion.

Too many things had happened, to be taken as coincidence. As he had told Curly, the same thing—whatever in God's name it was—had done all the damage. And the Hawk was behind it all. No need of giving that truth a second thought. But—how?

How could the Hawk destroy three powerful battle cruisers in as many minutes? How could the Hawk, high in the air, crumple the towering Federal Building into flaming ruins? How could the Hawk fling his own ship out of control? And how could that devil rip Curly's wings clean off? But, even more important—how could the Hawk do all those things and still be invisible?

Dusty's brain raced backward in memory. He thought of Pilot Vance's last words. The navyman had spoken of yellow lightning. What had he meant by that? Was it possible that the Blacks were able to discharge great bolts of lightning from great distances, and regulate where they would strike? Hell, that was absurd—preposterous! Yet—he'd seen something. Just a blur—or maybe had just an hallucination of the retina. At any rate, he was positive that it was not colored. If it was a blur, it was grey-black.

"Out, gentlemen!"

Horner's voice jerked Dusty back to the present. The car had slid to a gentle stop in front of the War Department Building, and a ram-rod sergeant guard was holding open the car door.

Climbing out he waited for Curly and General Horner, and then with his pal followed the Intelligence Chief up the broad stone steps and into the elevator lobby. As though it had all been planned ahead of time, the very first elevator was empty save for the operator and an armed guard.

With a nod of his head, General Horner motioned them inside, and got in himself. The doors clicked shut and the car shot fifty-seven stories skyward.

The doors clicked open again as the car stopped. General Horner nodded his head again and stepped out into a long corridor. A guard, pacing slowly up and down, stiffened to attention and saluted.

Horner didn't even notice him. In long strides, he moved down the corridor through a door at the end, and down a shorter corridor to another door. Dusty knew where they were headed for he had been in the place several times before. They were headed for Horner's private office.

He glanced at Curly, keeping step at his side, and grinned. The lean pilot frowned and formed unspoken questions with his lips. Dusty shrugged and gestured complete ignorance.

As they passed through the last door they entered a large office, conspicuous for its lack of furniture and for its rows of file cases that literally covered the lower part of all four walls. Horner seated himself behind a huge desk, jerked a thumb at a couple of nearby vacant chairs, and punched one of a row of buzzer buttons that lined the right side of his desk.

Almost immediately a side door opened and a young Medical Corps lieutenant
stepped inside. He carried a small black case in his right hand. General Horner flashed him a look and nodded at Curly Brooks.

"Fix up that officer's wound," he ordered.

And then as though totally unaware of the existence of anybody else in the room he fell to frowning and fuming over a pile of papers on his desk. Not until the medico had patched up Curly's gashed temple and had left the room, did he look up. And then he fixed narrowed eyes on Dusty.

"The whole story, right from the beginning, Ayres, please," he ordered. Then added, a trifle tartly, "That is, if there is a beginning."

Dusty gave him eye for eye for a moment, sucked in his breath slowly, and then proceeded to tell his story for the second time in as many hours. Horner listened through to the end in savage frowning silence. And when Dusty stopped, he glanced at Curly.

"Anything to add to that, Lieutenant?" he rapped out.

Brooks shook his head.

"Nothing, sir," he said. "Except that I only heard Dusty's first conversation with the Hawk. I didn't hear any more, although I kept my set open on S.O.S. Emergency all of the time."

"The answer to that is simple enough," grunted Horner. "The Blacks have perfected a new directional transmission beam that is insulated against all attempts of other stations to listen in. He probably used the regular wave at first."

"Then that's—" began Dusty.

"How he got those cruisers to go to M Twenty-Four, without our knowing it?" the senior officer cut in. "Exactly! And at the same time our efforts to contact them were blanketed out—right here in the Navy H.Q. station!"

Dusty started.

"Huh, sir?"

The general gestured irritably.

"One of their agents!" he said shortly. "Only caught the rat a few hours ago. Fixed it so that Navy H.Q. radio was simply transmitting right back into its own receivers."

"But wait a minute," Dusty interrupted. "Collins at my own field picked up that message sent to the cruisers. If there was a directional beam used, why—?"

"I know what you're getting at," Horner stopped him. "And I've only got one answer. It was sent direct to your field, for your benefit!"

"My benefit?" echoed Dusty.

"I think so," nodded the other. "It was to dove-tail in with that unsigned message you got from the Hawk—so that you would be sure to be at M Twenty-Four. At least that's the way I figured it, after Major Drake told me about the radio to you."

SILENCE settled over the room as Horner stopped talking. Eyes brittle and fixed on the desk top, the Intelligence chief sat rigid slowly clenching and unclenching his hands. Dusty stood it for a few minutes, then leaned forward.

"Any idea of what's back of it, sir?" he encouraged.

Horner snapped his head up, glared at him.

"Back of it?" he echoed harshly. "Of course I have. It's an attempt to cripple us by smashing down from the top!"

Dusty frowned.

"I don't think I get you."

"Do you know who was on the Texas?"

General Horner asked sharply.

"No, sir."

"Then I'll tell you. The Texas carried the Secretary of the Navy, the Assistant Secretary, and Admiral Trenton of the Atlantic Battle Fleet. Those three, and half a dozen lesser lights. They selected
the Texas as a good place to confer and make plans regarding the blockading of Canadian ports of both coasts. A lot of the Blacks' equipment is coming from their captured territories in Europe and Asia. They couldn't possibly keep going on what's left in Canada. So we've been contemplating a starving-out blockade on all materials. And now—"

Horner paused and shrugged.

"And now the keystone of the plan are at the bottom of the Atlantic!" he growled.

"More Black agent work, eh?" murmured Dusty. Then as an after thought, "But, gosh, with the Secretary aboard would they still carry out an order from U.S.N. Twelve? I should think that they—"

"That's just how clever these damn Blacks plan things!" the senior officer stopped him short. "In addition to the conference, the Secretary and the others were going to witness trials of a new-type gun just recently installed. To do it in actual battle against a light force would be perfect. See what I mean? Those devils didn't miss a bet."

Dusty nodded sympathetically, but made no comment. He could fully realize just how General Horner felt. As Chief of Intelligence the criticism of all Black agent activity in the U.S. descended upon him. Added to that he was personally responsible for the activities of the vast number of U.S. secret agents under his command. As Dusty had often said to himself, of all the jobs in the Army, the Navy and the Air Force, General Horner's job was the last one he'd choose.

"And to add to that," spoke up Horner again. "As near as I can learn, they have wiped out practically half of the General Staff!"

"They were aboard too?" gasped Curly Brooks.

"Hell no!" the general flung at him. "They were in the Federal Building in Boston, attending a Northeastern Area council of war."

In spite of himself, Dusty turned and glanced at the row of windows on his right. The general saw his action and grunted.

"Don't blame you a bit, Ayres," he said. "I've had my eye on them ever since we came in. By God, any more of this, and I think I'll lose my mind. It's incredible, absolutely impossible—yet it's fact!"

Dusty's eyes narrowed, as he realized that the big moment was coming.

"What's fact, sir?" he asked in tensed tone.

General Horner didn't answer at once. He sat scowling at his folded hands on the desk-top, as though choosing his words before he spoke them. When he did they came out slowly—almost reluctant to leave his lips.

"The Blacks have a new weapon of war, the name of which when translated from their language means, The Red Destroyer. What it is, I do not know. After what's happened, I'm pretty positive that it is some kind of an air weapon—something invisible to the human eye. But that they have a new weapon is positive fact. Here, this is a translated report from Agent Ten."

DUSTY accepted the sheet of paper that the other passed him, absently noting the fact for the hundredth time that General Horner never spoke of his own son by any other name than his official one—Agent 10. He glanced at the paper; held it so that Curley could read it, too.

X to X-34

New weapon titled the Red Destroyer perfected by Blacks for early use. Nature and design not known. Expect to obtain complete details within twenty-four hours. Will send them through the same channels. X

Placing the paper on the desk, Dusty looked at General Horner.
“Mind telling me where Jack sent that from, sir?” he asked. “And when?”

The other shook his head.

“Not at all,” he said. “Agent 10 sent that from Halifax yesterday noon.”

“Halifax?” grunted Dusty. “What was Jack doing up there?”

General Horner gave him a scornful look.

“My agents follow down every rumor,” he said simply. “And unless I miss my guess, Agent 10 has caught on to something rather important.”

The senior officer paused and glanced at his watch. As he raised his eyes he saw the questioning look on Dusty’s face.

“If I’m lucky,” he muttered. “We’ll hear from Agent 10 in about fifteen minutes. You two follow me.”

With that General Horner stood up and walked out of the office. Silently Dusty and Curly followed him out and through the corridors to the elevator. On the seventy-ninth floor they got off, walked down a long steel-walled corridor and entered a dimly lighted room at the far end. As Dusty stepped through the door a tingling thrill rippled through him. Months before, he had been in this very room, and had heard the President deliver his answer to the impossible ultimatum of Fire-Eyes.

The room had not changed, save for the possible addition of more instruments. Instinctively Dusty’s eyes went to the south wall. He sucked in his breath sharply as he saw the Telerad screen on the wall. On that screen he had first seen the televisioned picture of the high commander of the Black Invaders.

“Well, captain, a lot of water has passed under the bridge since we last met.”

Dusty turned to stare into the grinning features of Major Jordon, chief radio officer at Washington H.Q. They had first met in that very room on the day war had been declared. He grasped the other’s hand and shook it warmly.

“Yes, sir,” he said, “a whole lot. And it looks like more to come.”

Major Jordon’s face went grave. He nodded his head slowly.

“I’m afraid so,” he said. “Very much afraid so.”

As though there were nothing more to say, Jordon turned away and walked over to the dial panel on the north wall, where General Horner stood waiting, an impatient look on his rugged face.

“Any contact, yet, Jordon?” boomed out the Intelligence chief.

The radio officer shook his head.

“No, sir,” he said. “I’ve been trying at ten minute intervals—but no luck yet.”

General Horner glared at the instrument panel a moment, then fell to pacing slowly up and down the length of the room. Dusty stepped in front of him on the fifth time down.

“Pardon, sir. Supposing you don’t contact Agent 10. Then what?”

The senior officer fixed him with a steady eye.

“What do you mean, Ayres?”

Dusty shrugged.

“They’re already using the Red Destroyer, sir,” he said. “I’d suggest, sir, that we take steps, ourselves, to find out what it is and track it down, just in case we don’t hear from Agent 10.”

The other grunted.

“And just what do you suggest we do?” he asked.

Dusty hesitated, stared at the floor a moment.

“Well, sir,” he began, “our first job is to find out what it is. We both believe it’s some kind of an air weapon. Assuming that it is, why not arrange for it to be at a certain place so that we can get a look at it.”

“Arrange for it to be at a certain place?” boomed back General Horner.
“Have you gone out of your head, Ayres? Just what the devil do you mean?”

“This, sir,” Dusty replied calmly. “Let us make the Blacks believe that—”

“General Horner!”

The sharp exclamation from Major Jordan cut off the rest Dusty was about to say. The Intelligence chief spun away from him and over to the radio officer. Dusty followed at his heels. And Curly Brooks was close behind.

“Yes, Jordan? What is it?”

“Some one is trying to get through to us, sir,” replied the radio officer pointing at a quivering needle on a dial in front of him. “And, I think it’s our secret Telerad station just outside Halifax.”

“Think?” General Horner barked at him. “Good God, man, don’t you know? Can’t you find out?”

A look of annoyance flashed across Major Jordan’s face and faded away almost instantly. He reached out and twirled one or two dials.

“Can’t say for sure, yet, sir,” he said in even tone of voice. “It may just be a bit of local disturbance.”

General Horner snorted but said nothing. And in silence they all watched Major Jordan work on the dial knobs.

Presently he stiffened, pressed a receiving phone against his ear and listened intently. Breath clamped in his lungs, Dusty watched him intently. His heart was pounding against his ribs, and the blood surging through his veins. At any minute now, they might see Jack Horner on the Telerad screen, and hear his voice as he spoke his important message.

But an instant later he groaned inwardly. Major Jordan had relaxed, had taken the phone away from his ear, and was shaking his head sadly.

“Almost had it that time!” he muttered as though talking to himself. “Dammit! Wonder what’s the matter? Some one must be on the other end!”

FACE grim he set to work on the dials again. As he turned one, a high keyed hum filled the room. It mounted and mounted until it faded off to nothing. Instantly Major Jordon clipped a transmitter speaking tube about his neck, and started flipping down a series of relay switches and jamming contact plugs into their sockets. As he did so he shot a quick triumphant glance at General Horner.

“Got it this time, sir!” he snapped. Horner nodded, and said nothing. Major Jordon turned back to the dial board, put his lips to the transmitter tube.

“H-Six, H-Six!” he called. “Signals coming through very weak. Try four-nine-ten, or seven-two-five! Can you hear me H-Six?”

As the radio officer stopped talking, the high-keyed hum returned. Then it faded away again and from out of the panel speaker unit came a throaty mumble of unintelligible sounds. Jordon cursed, regardless of the presence of his superior officer, and fiddled frantically with the dials. And presently the mumble of sound became clearly spoken words.

“... on twelve-four-eight, Washington H.Q. There is cut-in frequency disturbance at this end. Try twelve-four-eight, Washington H.Q.”

“We hear you all right, H-Six!” Jordan shouted into the transmitter tube. “Go ahead. Switch over to Telerad power. We are ready!”

As one man they all turned and stared at the silver Telerad screen in its oblong frame on the south wall. Faint wavy lines of light were beginning to ripple across its surface, from left to right. Faster and faster they moved. A moment later other lines of light started waving down front top to bottom. At the same instant an eerie hissing sound came out from the screen.

But presently, though, the hissing sound faded into oblivion. The lines moved even
"DAMMIT! WONDER WHATS THE MATTER? SOMEONE MUST BE ON THE OTHER END!"
faster until finally the whole screen seemed to be covered by a sheet of clear white flame. And then from out of its center there came clicking sound that slowly merged into a human voice.

"H-Six switching in, Washington H.Q. Am I registering clearly?"

Dusty, his eyes riveted to the screen heard Major Jordon click down a couple of switches, and speak into the transmitter tube.

"Coming through H-Six! You are registering. Swing on full volume slowly. Doing it at this end!"

"Swinging on full volume, Washington!" intoned the voice from out of the center of the Telerad screen.

As the last died away to the echo, the screen darkened a bit. Shadows flickered across it, and flickered back again. Then, suddenly they stopped and became motionless. Gradually, like the developing of a photographic film, they took on shapes and clear outlines of the head and shoulders of a man. The figure itself, remained dark for a moment. Then it began to clear too. And in the matter of perhaps five seconds the picture became perfectly clear.

"My God, it's Fire-Eyes!"

Dusty hardly heard General Horner's wild shout. Rooted to the spot, he stood like a man in a trance, gaping open-mouthed at the green mask and blazing orbs of the commander-in-chief of the Black Invaders!

A mocking laugh from behind the green mask cut off the rest.

Trembling with rage, General Horner raised one clenched fist, as though he were actually going to smash it against the screen on the wall. So sure was Dusty that the general was going to strike, that he reached over and grabbed the senior officer's arm.

Horner jerked his arm free, glared at him, then suddenly relaxed.

"Sorry, Ayres," he muttered. "Thanks."

Dusty grinned, and turned his eyes back to the Telerad screen. The head and shoulders of the Black commander-in-chief were still clearly visible. Dusty glanced at it, then on sudden impulse, turned and walked over to the transmission recording plate on the dial panel.

"What's the answer this time, Fire-Eyes?" he grunted into the speaking tube just under the plate.

By turning his head he could see the Telerad screen. The black-hooded green mask was bobbing up and down, and a harsh chuckle was rolling out from the center of the screen.

"Ah, the great Captain Ayres, I believe! It is a shame that we meet at such a great distance."

"That's your fault!" Dusty clipped back at him. "We might get together, if you didn't hole up so often. Why didn't you hang around the Chihuahua Hills a little longer, a couple of weeks ago? I would have been back."

Strange sounds came from the Telerad screen. Dusty guessed that Fire-Eyes was swearing in his native language. He made a mental note to learn that language some day—it always sounded so absolutely cockeyed and crazy.

And then the Black spoke again.

"Let me remind you, captain, that our memory is long. In fact, we Blacks never forget."
"Like elephants, huh?" Dusty broke in on him.

"Exactly!" the other roared. "And our strength—when revenge is ours—thrice as great. You speak of the Chihuahua Hills—what you saw there were but mere experiments. Now, we have reached the stage of perfection. Ah, no, not in the way you think. That Strato-plane is history. The Red Destroyer has taken its place. Today, you yourself saw what it could do. That, captain, was but practice!"

The voice from the screen stopped abruptly, and the green mask with its blazing orbs nodded vigorously. Despite the eerie tingle that rippled up and down his spine, Dusty grinned and snorted scornfully.

"That's what you think!" he rapped out. "Why not practice some more? You may be surprised. I—"

Dusty stopped short as steel fingers gripped his arm and pressed hard. He turned to stare into General Horner's flushed face. The Intelligence chief was shaking his head savagely, and holding a silencing finger to his lips.

"You fool, Ayres!" the senior officer hissed softly, yet angrily. "Do you want more of us killed? We've got to find out what it is, first!"

On the spur of the moment, Dusty gave him the agate eye; pulled his arm free.

"What the devil do you think I'm trying to do?" he breathed fiercely, totally forgetful of rank.

And then before General Horner had a chance to say anything, he turned back to the speaker unit.

"How about it, Fire-Eyes?" he asked. "Calling my bluff? It is a bluff, of course."

The figure on the screen remained silent and completely motionless for a minute. Then words came out from behind the mask—harsh, grating words, filled with obvious contempt.

"Your views and your comments matter nothing to me, Captain Ayres! If General Horner has recovered from the shock, put him back on registering contact, please."

Dusty had nothing to do about it.

General Horner grabbed him and virtually hurled him away from the transmitting screen. Chagrined, Dusty grinned at Curly. His pal did not grin back. In fact, there was an expression of marked disapproval on his face. Major Jordon also shared the same expression. Dusty shrugged and let his eyes bore absentely into the back of General Horner's neck.

The Intelligence chief was clearing his throat, and about to speak.

"Am I registering, Fire-Eyes? If so, speak your piece. I'm in a hurry. I have other things to do."

A booming, derisive laugh came from the screen to mock the words.

"Are they more important than the fate of your son, General Horner?"

Dusty saw his senior officer stiffen, and then slowly relax. When Horner spoke again his voice was steady, almost flat and entirely without emotion.

"My son is a soldier, Fire-Eyes. If he is dead, he died a brave and loyal American. If he lives, he lives to blast you and your slaughtering hordes from the face of the earth. Now what is it you wish to say to me?"

The green mask seemed to grow bigger. It was as though the Black Commander were leaning closer to the recording plate at the other end of the Telerad wave-length.

"I give you a message to take to your President and Congressional Committee!" boomed Fire-Eyes. "Yes, in fact, it is
a message for the entire American nation."

The voice stopped abruptly. The silence that followed was so heavy that Dusty swore that he could actually hear his own heart beat.

"And that message?" asked General Horner.

"This!" replied the voice on the Teledrad screen. "That your forces and mine declare a two months' armistice, during which time our selected delegations will meet and discuss terms of peace."

Had Fire-Eyes himself dropped through the steel roof of the radio room at that moment, Dusty would not have been more surprised. The words of the Black commander echoed and re-echoed about inside his head. Discuss terms of peace? Fire-Eyes wanted peace? Like hell he did! The murdering devil was up—

General Horner was talking.

"And what assurance have we that you would maintain an armistice? It would not be the first time that you and your breed have gone back on your word."

"You have the same assurance of what I will do, that I have of what you will do!" the Black boomed back at him.

"And if I refuse?" asked General Horner calmly. "If we refuse because of what you have done today?"

The screen was silent for perhaps ten seconds. And then the voice of Satan, himself, came forth.

"You cannot and dare not refuse! If you do, what has happened today will be as nothing. Every ship of yours that floats will be sent to the bottom—just as were the Texas, Utah and Vermont. Every building in your national capital will be reduced to smouldering ruins. Your entire government will be crushed into the earth. And when we have done that, we shall proceed to gain additional revenge upon a population fools enough to permit greater fools to guide their destinies.

"Should you deem to take these words lightly, General Horner, think of what happened today. Even Captain Ayres, who saw a demonstration, is as ignorant of it all as you and all the others. I assure you, it was no accident—it was accomplished with a definite purpose. That of forewarning you of events to come, should you refuse my request."

"And you have no terms of peace now?" put in General Horner as the voice paused. "Once you delivered an ultimatum, but now you request that selected delegations meet. That leads me to suspect weakness—a weakening on your part, Fire-Eyes. And I believe that the President and Congressional Committee will undoubtedly suspect the same thing."

The Black commander-in-chief laughed harshly. So much so, in fact, that his large green mask seemed to actually quiver. And presently he spoke.

"Let you, or anyone else, General Horner, think what they may! You have my request, and you have my warning if it is not fulfilled. Take it before those in power in your country. I give you twenty-four hours in which to answer. If you have not done so by this time tomorrow, let the results be on your head. We will—."

At that instant the Teledrad screen gave forth the clear, sharp sound of a pistol shot. Through startled eyes, Dusty saw the figure of Fire-Eyes jerk backward. One black gauntleted hand rose into view, then dropped back out of sight again. An unintelligible roar came from behind the green mask. Fire-Eyes seemed to half turn. And then he faded from view as the Teledrad screen darkened, and thin wavy lines of light rippled across its surface.

"Jordon, Jordon! Tune it in clearer—"
If nothing, it served to snap the tension. General Horner half turned, fixed him with blazing scornful eyes.

"Of course it was!" he boomed. "It didn't sound like a baby crying, did it?" And then in a low mumble, "What does it mean? By God, what does it mean?"

"I can make a good guess," Dusty put in quietly.

"Oh, you can, can you?" the senior officer whirled on him. "Something as bright as your fool remarks to Fire-Eyes, I suppose?"

Dusty's jaw came out and his shoulders went back.

"Yes, sir," he said evenly. "Equally as bright. That shot was the answer to a question that you've been asking yourself a thousand times in the last ten minutes, I'll wager."

General Horner scowled at him, walked over and stood regarding him, arms akimbo.

"And just what in the devil do you mean by that?" he snapped out.

"I mean that Agent 10 must still be alive!" Dusty shot right back at him. "I admit it's guess work—but I'm guessing that Agent 10 tried to wing Fire-Eyes. And—and didn't make out so good. Otherwise, we would have seen Fire-Eyes drop immediately."

General Horner's face paled a bit, and some of the blazing anger seeped out of his eyes.

"God, I wonder if you're right?" he breathed softly. "But—but why should he when Fire-Eyes was asking for a peace discussion? Killing Fire-Eyes would probably only stop the rest of the Blacks temporarily."

"Why should he?" echoed Dusty. "I'll tell you why. Because Agent 10 knows what I'm guessing—that Fire-Eyes' peace and armistice talk is a lot of crab apples. That big tramp doesn't want peace, any more than I want to wear..."
skirts! It's a stall for something. Jack —Agent 10—got wise to it, and took a crack at Fire-Eyes in an effort to hold up the parade even longer. I—"

Dusty stopped abruptly, stared hard at the floor. General Horner reached out and touched his arm.

"Go on, Ayres," he said. "Finish it!"

The pilot didn't look up.

"I'm only hoping and praying that Jack got away again," he said in a low voice.

There was silence for a moment, during which time Dusty wished that he'd bitten off his tongue instead of saying those words. Presently he looked up and met Horner's eyes.

"You thought I'd gone off my nut a while ago, sir," he said. "But I did have an idea. Mind if I do a bit more talking?"

The senior officer hesitated, and shook his head.

"Go ahead and talk," he said thickly, evident hopelessness in his voice. "That seems to be the only thing that any of us can do right now."

"Oh, no, it isn't sir," Dusty came back at him quickly. "There is—"

He broke off short, shot an inquiring glance at Major Jordon.

"Any sets open, major?" he asked. "I don't want my words to go out of this room under any circumstances!"

"That would be impossible," the radio officer assured him firmly. "The whole place is sound-proof, and there isn't a single contact wave-length open. Take a look for yourself."

He waved a hand toward the dial panel. Dusty glanced that way and noted that every dial needle was hard up against the zero peg. He nodded with satisfaction and switched his eyes back to General Horner’s frowning face.

"We admit that we're walking in cir-

cles, sir, right now. Isn't that correct?"

"Frankly, it is."

"We also admit that the Blacks have some new weapon, more terrible than anything else they've brought out so far. Correct?"

"Yes," impatiently.

"And we don't know what it is, or where it is—or what to do about it. Right?"

General Horner cursed softly.

"Yes, yes, yes, Ayres! Get on with it. I admit everything you say. Now, just what the devil are you driving at?"

Dusty raised his hands, palms, upward, stared hard at them a minute or two, then linked the fingers together and squeezed tightly.

"Our first task," he spoke slowly, "is to get a good look at the thing—whatever it is. And, not knowing where it's going to strike next, it's our best bet to arrange for it to strike where we want it to strike."

"You said something like that before," cut in the Intelligence chief. "Just before Fire-Eyes came on the Telerad."

"I know!" Dusty answered him sharply. "I had the idea then. That's why I spoke as I did to Fire-Eyes. Now, think back to the Chihuahua show. Remember that X-Rayscope of Major Trapp's? That new gadget that allowed one to see the ground from a good eighty-six thousand through clouds or darkness of night? And the two built were destroyed? Remember?"

"Naturally, I do," nodded Horner. "And a new one has already been constructed."

"Yeah, I know," grinned Dusty. "Since we lost those two, I've been hankering to try one out. I kept in touch with Major Trapp while I was still in the Hospital. The third one is all ready for testing. As a matter of fact I have a tentative date
with the Major to try it out some time tomorrow."

"Yes, yes," said General Horner, again growing impatient. "I believe that Trapp mentioned something about it to me last evening. But what's that got to do with the job that confronts us now?"

"Everything," replied Dusty calmly. "The X-Rayscope has a vision range—a magnified vision range—of a good three hundred miles, from sea level up to eighty-six thousand feet. That, by the way, is Major Trapp's report on this third model. Now, here is the point, sir."

Dusty paused, licked his lower lip, and looked straight into the other's eyes.

"By methods best known to yourself," he said, "you can get the word spread about that there is to be a special conference of Intelligence Staff, and Washington H. Q. Staff in the old War College Building over in Alexandria. Now, its such an important and secret conference that you're going to hold it at early dawn tomorrow. Say, five o'clock. But, naturally, nobody is going to attend. You are just to see that the secret slips out—enough for a couple of Black agents to scoop it up. See?"

Horner shook his head vigorously.

"I certainly don't!" he grunted. "What will be the good of all that tommy-rot?"

Dusty sighed and shrugged.

"That remains to be seen, sir," he said evenly. "But the Blacks smashed up a naval confab at sea, and an Army Staff confab in the Federal building. So, it's my guess that they'd leap at the chance to do the same thing to an Intelligence and Washington Staff confab in the old War College Building."

"I get it, kid!" cried Curly excitedly. "I get—!"

Dusty silenced him with a frown, glanced questioningly at General Horner. The Intelligence chief was nodding slowly.

"I think I begin to get it, too, Ayres. Go on."

"Losing the War College building, won't bother us, sir," continued Dusty. "It hasn't been used for years. Now, Curly and I will take the X-Rayscope ship up around midnight, hang up at maximum altitude and keep the lens trained on the War College building. The rest will be a cinch—we'll see what the damn thing is, where it goes, etc. Then we'll hike after it—and begin from scratch to wipe it out."

Dusty finished with a questioning gesture. General Horner stared fixedly at him, lips pressed together in a thin line.

"It sounds possible, to hear you tell it, Ayres," he nodded presently. "But, supposing you lose it—and can't find it. Then what? You heard what Fire-Eyes said? God, it gives me the creeps to think of what several of those damn things could do—whatever in the devil's name it is!"

"By God, you hit it, sir! That's it, to be sure!"

General Horner's mouth jerked open.

"Huh? What the hell do you mean?"

Dusty smashed a clenched fist into the palm of the other hand.

"Don't you see, sir?" he cried. "It's the reason for the two months armistice peace stall. This new weapon of his is hell on wheels—but, he's only got one of them! It's my hunch that he wants two months of peace in which to concentrate on turning out enough of them to wipe us clean off the map in one fell swoop. Hell, our lines up north are giving his troops plenty to think about. Their supplies are running low—so you believe. O. K., two months for him to turn out this new weapon in quantities, and he'll be set to continue the offensive war he's been waging, right from the start!

And the idea of what happened today,
was to throw a scare into us, so that we'd agree to a two months' armistice, at least. As for Curly and I being successful—well, we can only hope like hell for the best. At any rate, as I see it, sir, it's our only bet—and our best one."

Whether or not he was conscious of what he was doing, General Horner half turned and stared at Major Jordon. The radio office nodded slightly.

"I agree with Captain Ayres, sir," he said quietly. "It seems to be our best bet."

A long sigh slid off the Intelligence chief's lips. He turned his eyes back to Dusty's face.

"I guess you're right, Ayres," he said gruffly. "Very well, I'll see that the Blacks get hold of a fake order. Anything else you suggest?"

Dusty grinned, and shook his head.

"Nothing, sir," he said. "Except, that you might keep all official wave-lengths open from quarter to five on. And—thanks. Come on, Curly! We'll suck some food in, and then go to work."

The last was unnecessary. Curly Brooks, a mile-wide eager smile on his lips was already waiting, his hand on the knob of the radio room door.

CHAPTER SIX

The Hurting Doom

A thin crescent moon was hanging low down on the southern horizon as Dusty, Curly Brooks, and Major Trapp stood smoking cigarettes on the edge of a small field buried deep in the heart of the Blue Ridge Mountains of Virginia.

Close by was a stubby-winged, barrel-shaped cabin biplane, with the telescopic projector of the X-Rayoscope unit sticking out through the slanting center glass window of the cabin. On secret orders, Major Trapp had flown the plane from the Air Force Experimental field at Indianapolis and landed not over an hour ago.

After a careful and detailed examination of the craft and its weird instrument that magnified objects to the human eye through fog, clouds and darkness of night from a height of eighty-six thousand feet and for a distance of over three hundred miles, Dusty and Curly were making a final check-up with its designer.

The hour was exactly eleven-forty five, and save for the faint, almost indistinct glow shed by the waning moon, the heavens were as dark as the bottom shaft of a coal mine.

"Keep your eye on the power dial," Major Trapp was warning. "It will help you regulate focus in case you are forced to change altitude. And one thing, more. For heaven's sake don't stunt the ship! It's not a pursuit job, and it's not built for that type of work. If you do, and the X-Rayoscope comes off its brackets and lands on you, you'll sure know it. By the way, there's a chute apiece for you, under the pilot's seat."

"I know, I saw them," nodded Dusty. And then with a rueful smile. "But, I wish I'd seen a couple of mounted Brownings, too. You never know what might happen. And I'm funny that way—I like to be prepared."

"I know you do," grinned Major Trapp. "But as I said, this is no pursuit job, and I'm hoping you're going to keep out of trouble."

Dusty shrugged.

"Well, here's hoping just in case," he said. Then turning to Curly, "It's getting late, kid, let's go."

After shaking hands with Major Trapp the two of them toed out their cigarettes, walked over to the plane and climbed in the cabin door.

"You take the controls, Curly," said
Dusty as he seated himself behind the tripod-mounted X-Rayoscope.

Curly glared at him and dropped into the pilot’s seat.

“You have everything, don’t you sweetheart!” he snapped, and kicked the electric starter.

Two minutes later, without the aid of floodlights, Curly sent the plane racing across the small field, and zoomed it up into the night darkened skies.

 Totally oblivious to his pal, Dusty stared absently at the X-Rayoscope regulating panel just to his left. The old familiar tingling sensation was rippling up and down his spine.

On the ground the job had seemed simple enough. All he had to do was to sight this new weapon of the Black Invaders, assuming, of course, that it was an aerial weapon, and follow it back to its base.

But now, as he thundered higher and higher into the night skies, doubt gripped him and flooded his brain with a hundred and one tantalizing thoughts.

WITH a muttered curse he brushed the thoughts from his brain and glanced at his watch. The hands showed exactly twenty minutes after twelve. A look at the altimeter needle told him that they were swinging up past the fifty-five thousand foot mark. Instinctively he marveled at the climbing performance of the plane, and calculated it as against his own Silver Flash. The result, as far as climbing performance was concerned, was in favor of the X-Rayoscope plane.

When, eventually, the altimeter needle reached eighty-five thousand feet, and Curly leveled off, he turned and grinned at his pal.

“Pretty good for a greenhorn,” he said.

“Now I’ll take over.”

Curly gave him the hard eye, shrugged and put the ship on robot control.

“And now what am I supposed to do?” He grunted, as they changed seats. Dusty grinned.

“Just be a good little boy and don’t ask questions,” he said.

Checking his position on the roller map, he veered slightly northward, eased back the throttle, and sat staring at the tiny cowl lamp that illuminated the instrument board.

And then, suddenly, his attention was attracted to the red signal light on the radio panel. It was blinking rapidly. Shooting out his free hand he snapped on the set and spun the wave length dial.

As the indicator reached the S.O.S. emergency reading a series of high-keyed sounds came blasting out of the earphones. He listened intently for a few seconds, then glanced at Curly who had half turned in his seat.

“Maybe I’m wrong,” he said. “But I’ve a hunch that we’re in luck. Some Black station is shooting out a lot of stuff in their secret high speed code. If you ask me, some lad is relaying General Horner’s fake order up to Black H.Q.”

Curly made no comment. He simply shrugged his shoulders and turned forward again. Snapping off the set, Dusty checked his position on the roller map, and sent the plane drifting lazily about in a series of ever-widening circles.

The seconds raced by and became minutes. The minutes became hours, and eventually Dusty’s radium dial watch showed exactly seventeen minutes of five.

As he glanced toward the east he could just faintly see the first rays of a new dawn seeping up over the Atlantic’s horizon. Below him the ground was still blanketed in indistinguishable murkiness. Setting the controls on robot he heaved himself out of the seat, took a step forward and tapped Curly on the shoulder.

“Hold her as she goes, kid,” he said.
"I'll do the looking from now on."

Without a look or a single gesture Curly got up and moved back to the pilot's seat. Dropping into the seat that Curly had vacated, Dusty snapped on X-Rayoscope power and slowly turned the volume control knob. Hunching forward he put his eye to the vision lens, and twirled the focusing regulator.

At first he saw nothing but a great milky blur. But, as he continued to turn the focusing regulator the milky blur faded away and definite objects, in magnified proportions, took shape before his eyes.

Spread out before him was the northern half of the nation's capitol. It was as though he were looking at the city in broad daylight. Every building, every street, and even every tree stood out in clear relief.

As though to prove to himself that he was not witnessing a miracle, he turned from the vision lens and looked out through the glass windows of the plane. Save for the faint glow in the east he could see nothing but murky darkness. Turning back to the vision piece, he raised one hand and motioned to the right.

"Right rudder, Curly!" he called out.
"And nose her down a hair."

Seconds later the entire city of Washington lay spread out before him. Turning the focus regulator for absolute clearness, he stared intently at the squat and square War College building, located about half a mile from the southern bank of the Potomac.

As he looked at the building, which he knew for years had been vacated right down to the last piece of furniture, his pulse quickened and a tingle of expectant excitement surged through him.

"How can they do it?" he muttered aloud. "How in hell can they do it?"

"You tell me, kid, I'm dumb."

Dusty paid no attention to Curly's words and continued to stare at the War College building. Out of the corner of his eye he noted the hands of his wrist watch. They showed exactly one half minute of five.

And then it happened!

A blurred shadow came swooping down from out of nowhere and went streaking across the ground straight for the War College building. So terrific was its speed that at first Dusty was unable to see anything in detail. It was like the shadow cast by a cloud rushing across the face of the sun.

But a split second later it took form and he saw what seemed to be a gigantic shell, pointed at the nose and flanged out horn-shaped at its end. It had no color. Rather it was a mixture of all hues with, perhaps, red predominating.

"There it is—the Red Destroyer!"

Dusty's wild cry echoed back to him as though as it had come from miles away. And almost immediately it was drowned out by Curly's questioning roar.

"What do you mean kid? Do you see anything?"

Dusty made no answer. He didn't hear the voice of his pal. Like a man of stone he sat rigid staring down at the blurred object sweeping across the ground with lightning like rapidity toward the War College building.

And then suddenly the walls of the building crumpled outwards as though a thousand gallons of liquid Tetalyne had been set off at its foundation. One second the building was intact and the next it was a crumbling heap of ruins, and the shell like object was sweeping up and away to the north.

Dusty gestured frantically with both hands.

"Throttle, Curly!" he bellowed. "Throttle, and bear to the north!"
Before Dusty's last words had raced off his lips Curly had rammed the throttle all the way home and was sending the X-Rayoscope plane thundering across the dawn tinged skies. But though the plane clawed air at maximum revs the shell shaped object virtually leaped up to oblivion and disappeared.

"Speed, Curly!" shouted Dusty. "Give her everything she's got!"
“Washington H. Q. on seven—four-two!” he shouted. “Captain Ayres calling Washington H. Q. on seven-four-two! Emergency!”

Heart pounding against his ribs he sat waiting breathlessly for a check-back on his call. An eternity passed and then a crisp voice crackled out of the ear phones.

“On your wave length Captain Ayres! Go ahead!”

Dusty bent close to the transmitter tube.

“Unable to sight object that demolished the War College building!” he snapped out. “It disappeared to the north. Am now flying up the Maine coast. Any orders?”

“Keep contact, Captain Ayres!” crackled the ear phones. “I am switching you over to General Horner.”

As the last died away there was suddenly a high keyed hum in the phones. It lasted for perhaps five seconds and then the harsh grating voice of the Black Hawk blasted against Dusty’s ear drums.

“Sorry that your little trick did not work, Captain Ayres!” came the taunting words.

Before Dusty could check himself the words raced off his lips.

“Damn your soul!” he roared. “Where the hell are you?”

The ear-phones made no sound. Presently there was a sharp click and Dusty knew that the Black Hawk had gone off his wave length. He sat glaring at the instrument panel, a thousand-and-one new and more tantalizing thoughts racing around inside his head.

Putting his eye to the vision piece he again searched the skies ahead. But the picture was the same as before. Nothing but dawn-tinged air, and below, the dimly marked Atlantic coast line.

And then suddenly without warning fingers of steel beat a savage tattoo against the side of the cabin. And a split second later Curly’s warning cry rang out.

“Hang on, kid! Darts attacking from right rear! Am going to try and roll out!”

Even as Dusty grabbed for a hold, Curly whipped the plane up and over in a lightning like maneuver. For a moment the fingers of steel ceased drumming against the plane. But as the X-Rayoscope plane leveled off they returned again, and this time with even more savage intensity.

Holding fast, Dusty twisted in the seat and stared up through the glass window in the ceiling of the cabin. As he did, a giant unseen hand smashed through it and showered him with stinging splinters. He ducked and yelled at Curly.

“Down, kid! Spin down!”

Brooks nodded tight-lipped, slammed the stick over and back and thumped down hard on the right rudder pedal. The plane seemed to virtually groan aloud as it sliced over and down in a power spin. Unable to do anything, Dusty simply sat rigid and hung on, staring down at the faintly lighted ground rushing up toward him. Absently he noted its character and checked with his roller map. What he discovered brought a gasp of surprise to his lips. They were just west of the Bay of Fundy, and over New Brunswick. In other words, over Black territory.

He turned and met Curly’s eyes!

“Over Black ground!” he shouted. “Try and work this damn thing south!”

At that instant, as though to mock his shouted words, there came the savage chatter of aerial machine gun fire, and the X-Rayoscope plane seemed to stagger sidewise. Brooks cursed and yanked on the controls, and the plane responded like a water logged vessel in a heavy sea.

“She’s not taking it right! A control cable’s gone!”
Curly's words were unnecessary as far as Dusty was concerned. The very "feel" of the ship had told him. Lurching up out of his seat he crawled back to his pal.

"Get the chutes out, kid!" he said. "I'll take over."

But Brooks shook his head.

"Get them out yourself. I can make it O. K.!"

The last was punctuated by a new burst of machine gun fire, and one of the cabin windows melted away as though by magic. Again the plane staggered sidewise, and again Curly battled furiously with the controls. After a terrific effort he succeeded in righting the ship. But it was only for an instant. Like a broken bird the plane flopped over on wing and went swinging around like a feather in a whirlpool.

"No use, kid! We're going to smack hard, I guess. And it's too risky to jump. Those damn rats would pick us off like flies."

Dusty nodded and said nothing. Bracing himself as best he could against the cabin wall, he dully watched Curly "fight" the controls. A side glance at the altimeter told him that they were less than eight thousand up. A matter of a couple of minutes now, and it would be all over.

For an instant he was inclined to order Curly out of the seat, and take over himself. But he curbed the urge. They didn't make any pilots better than Curly Brooks. And if Curly couldn't get them down right side up, no one could. Nope, it was just up to him to hang on and take it.

And then on sudden thought, he flung himself forward and snapped on radio contact.

"All American stations!" he roared into the transmitter tube. "Stand by for emergency. Captain Ayres and Lieutenant Brooks about to crash at map position N Twenty-Six—behind the enemy lines. Send help if possible. We will try to hold off ground capture as long as possible."

"Brace, kid, brace! Here we go!"

Dusty dropped the transmitter tube as Curly's shouted alarm rang out. A flash glance through the cabin window showed a glimpse of trees and fields. And then, before he had the chance for a second look the right wings "crabbed" on the top most branches of a tree and he was flung up against the side of the cabin.

What happened in the next few seconds was a thundering conglomeration of sound. A giant fist belted him in the small of his back and knocked him forward. Then a second invisible fist caught him square in the chest, and sent him flat on his back. Head reeling, a great sea of dancing colored light before his eyes, he struggled to get up on his hands and knees. But, it was only to be knocked flat again as the plane plowed down through tree branches and dug its nose into soggy ground. And, the next thing he knew he was lying on his side and staring dully into the rage-twisted features of Curly's face, not a foot away from him.

CHAPTER SEVEN

Southeast of Greenland

IT took a moment or two for clear memory to come back to him. But when it did, it came with a rush. He put out his hand and touched his pal.

"O. K., kid?" he asked.

Brooks blinked, and then nodded.

"Guess so," he mumbled thickly. "Who in hell put that tree in the way?"

Dusty grinned and got up on his hands and knees. The walls of the cabin had crumpled up like so much tin roofing, and he was forced to crawl to the door. When he reached it he found that the
They ran toward the woods as the Darts dove.
crash had twisted it out of line and it was jammed tight. Though he put his shoulder to it and exerted all of his strength it refused to budge.

"This way out, kid!" Curly called to him. "The window."

He turned from the door, crawled across the cabin floor again, and pulled himself up through the broken window. Curly was already out, and waiting for him. When he reached the ground he straightened up and stared about him.

The plane, which was a complete washout, had crashed in a narrow field, bordered on three sides by woods. If Curly had been able to veer the ship only a shade to the left, they would probably have sat down safely.

He shrugged at the thought and glanced at his pal. Curly was glaring at the broken off top of a tree.

"Damn tree!" he mumbled. "Hell, what a fine pilot I am!"

"Forget it, Curly," said Dusty. "The main thing is that we can still walk. Maybe we would have been as stiff as iced mackerel if I'd had the stick."

Curly grinned.

"Thanks for the cover-up anyway," he said. "But now that we're here—what next?"

The question brought Dusty back to realities. He felt utterly helpless and twice as much of a fool. A perfectly good plane was wrecked, a valuable X-Rayoscope unit destroyed, and two Yank eagles lost far behind the Black Invader lines. And all because of an idea of his!

"Hell!" he grated aloud. "If I—"

The rest was drowned out by the sudden roar of airplane engines, and the savage chatter of machine-gun fire. He shot a snap glance upward, saw the four Darts that were piling down straight for them, and started running toward the woods.

Snappy, Curly!" he shouted back over his shoulder. "The damn bums are trying to finish the job."

His words were a waste of breath. Curly was pounding ground right at his elbow. Together they raced for the protection of the woods as the flame spitting Darts tore down and kicked up dirt with hissing steel.

Perhaps Dusty and Curly were too fast, or perhaps the Blacks were rotten shots, but at any rate the two Yanks reached the woods without a scratch.

As Curly started to pull up, Dusty flung out a hand.

"Don't stop, sap!" he shouted. "Keep going!"

"What the hell for?" panted Brooks, catching up. "They can't pick us off now. Hell, they're even going away."

"Sure," nodded Dusty leaping a fallen log. "But we're in Black territory now, and if you ask me those planes were marking the spot where we were, for their damn ground troops. Distance is our best bet."

Whether Curly agreed or disagreed, he at least made no comment and kept right on running.

Some ten minutes later they plunged out of the heavy underbrush and into a small clearing. They both slowed up instinctively.

"Gosh I'm out of training!" groaned Curly as he sank to the ground. "Or maybe its just age."

Dusty said nothing. He stood looking helpless about, a worried frown on his brow. Then he suddenly turned to Curly and gestured.

"Up, fellow," he said. "This was only a breather. I want to know what's on the other side of those woods."

Brooks cursed and made no move to get up.

"Then go find out!" he snapped. "I'll wait for you here."
"Up, I said! We've got to—"
"Don't move, or I'll shoot!"

The harshly spoken words came to Dusty's ears like the clanging of fire bells. He started to whip his hand to his holstered gun, but checked himself in time. Ramrod he stood waiting as there came the sound of footsteps behind. Curly, motionless on the ground was staring fixedly up at the morning sky.

"Guess the foot-race is all over!" he breathed softly.

Before Dusty could say anything a tall, hawk-featured Black soldier came around in front of them. He carried an army rifle in his big hands, and the muzzle was trained on them both. His eyes bored into Dusty's for a split second, then slithered down to Curly.

"Get up! Raise your hands—both of you!"

Tight lipped, they obeyed and stood rigid as the Black unholstered their automatics and transferred them to the pockets of his coarse black tunic. Then, a cruel grin on his face, the Black stepped back a pace or two, and nodded slowly, as though he were quite pleased with his thoughts.

"You, I recognize," he said to Dusty. "You are the American flyer, Captain Ayres, yes?"

"So what?" Dusty grunted, his eye on the man's rifle.

"So, it will be very fine for me," the Black replied. "There is still a fine price on your head, captain—dead, or alive. I shall probably get promotion, too."

The man cut his words off short and shoved out his rifle, as Dusty unconsciously swayed forward.

"Be careful, captain!" he barked. "I said dead or alive, you know. It matters little to me which you are!"

Dusty started to speak when from the woods to his left came the sharp crack of a rifle shot. The Black screamed and flung up his arms. His rifle went spinning away, and he went tumbling over on his back. He was probably dead even before he hit the ground.

Like mummies, their hands still raised above their heads, Dusty and Curly stood gaping down at the fallen Black. And then as one man they turned to stare at a second Black soldier who was running out of the woods. Even when he skidded to a halt in front of them, they still gaped.

"The make-up must be good, if you lads don't know me!"

"My God, you!" cried Dusty.

"Jack Horner!" Curly chimed in in almost the same breath. "Well, I'll be a —"

"Sure," grinned Agent 10. "Aren't you going to thank me?"

Dusty lowered his hands, gripped the shoulders of the fierce looking figure in front of him and squeezed hard.

"Thank you?" he echoed. "Fellow, I could almost kiss you. But how—"

He stopped short, and glanced around.

"Hadn't we better get going?" he asked.

"Maybe some of the others are around."

"An idea," nodded Agent 10. "No sense taking chances, anyway. Here, follow me."

With a nod he turned and started across the clearing. Pausing long enough to stoop down and retrieve their guns from the dead Black's pocket, Dusty and Curly followed. A thousand and one questions burned on Dusty's lips, but he didn't speak to them. Agent 10 didn't give him the chance to.

Walking rapidly, the Intelligence man lead them into the woods and along a faint, almost indistinguishable foot path.

As Dusty stared at the man's back he had the feeling that Jack Horner had been in these woods many times before. He didn't hesitate in his pace once. Just
"Go through the door and find out," grinned Agent 10.

Dusty hesitated, then brushed past him and pulled open the door. The first thing he saw as he stepped inside was a mass of radio and teletype equipment. He stopped dead and stared at it dumbfounded. Curly pushed him into the room and gasped aloud.

"My God! Am I seeing things?"

"You're seeing plenty!" chuckled Agent 10 as he came in and closed the door. "Park on the floor. It's the best I can offer."

The Black screamed and flung up his hands.

kept right on going at a rapid gate, turning now right, and now left. But, eventually he stopped in front of a large and thick clump of underbrush.

Turning, he grinned at them and gestured.

"How's this for apples?" he said. "Guess we can be bright, too, when we want to. Enter and make yourself at home."

As he spoke young Horner reached out and grasped hold of the nearest bush. To Dusty's utter amazement the bush swung to one side to reveal the door of a tiny wooden hut, completely hidden in the brush. He gaped at Agent 10.

"Well—what the hell's this?" he gasped.
Words failing them, Dusty and Curly sat down on the floor. Agent 10 stepped over their legs and squatted down in front of a radio panel. He hooked earphones over his head, but kept one ear uncovered.

"Expecting something to come through," he said, as they stared at him.

"For the love of Pete!" Dusty broke out. "How long has this place been here?"

"About a week," answered Jack Horner. "But tell me your story. I picked some of your messages out of the air. Lucky for you I got that S.O.S. crash message. And a lucky break for us all that you crashed near where I've been hanging out."

Dusty leaned forward.

"And you weren't at H-Six yesterday afternoon?" he asked. "Wasn't it you that took that crack at Fire-Eyes—shot him?"

It was Agent 10's turn to look dumfounded.

"Shot Fire-Eyes?" he echoed. "Good God, no! I haven't seen him for days. But wait, let's start at the beginning. You tell your story, and then I'll tell mine."

**KEEPING** it as brief as possible, yet not leaving out any of the important details, Dusty told him of all that had happened. Agent 10 didn't interrupt once. He sat listening in frowning silence.

"And I guess that I've just been wasting government property," Dusty finished up bitterly. "We're just as much in the dark as ever."

"No, I wouldn't say that," grunted Agent 10. "You've at least made contact with me. And that's something I've been hoping for, for the last twenty-four hours. You see, I've been trying to get through to you, but couldn't. The Blacks know that I'm around somewhere, and that I've been trying to contact Washing-
ton H.Q. ever since I got that one message through to my father. And so they've static-jammed the entire front line area."

The Intelligence man paused long enough to jerk a thumb at the radio panel.

"I can sit here and listen to their jabber," he said. "But I can't get a damn thing out myself. Don't dare try just now, anyway. Can't risk their tracking it down with a directional finder. But, you heard a shot, eh? Poor old Bob! He would stick, when I warned him that it was too risky."

"Meaning just what?" asked Curly.

"Bob was one of the lads working with me," explained Agent 10. "Together we set up that Telerad station at H-Six. But, damn them, the Blacks caught on. Bob and I cleared out just in time to save our skins. The Blacks must have listened in as I sent that last message through. Bob and I split. Hell, I had no idea that he'd go back. He had nothing to send through, anyway. At least I don't think he did. Poor devil, I wonder if he got away again."

"I'm wondering if he got Fire-Eyes," spoke up Dusty.

Agent 10 shook his head vigorously.

"Not a chance," he said. "I thought that Bob knew. Most every one else does. You see, Fire-Eyes' uniform and mask are made of bullet proof mesh. There are a few in his own gang who would like to take a shot at him, if they dared. So, he keeps himself protected, just in case."

"About my story, Jack," said Dusty impatiently. "How does it check up with what you know? Or don't you know anything? What is this damn thing? And—"

He stopped short as Agent 10 suddenly gestured for silence, and slipped the other phone over his ear. He listened intently for several seconds, then grimaced and removed the phone.
"Just troop orders," he grunted. "Been coming through all day. They're strengthening the line from one end to the other. Yeah, getting ready for that damn offensive."

"Offensive?" echoed Curly excitedly. "By God, Dusty, I bet you're right! That armistice thing is a stall!"

"Of course it is!" nodded Agent 10. "Now listen, fellows—here's what I know of the picture. The Blacks have a new weapon of war. It's something that can strike from the air—a new kind of ship, or something. I had hoped to get details, but I failed. But, I did learn this much. Only one has been completed. It was for experimental purposes. And—whatever it is, its being based at the old Great Circle seadrome about seven hundred miles southeast of Cape Farewell, Greenland.

"From what I can learn, no real attack on America will be made until more of these weapons are completed. I think they're made some place in Europe—I don't know for sure. But as you guessed, Dusty, the Blacks are playing for time—time in which to get this new secret weapon set to give us a dozen different kinds of hell."

"The old Great Circle seadrome, eh?" mused Dusty. "Say, our Atlantic fleet would like to hear about that! Let's get through to them and give the warning. Then they can steam up and blast the place to bits."

AGENT 10 pursed his lips and looked dubious.

"I doubt it," he said slowly. "First, there's no way for us to get word through—we're static-jammed on all messages going south. Secondly, even if we did get word through, the Blacks would pick it up and undoubtedly change their base before the fleet could steam north.

"Thirdly, the seadrome is protected by their own planes and battleship squadrons. They've been using it for a midway depot for supplies from Europe ever since the outbreak of the war. And fourthly, if the damn thing picked off the Texas, Utah and Vermont so easily—it could probably do the same to the ships of the Atlantic fleet."

"Then let's get them by air!" cried Dusty, exasperately. "Let's bomb the hell out of the place. Our lads could sink that seadrome in a ten minute raid!"

Again Agent 10 looked dubious.

"I still say no, for the same reasons," he grunted.

"But hell, kid," insisted Dusty, "what are we going to do, sit here and twiddle our thumbs while those devils get away with murder? My God, if you'd seen that Federal Building fold up, you'd know exactly how I feel."

"I do know," nodded the Intelligence man. "But—hold it!"

Young Horner had slipped the phone back on his ear and was listening intently, a heavy frown creasing his brows, and a wild light of excitement blazing up in his eyes. It was all Dusty could do to sit still and wait. He wanted to grab one of the phones and listen himself. But he realized that that would be useless. He didn't know the Black's high speed secret code. So clamping savagely down on his nerves he sat rigid, eyes fixed on Agent 10's face.

Though it was only a matter of a couple of minutes it seemed a life-time to Dusty before Agent 10 snapped down a switch and removed the ear-phones. He turned to them quickly.

"That's one for our side, anyway!" he breathed fiercely. "I've been hoping against hope that I would pick up that message!"

Dusty cursed softly.

"What message?" he asked. "For the love of Mike spill it, will you?"
Young Horner took a deep breath and hesitation as though choosing his words.  
"Did you know" he said looking at Dusty, "that the Black Hawk and his brood vacated their drome about a week ago?"

"Yes, I did. Go ahead."

"Well I have just found out where they are based" said young Horner. "What I listened to just now was a Black High Command order for all planes of Black Unit No. 10 to concentrate at Cape Farewell drome for auxiliary maneuvers."

"And that means?" from Dusty.

"It means just what I've been expecting." replied Agent 10. "That the Hawk's Unit is going to work with that damn thing they are keeping at the Great Circle drome."

Dusty shrugged and made an impetuous gesture with his hands.

"Well that's something I suppose," he said gloomily. "But what—say wait a minute, just where are we?"


Dusty grinned and bunched his fist.

"Just this. Listen, unless I'm wrong, the Black's have a replacement depot near here haven't they?"

"They have one," said Agent 10. "It's about six miles due east of us."

Dusty glanced at Curly Brooks.

"Are you game to try it, kid?" he asked Curly. Curly nodded.

"Sure," he said. "When do we start?"

"Wait a minute!" Agent 10 broke in.

"What do you mean? Try what?"

"A crazy idea," said Dusty. "Now listen, according to your own words, the place that we are interested in is the Great Circle seadrome, off the Greenland coast. It's guarded both by air and sea, and so it wouldn't be much help even if we did get word through to our boys. And, so that leaves just one thing for us to do— take a crack at it ourselves. Now here's the plan. It isn't much, but good enough for a starter. You show us the way to this replacement depot and Curly and I will try to swipe a ship. From there on we'll trust to luck."

Agent 10 stared fixedly at the opposite wall.

"It is a crazy idea," he said softly. "But just what do you think you can do?"

Dusty shrugged. -

"Sneak through the Black blockade, and get aboard that seadrome," he said. "If we have half the luck that we had at Chihuahua it will be fair enough."

"And then some!" put in Curly.

There followed a long moment of silence. It was young Horner who finally broke it.

"We're up against it," he said bitterly.

"And as I have not got any ideas of my own, I'm forced to agree with yours. However, here is one thing upon which I insist. We're going to make it a party of three. Safety in numbers, you know."

Dusty grinned.

"I was expecting that," he said. 'And it's O. K. with us, eh, Curly?"

"Suits me," nodded Broks. "But how about getting started?"

"No time like the present," said young Horner getting to his feet. "But wait a minute."

He put a hand into the side pocket of his coarse black uniform, pulled out a small flask and help it up.

"Just a spot for luck," he grinned. "And if you ask me we're going to need plenty of it."

CHAPTER EIGHT

Fake Orders

TWO hours later the three of them were crouching in the thick underbrush that dotted the crest of a small hill over-
looking the Black replacement drome northeast of Fredericton. Under Agent 10’s skillful guidance, the six mile trip through the very heart of Black occupied territory had been made without any unusual incident.

Though both Dusty and Curly knew full well of young Horner’s qualities and capabilities they could not help but marvel at the sixth sense he seemed to possess. Without him they would have stumbled into trouble in the form of Black patrols a dozen different times. But the Intelligence man always spotted them in the nick of time and quickly detoured out of danger.

But now, as Dusty gazed fixedly down at the small field with it’s row of four hangars bordering the near side and the assortment of all types of planes lined up in front, he realized with a sinking feeling that the job hadn’t even been started.

The field was practically alive with Black mechanics and pilots. For him or Curly to show their faces would bring a hundred Blacks with guns on a dead run.

As though Curly had read his thoughts, the lean pilot turned to Dusty and shook his head.

“Not so good,” he grunted.

“No,” said Dusty. Then added grimly, “But we’ve got to make it good. Any ideas?”

As Curly spoke he pointed a finger at the right end of the line of planes.

“See that amphibian?” he said. “The second in from the right? I’d say that that is our best bet. They shut off the engine a couple of minutes ago, so she’ll be hot. And there’s only a couple of the bums hanging around her. What do you think?”

Dusty nodded.

“I think your right,” he said. “We’ve got to take a chance and rush them any-

way. We can’t hang around here all day. I suggest that we work to the right and come down through that narrow strip of woods. That will bring us out about forty yards from the ship. Do you check with me, Jack?”

Agent 10 who had been listening, nodded shortly.

“I do,” he said. “But listen to me, a second. If the three of us rush the plane at the same time we’re bound to be spotted by someone, and all hell will break loose. Now why not do it this way? We’ll all go down to that strip of woods, and then I’ll saunter over to the plane and try to draw those Black mechanics away.

“Watch my right hand. When you see me scratch my face, go hell-for-leather for the plane. I’ll try and have the cabin door already open. The instant you’re inside, I’ll clout those two birds and make a dive for it. The only thing is, what if they come up after us in those pursuits? That amphib can’t run away from them.”

“No, it can’t,” said Dusty. “But Nature is going to give us the break that we need. See that cloud bank off to the left? You leave it to me to lose them in it. Well, here goes. Come on!”

KEEPING well down in the underbrush the three Yanks crawled on their hands and knees across the brow of the hill and down its western slope to the narrow strip of scraggly woods. But as they reached it and straightened up, Curly Brooks suddenly let out a low cry, spun around and virtually hurled his body through the air. So fast had been his movements that before Dusty and Agent 10 realized what was taking place, it was all over. At Curly’s feet lay the crumpled figure of a burly Black guard. His rifle was still clutched in his hands, and the forefinger curled about the trigger. But he would not fire that gun for many hours to come.
The darkening bruise on his right temple was silent evidence that Curly’s aim with the butt of his automatic had been perfect.

“My gosh, kid!” gasped Dusty. “I didn’t even see him!”

“Me either!” exclaimed Agent 10. “But for you we would have been in one hell of a fix.”

“Forget it,” grunted Curly. “It’s about time I added something to the party. Let’s go.”

On the alert more than ever, they made their way silently through the narrow strip of woods and finally came to a crouching stop behind a large clump of bushes.

A little over forty yards in front of them was the near end of the line of planes. Two Black mechanics lounged against the wing of the first plane which was a high speed monoplane bomber.

There was no one near the amphibian. Save for the two mechanics, the nearest Black was over a hundred yards away.

Dusty turned to Agent 10, reached out and gripped his hand.

“O.K. kid,” he said softly. “Luck! Will be seeing you shortly.”

With a grin and a nod for them both, young Horner straightened up, slung his rifle carelessly in the crook of his arm, and walked slowly away to the right. Dusty and Curly watched him out of sight in the underbrush and then turned their eyes back to the monoplane bomber.

Seconds dragged by and became a minute—two minutes—three, and then they saw the figure of Agent 10 walking leisurely over toward the Black mechanics. They turned and stared at him as he approached. One of them said something and Agent 10 answered, but neither Dusty nor Curly heard what it was.

Bodies crouched rigid, hands gripping their guns for instant use, they watched with bated breath as young Horner offered cigarettes to the Blacks and continued to talk with them.

“God, that’s what I call guts, even though he is used to it!”

Dusty made no comment to Curly’s exclamation. Words were useless now. Action was in the offering. So he continued to silently watch the drama taking place before him and steeled himself for instant movement.

Agent 10 was faking curiosity in the planes and slowly drawing the two Black mechanics farther and farther away from the amphibian. When they were perhaps thirty yards on the far side, they paused and appeared to start a friendly argument. Dusty could see the two Blacks gesticulating with their hands, and Agent 10 first nodding and then shaking his head.

Without turning his head, Dusty reached out and touched Curly on the shoulder.

“Set, kid!” he breathed. “Any second now!”

As a matter of fact it happened in less than three seconds. Young Horner’s right hand came up and scratched his face.

For Dusty and Curly, sight and action were one. Springing to their feet they dove out of the clump of bushes and went racing toward the line of planes. They reached the monoplane bomber in the matter of split seconds, ducked under its wing and fuselage and came up beside the amphibian.

Without checking their speed they ducked under it and came up on the door side. A quick outward thrust of his hand and a twist, and Dusty had the door open.

As he scrambled inside, and virtually flung himself into the pilot’s seat, he heard a wild cry behind him. A moment later there was the crash of a rifle, and a voice cried out in mortal pain. He didn’t
Curly grabbed Horner’s arm and pulled him into the cabin.

dare risk a look back. He thumped down on the electric starter, and opened the throttle. The engine caught on the first rev, and the plane tugged at his wheel brakes.

“Let her go!” came Curly’s roar. “Jack can make it. Let her go!”

SNAPPING off the wheel brakes, Dusty sent the ship rolling out onto the field. Twisting in the seat he glanced back. Through the open door he could see Agent 10, his rifle gone, racing furiously for the plane. Curly was hanging out of the open door and waving him on.

Hardly realizing what he was doing, Dusty hauled back the throttle and tapped the wheel brakes. His instinctive action undoubtedly saved young Horner’s life. At the speed the plane had been traveling, the Intelligence man couldn’t possibly have made it.

As it happened, he only made it by a hair, and Curly Brooks’ strong right arm.

The lean pilot reached out, grabbed hold of Horner’s arm and practically threw him over his shoulder into the cabin of the cockpit. Then he ducked back in himself and slammed the door.

“Let her out, Dusty! For God’s sake, let her out!”

As Curly shouted the order, rifles cracked outside and steel bullets smacked against the cabin walls and metal hull of the amphibian.

A few seconds later, as Dusty got the tail up and went thundering across the field, ground-pit machine guns opened fire and a criss-cross hail of death showered the plane.

Hunching forward over the Dep control, Dusty clenched his teeth and savagely cursed the plane on to greater speed. Out the corner of his eye he could see Black pilots racing for the line of ships. A prop on one of them was already turning over. He cursed, and smashed his free fist against the throttle.
"Move, damn you!" he shouted wildly.

"Get going!"

As though the plane were something alive and had actually heard his words, its wheels cleared a split second later and it went zooming up into a cloud-bank filled sky.

Cranking the wheels up into the hull to gain every iota of speed possible, Dusty held the nose up and swung around toward the billowy cloud bank to the east. Five minutes flying, and they'd make it.

He glanced back down at the field and groaned. Five minutes? He'd have to make it in less than that. Two sleek pursuit planes were streaking across the field. He switched his eyes back to the front, and stared at the twin guns fired into the nose of the amphibian hull.

"Curly—Jack!" he shouted.

A hand touched his shoulder, and two voices spoke as one.

"Yeah? What?"

He didn't bother to turn and look at them.

"Get set, the best you can," he said grimly. "I was wrong. We haven't a hope in hell of making that cloud bank. Two of them are already coming up after us. The only way out is a scrap!"

"Go to it, kid," came Curly's even voice. "Don't bother about us. We'll manage to hang on some how."

Dusty nodded appreciation of their trust in him, swung the plane over and around on wing tip. The Blacks were still a couple of thousand feet below him. But they were coming up fast. To continue straight for the cloud bank, and wait for them to attack, would be plain suicide.

There was only one thing to do. Fake an escape to the south, keep an eye on the Blacks, and then suddenly slap down on the first one to come within range.

Eyes hard, hands on the Dep wheel rock-steady, he sent the amphibian racing southward. The pursing Blacks swallowed the fake maneuver hook, line and sinker. In an almost vertical climb they came thundering upward.

Nearer and nearer they came, and in the matter of seconds Dusty could actually see the cruel featured Black crouched under the glass cowling of the nearest plane. He counted four more seconds in his brain, then swung the Dep wheel with all his might, and practically jumped on the right rudder pedal.

The amphibian groaned and bucked, and for the space of a split second it slid sluggishly off to the side. And then with a snapping twist it whipped over and down. As it did, Dusty jerked both thumbs up to the trigger trips and jabbed them forward. The twin guns in the nose of the hull spat jetting flame and a whirling blast of steel cut down across the sky at the nearest Black ship.

Had Dusty made any other maneuver, the Black pilot would probably have been ready. But so utterly crazy was the one that he did make, that the Black went completely haywire for the instant and did the wrong thing.

He leveled off the top of his climb and tried to bank around, instead of slicing over-wing to Dusty. But he didn't and the Yank eagle leaped upon him like a streak of light.

Steel bullets smashed his glass cowling to splinters and whipped down into his skull and body. Two short bursts, and that was all that was needed. The Black pilot slumped over against the side of the cockpit. The plane went curving around in a great circle and then as its motion threw the lifeless Black forward onto the stick it went racing earthward, its throttle wide open.

"One! Atta kid!"

DUSTY hardly heard Curly's shouted cry. He was too occupied trying to draw the second Black pursuit ship into
a similar trap. But, after seeing what had happened to his comrade, the second Black wasn’t having any more of that stuff. Rolling and zooming, he darted in and around the slower ship; peppering it with short, tantalizing bursts, but not leaving himself open for more than a split second at a time.

Try as he might, Dusty could not keep pace with the sleek ship. He fired whenever he got the chance, but each time it was simply a waste of good ammunition. One thing, however, was in his favor. The Black, not wanting to risk his neck too much, was making no effort to drive Dusty in any one particular direction. He seemed content to dart in, pepper a few shots, and then dart out into the clear again.

Taking advantage of that fact, Dusty made no real attacking attempt. Instead he concentrated on working the amphibian eastward toward the cloud bank. It was less than three miles away when the Black pilot evidently realized what was taking place.

Abandoning his safety-first tactics, he half-rolled off the top of a loop and came slicing down with guns blazing. The sudden maneuver caught Dusty off guard for a second and before he could skid the amphibian outward and down, the Black had smashed a savage blast through the window in the top of the cabin and buried it in the instrument board.

“Don’t let him get you kid!” roared Curly. “Give him hell. He’s a cinch!”

But Dusty wasn’t even listening. Cursing himself for being asleep, he zoomed the amphibian up and over on to its back, reached out and cut the throttle and let the ship fall off into a slow spin. Curly shouted again, as he clutched frantically for a more secure hold. But this time his shout was one of alarm.

“My God, Dusty! Are you crazy? He’ll pick us up like apples!”

“You just hang on, I’m doing this!” he bellowed angrily, and hand-heeled the throttle wide open.

As he did, he slammed the dep wheel over to the opposite corner held it there for a fraction of a second, then hauled it back into his stomach and thumped down on the left rudder. The plane seemed to actually moan in protest and its nose jerked up and it went wing-screaming heavenward. Dusty held it steady for perhaps three hundred feet, then whipped it over on right wing and sent it slicing diagonally down across the sky. Out the corner he saw the Black pilot striving desperately to follow through the maneuver. He slid his thumbs to the trigger-trips and laughed harshly.

“Too bad, bum!” He shouted. “But I’m in a hurry!”

As he spoke the last, he jabbed the trigger-trips forward and the twin guns in the nose of the hull yammered out a hymn of certain death. And certain death it was.

The Black was caught flat-footed. He probably died before he even realized what had hit him. One second he was a human being alive and flying through the air. And the next, he was a corpse hurtling earthward, the center of a flaming cloud of flame and smoke.

Dusty didn’t even give the plane a second look. The instant he saw the flames belch out, he pulled the amphibian out of its thundering angle dive, and sent it rocketing up into the misty protection of the billowy cloud bank. Easing back the throttle a bit, he turned in the seat and grinned at Curly and Agent 10.

“What were you boys trying to tell me?” he chuckled.

Agent 10 shook his head, relaxed his hold on the side of the cabin, and swallowed hard. Curly Brooks blinked and muttered a curse.

“Go ahead, kid, and ride me!” he grunt-
ed. “I sure deserve it. My God, if that last one wasn’t one for the book, then I sure give up!”

“I’ll be glad to teach it to you sometime when I have time.” Dusty grinned.

AND then his eyes swept the bullet-shattered instrument board, and his face became grave. Reaching out his free hand he absently fingered the electromagnetic compass that had been hopelessly riddled with singing steel. His hand still on the compass he turned again to his pals.

“I guess we’d better hang up here for a while,” he said. “I didn’t have a chance to look, but maybe some of those other babies started up after us, when they saw their other boy friends go down. With this damn compass gone, we’ll have to make a double check with the roller-map and take our bearings from what we find out. Is that oke with you?”

Curly hadn’t quite completely recovered from Dusty’s display of perfect aerial scrapping. He nodded his head almost automatically.

“Sure, anything you say, kid,” he mumbled.

Agent 10, however, shook his head and leaned toward Dusty.

“Why waste the time?” he asked. “I’ve got an idea and I think it will work. Here, move over, and let me get at the radio.”

Wondering what was on young Hornor’s mind, Dusty shifted over on the seat and let him squeeze in beside him. Reaching out both hands, the Intelligence man snapped on power contact with one hand, slipped the earphones over his head with the other, spun the wave-length dial and put his lips to the transmitter tube.

Seconds later, he was jabbering excitedly into it—jabbering out countless inarticulate sounds in the language of the Black Invaders. He kept it up for per-

haps three minutes, paused to listen to a replying jabber in the ear phones, then spoke for another minute or two.

“There, that’s that,” he said snapping off the radio and grinning at Dusty. “You can fly east out of this cloud bank and get your bearings anytime you want.”

Dusty stared at him, brows furrowed.

“All right I’ll bite,” he grunted. “What the hell did you do?”

“Oh, nothing much,” replied Agent 10. “I simply sent out an S. O. S. emergency call stating that I had picked up this plane one hundred miles west of here, and wanted help in giving chase and forcing it down. The reply I got was that every available plane would concentrate on that area immediately.”

Dusty let out a wild whoop and rammed the throttle wide open.

“Am I glad you came along!” he yelled. “Now for the last lap, and some more of that luck!”

CHAPTER NINE

The Seadrome

As Agent 10 climbed out of the seat, Dusty put the controls on the Robot climbing regulator and stood up. Peeling off his tunic, he nodded at the other two.

“Shed, you chaps,” he ordered. “I’m going up for altitude, so we’ll have to stop up that busted window. I think that our three tunics will be enough.”

“If they’re not we won’t have to worry about it long!” grunted Curley, as he and Agent 10 complied with Dusty’s request.

“Now if you hadn’t let that—”

“Yeah, I know!” Dusty cut him off.

“But you mustn’t expect everything! Here you do the job. We’re reaching ceiling on this cloud bank. Its not so thick as I thought it was.”

Dropping back into the seat, Dusty snapped off robot control and leveled off just as the top wing of the amphibian
cut up through the fleecy crest of the cloud bank, and into clear sun-flooded air.

At first, he could see nothing but rolling waves of cloud stretching off to the four horizons. After a minute or two of checking his position in relation to the shadow that his plane cast upon the clouds, he banked to the right and flew steadily eastward, his eyes searching for a hole in the cloud.

He didn’t find it for another fifteen minutes. By that time Curly and Agent 10 had stuffed up the broken window with their tunics, and were standing behind his seat helping him to find a hole that exposed enough of the terrain below for checking with the roller-map.

As a matter of fact, it was Curly who actually sighted the hole first. He leaned over, touched Dusty’s shoulder, and pointed off to the right almost at the same instant that Dusty saw it himself.

Three minutes later, they were circling directly over the open space, and staring down intently at the ground markings far below. On the fifth time around, Dusty nodded.

“I’ve got it!” he said. “That’s Moncton down there. If we hold this dead on course, we’ll pass over the tips of Prince Edward and Breton Islands and hit Harbor Grace, New Newfoundland, right on the nose.”

Curly bent over his shoulder and squinted hard at the roller-map.

“Yup, that’s right!” he grunted. “Stick her on Robot control, just in case our reckoning goes hay-wire.”

“Robot control, my eye!” snorted Dusty, glancing at his watch. “I’m going to smoke this baby along at full revs. It’s damn near three o’clock now, and if you ask me, even if our luck holds out and we make the damn sea drome, we won’t possibly make it before dark.”

“I’ve been thinking about that,” spoke up Agent 10. “And frankly it’s not going to make me mad. I’d much rather sneak into it in the dark than risk landing in broad daylight. You see it’s a cinch that our escape is going to be rebroadcast. And though maybe you didn’t notice it, the markings on the tail of this ship are a mile high and twice as wide.”

“Got me again!” grinned Dusty. “That gives me an idea. You slide in along side of me, and keep your ear clamped to those phones, while I do the flying. You never can tell what you might pick up. Curly! You stick your nose up against that cabin window there, and check with the roller-map every time you get a chance.”

For the next two hours, not a single word was spoken in the cabin, save when Dusty and Curly consulted each other as to the plane’s approximate position.

They had long since dropped land at Harbor Grace, and were now thundering out over the rolling waters of the Atlantic. The sun, the only definite object from which they could take their direction bearings, was sliding down over the western rim of the world.

In another hour, darkness would set in, and from that time on their fate would largely depend upon Dusty’s inborn navigation skill, and a whole lot of luck.

Though none of them mentioned it to the others, all three realized more and more the seriousness of the reckless and spur of the moment risk they were taking.

What they would meet at the end of their journey only the gods know. But one thing was certain, no matter what they did meet, death would be lurking near.

Perhaps they were crazy fools, for ever having even thought of attempting such a wild and insane adventure. And then again maybe not. However, yes or no, they were on their way, and beyond
that ever darkening eastern horizon fate awaited them.

Suddenly, Agent 10, who had been sitting like a statue of stone, radio phones clamped tight over his ears, jerked up straight in the seat and shot out a hand to the reception volume control dial.

As he did, Dusty half turned and stared eagerly at the expression on the Intelligence man’s face. At first, it was one of startled surprise. Then it slowly changed to uneasy consternation. And finally to a look of grim worry.

Before he could stop himself, Dusty reached out and grabbed young Horner’s arm.

“What is it, kid!” he whispered hoarsely. “What the hell is up?”

Agent 10 shook off his hand and motioned vigorously for silence. Tight-lipped and narrow-eyed, both Curly and Dusty waited for their friend to speak.

Though it seemed like five years, it was only a matter of five minutes before young Horner removed one of the phones from his ears and looked at them wide-eyed.

Dusty cursed as the man continued to hesitate.

“Damn it, Horner!” he snapped. “What the devil is it?”

“We’re sunk!” came the thick answer. “We might just as well turn back while we have a chance.”

“Turn back?” yelped Curly Brooks. “Why what the—?”

The look on young Horner’s face stopped him short. It was as though the man had suddenly received the news of the complete defeat of the United States by the Black Invaders. Impulsively, Dusty reached out his hand and laid it on his friend’s shoulder.

“Take it easy,” he said quietly. “Chin up. Now give it to us straight.”

Young Horner’s lips moved, but no words came out. And eventually when they did, they sounded as though they had come from the bottom of his boots.

“That was high speed code,” he began, “from the H. Q. of the Black high command. They know that we’re headed for the Great Circle seadrome!”

“What? Impossible!”

Dusty and Curly shouted the words in the same breath.

Agent 10 nodded his head.

“They do know?” he said. “Or at least their guess is strong enough to make them send out the warning. In another half hour the air will be black with their ships. I even heard a check-back from the Hawk’s new concentration drome at Cape Farewell. They’re taking off immediately. Better head south, Dusty. We couldn’t make it now in a hundred thousand years!”

Dusty said nothing. He sat staring at the radio panel as his whole insides seemed to fold up. Good God, was there nothing that those damn rats didn’t find out?

“Listen, Jack,” he said. “Are you sure you got the message right? How in the world could they have found out?”

Agent 10 shrugged.

“I got the message correctly,” he said. “And as for how they found out—well, I can make a guess, a good one. We’ve been saps, and me the biggest one of all for not thinking of it.”

“What do you mean?”

“They’ve been tracing our course,” replied young Horner. “Rather, they probably traced it up as far as Harbor Grace—with ground detectors. Don’t you see, once they got wise to my fake order, they contacted ground detector units over the entire area. It was a cinch for them to pick up this engine. We would be the only plane in the area. All the others had gone racing westward. Once they got our course they simply had to add two and two and get the right answer.”
“Right answer?” echoed Curly. “I don’t get you.”

“That we were headed for the Great Circle seadrome,” Agent 10 told him. “Look—the Hawk knows that you are trying to find out about the Red Destroyer. He knows that you came up north. And he also must know that you were shot down. Those ships that got you were his ships. A plane is stolen, and it flies a course straight for Harbor Grace, and then out to sea. Hell, do you think that guy is deaf, dumb and blind?”

Curly grimaced.

“My error,” he grunted, and looked at Dusty. “Well, kid, what’s the old brain thinking? It’s a hell of a long way back, if you ask me.”

Dusty met his eye, saw the glint in it, and grinned.

“I’m thinking that, too,” he said. “The short-cut is to that damn seadrome.”

“Man, you’re crazy!” exclaimed Horner. “Why, my God, do you think we can defeat the whole damn Black Air Force in this lumbering crate?”

“Who said anything about scrapping the whole Black air force?” Dusty cut him off. “I’ll be tickled pink if we don’t see any of them.”

“But you will, you will!” insisted Agent 10. “You mark my word, in half an hour—”

“We’ll be a whole lot of miles from here!” Dusty finished. “You want me to turn south? O. K., we will. And then we’ll slide up and around and come in on our friends from the east. How’ll that be?”

The other shrugged and gestured hopelessly.

“Go ahead, then,” he grunted. “I can’t get off and walk away.”

“And wouldn’t if you could, you old hell-bender!” laughed Dusty, poking him in the ribs. “Just keep that set working, and watch papa!”

As Agent 10 turned back to the radio, Dusty glanced at Curly, winked, and swung the ship south. The air was almost entirely bathed in shadows now and the western horizon but a tiny yellow glow. He looked at it and pressed his lips together in a thin, grim line. When that light died he’d be up against the stiffest navigating job of his entire flying career.

True, the Robot control would hold him on a dead ahead course, and by checking with its recording dial he could keep track of wind drift, and make allowances. But if he only had the electro-magnetic compass he could set an exact course for any point in the ocean, and make it right on the nose. Without it, it was a case of flying blind and “feeling” his way to the ship.

He shrugged, and stared straight ahead. Presently, he jumped a foot as Curly’s hand clamped down on his shoulder.

“What the—”

“Look kid,” said Brooks. “Way back there on our left rear quarter. Do you see what I see?”

Dusty twisted in the seat, leaned over toward the cabin window and stared back. All he saw were blurred puffs of cloud in twilight darkening sky. And then, suddenly, he saw them—a great swarm of black wings tearing westward in double line formation.

He thought that they were a mixture of bi-planes and monoplanes, but he couldn’t say for sure. The distance was too great. He nodded grimly to himself, started to bank east, then on second thought kept right on heading south.

“Keep your tail to them, dummy!” he growled to himself. “Want them to come over and smack you down?”

“Right!” came Curly’s voice. “I was all ready to grab the controls myself. This is a break—they’re going right past
our stern. Hold her as she goes for another half hour, anyway, kid.”

And at the end of that half hour they were roaring through a great, limitless void of inky darkness. Not daring to snap on any of the lights, not even the instrument cowl lamp, Dusty held the ship on even keel by instinct.

“Curly,” he said to his pal crouched beside him. “Take a good look for lights, in the air and on the water. I’m going to turn east.”

As Curly pressed his face against the window, Dusty eased the plane around in a ninety degree turn and flattened out. And it was then that he saw them—a faint tiny string of lights far down on the water below. Curly saw them at the same instant and gripped his arm.

“Ships, Dusty! And they’re too far north to be Yank boats. They must be Blacks—maybe part of the Great Circle blockade.”

“Maybe,” grunted Dusty, peering down at the lights through narrowed eyes. “I only hope to God they haven’t got engine detectors aboard. I don’t want any of their wings coming up for a look-see.”

As he finished, Agent 10 suddenly broke into rapid Black Invader jabber. Though Dusty couldn’t see him very clearly, he knew that the Intelligence man was speaking into the transmitter tube. His voice rose angrily, faded down, only to go up again. It was clear that Jack Horner was acting the perfect Black Invader officer and tearing into some one of lesser rank.

Eventually the man ceased speaking, and Dusty felt him lean toward him.

“Got something that time, blast them!” came the savage voice in the darkness. “A flotilla of Black destroyers below us, picked up our engine. Their operator wanted to know where we were heading and why. I told him the truth, and asked for our exact position. Dusty, we’re two hundred and ten miles southeast of the Great Circle seadrome!”

Dusty whistled aloud.

“My God!” he exclaimed. “We must have been almost on top of it when we turned. Thanks, kid. Keep up the good work. Risk another check with some ship in, say, half an hour. That is, if you think you can get away with it.”

“Oke,” grunted Agent 10 and turned back to his set.

“Spill it!” snapped Dusty, as he heard Curly’s soft chuckle in his ear. “Must I be right all the time?”

“And papa was heading for Spain!” his pal cracked back. “That’s the first time I was ever really glad to sight Black ships.”

“Aw, go fly a kite!” snarled Dusty, and hunched forward over the dep wheel.

But inwardly he was sighing with great relief. Had not Agent 10 checked their position with the Black flotilla below, they would eventually have become hopelessly lost over the rolling Atlantic. He must have turned more southeast than east when he made that turn, and without realizing it they were practically flying away from the location of the seadrome.

With a muttered curse he gripped the dep wheel tightly and swung the plane into a slow bank to the left. Halfway around he checked it and flattened out.

“All right, bright eyes!” he flung over his shoulder at Curly. ‘Stay awake. If they’re still using that old landing beacon on the Great Circle, we should be able to pick it up pretty soon. Help me look for it.”

“Sure,” came Brooks’ voice. “And sorry about the ribbing, kid. I wouldn’t have done half as well myself. But listen, we haven’t done much thinking about what’s next on the program. I mean, after we get to the place. Now that they
know about this ship we can’t possibly land on the seadrome itself. What do you plan to do—glide in with a dead engine close by and swim the rest of the way?”

Dusty didn’t answer at once. He was thinking hard. Curly was dead right—they hadn’t thought anything about the landing. Hell, was it going to be a waste of time after all? Maybe Agent 10 had the right idea, and they should skip while the skipping was good.

It wasn’t fear of death that had made Jack Horner insist that they turn back. He didn’t know that kind of fear. It had been the fear of a sane and level-headed man who did not wish to see human lives tossed away when no possible goal could be attained.

“What’s your answer, kid?” repeated Curly when Dusty didn’t speak. “How do you figure to go down?”

“Your way, I guess,” mumbled Dusty. “Your—”

He stopped short and pointed ahead at a thin revolving beam of light low down on the northern horizon.

“There it is, by God!” he said. “The Great Circle beacon. Can you beat it? They’re actually using it—in time of war!”

“Why not?” spoke up Jack Horner on his left. “They’re expecting company, aren’t they? Well, what do we do now? Going to land in that light?”

“Not yet, anyway!” snapped Dusty. “Maybe we won’t have to land. I’m going up for altitude. Curly! Grab those night glasses in the rack there and tell me what you see. Jack—keep on that radio. I’ve got a hunch. Maybe we can put one over on these babies, and right under their damn noses!”

Realizing that questioning Dusty, once he got started that way, was but a waste of breath, both Curly and Jack Horner did as told. Fifteen minutes later Dusty was circling about high over the seadrome.

That it was a seadrome he knew only by the faint light shed by the revolving beacon. By peering hard he could see what looked like passenger ramps, buildings and hangars. But the center part of it seemed to be a mixture of objects that seemed to have no connection with anything else.

He gave up trying to figure it out, as Curly Brooks started to speak.

“They’ve done something to the center of the thing—the main runway. It looks to me like a long U-shaped trough, that extends the entire length of the seadrome. No, wait a minute—at the east end it flanges out spade shaped. What the hell could that be? The landing and take off runways are on both sides of it. And—hey, here’s a couple of Darts down there or I’m a liar! I can just see them in the hangar light on the north side. They—”

He stopped short as his pal grabbed him.

“Give me those glasses and take over, Curly!”

Brooks shrugged, handed over the glasses and dropped into the pilot’s seat. Bracing himself, Dusty put the glasses to his eyes and stared downward. The seadrome seemed to leap up to him in the lenses.

It was about a mile long and half a mile wide. Save for the revolving beacon there were few lights. But as the beacon swung its beam across the seadrome, he was able to pick out the silhouettes of low buildings, hangars, the passenger station and maintenance crew sleeping quarters.

But, Curly had been right. Something had been added to the center of the main take-off and landing runway. It was a U-shaped trough that was flush with the landing deck on the east side, where it
flanged outward to the sides, and was gradually built up to a four or five degree angle at the western end.

Though he peered at it until his eyes ached he couldn't figure out what it could be. The thing it resembled the most was a log sluice for bringing timber down out of high mountains.

He forgot about it for the minute, though, as he suddenly saw two jet-winged Darts pulled up in front of an open hangar on the north side. He didn't need two looks to know that they belonged to the Hawk's brood. Did one of them, perhaps, belong to the Hawk himself? Was that dirty rat down there?

As the question slid across his brain, he unconsciously bunched a fist and pressed it hard against the side of the cabin.

And then, suddenly, it happened.

Without warning, a giant pencil of white light shot up from the east end of the seadrome and began cutting slow circles about the sky. As Dusty stared at it dumbfounded for the fraction of a second, he saw the beam light up a flight of Darts, not a quarter of a mile away, and less than five thousand feet below him. They were flying south in V formation.

In the next split second he had turned,
shoved the glasses into Curly's hands, and exchanged places.

"Whatcha going to do?" gasped Curly.

"Get the hell away from here first!" Dusty snapped back, and sent the amphibian rocketing around toward the west.

Two minutes later, he hauled the throttle all the way back, and the plane was sliding softly down through the night skies. He reached out his free hand and rapped Agent 10 on the arm.

"Jack! Never mind that a second. Listen to me. You, too, Curly. We've got to get aboard the seadrome! There's something funny down there. Now, here's the plan. Jack, get their signal station. Fake yourself as some important Black, and ask that they light up the eastern end of the seadrome. Get me—the eastern end!"

"But why?" cut in the Intelligence man. "They may get wise, may suspect!"

"Let them!" Dusty barked. "All I want is for them to concentrate on the eastern end. That will leave the western end dark. I'm going to glide us around, and hit water on the northern side, and let the run take us in close. Curly! You be set to get up and out onto the wing and fend us off as we mush in. That seadrome is forty feet high, and with luck we can get in under its shadow."
“Worth a try, anyway,” grunted Brooks. “But after that, what?”

Dusty bit his lip. He hated to say the next—but he had to.

“It will be every man for himself,” he said. “Stick as long as you can. But if one of us gets caught, its up to the other two to carry on. No matter who loses—we’ve got to wreck whatever is on that seadrome! You agree with me?”

Neither of them made an answer. There was nothing that they could say. They simply laid a hand on Dusty’s arm and pressed hard.

“Thanks, fellows,” said Dusty thickly. And then in steady tones to young Horn-er, “O. K., Jack, get going on that radio.”

CHAPTER TEN

The Red Destroyer

There was a heavy moment of silence in the cabin. Then it was broken by the sound of Agent 10’s voice jabbering into the transmitter tube. Instinctively, Dusty hunched forward over the Dep wheel, and fastened his eyes on the seadrome off to his right and far below. Seconds of agonizing suspense dragged by and then, suddenly, Agent 10 stopped jabbering and let out a cry of joy.

“We made it fellows! They just O. K.’d the request.”

Even as the last word ripped off the Intelligence man’s lips, Dusty saw the circling pencil of light wink out and a double row of flood lights bordering the north and south side of the eastern end of the seadrome flare up. Instantly both runways were flooded with the light of day.

“Get set, Curly!” said Dusty tensely. “We’re going down!”

Reaching out his free hand, he snapped off the ignition and steepened the plane’s glide. Around and down he went in a wide sweeping circle that brought him rushing toward the sea drome from the north west.

Dead ahead was the great floating platform, its western end bathed in semi-darkness and its buildings at the eastern end sharply silhouetted against the glare of the flood lights. And beyond them, farther to the east, Dusty was sure that he saw the shadows of a flight of Black Darts circling slowly about.

The sight of them sent little icy chills rippling up and down his spine, and the roof of his mouth went dry. He cursed inwardly, clamped down on his jangling nerves and eased up the hull nose for a skimming landing.

Movement at his right told him that Curly was preparing to push out through the cabin ceiling trap door and work his way along the wing. Good old Curly! Set for anything, at anytime, and no questions asked. For his sake he had to make the landing perfect.

The giant seadrome was now less than sixty yards away. It seemed like a half dozen city blocks all moulded into one great square of black granite. Though only forty feet from the water to the lip it seemed to Dusty a thousand feet high.

If only he could mush the amphibian in under its over-hanging edge. Getting aboard would be simple after that. Many times had he landed upon it before war broke out. He knew that there were countless companionway stairs leading up to the main deck from the water. Hell yes, if only—

And then the hull touched water!

Instantly Dusty hauled the Dep wheel all the way back, and started to ease on the left rudder. On the corner of his eye he saw Curly climb out through the cabin door. As his pal disappeared from view, Dusty applied more left rudder. The hull turned and the amphibian start-
ed to grab sidewise, wing-on to the drome.

The next ten seconds were ten years to Dusty’s life. At first he was afraid that he’d landed too soon, and that the amphibian would not have enough mush-
run to take it in under the overhanging edge of the sea drome. Hell, they’d have to swim for it. And then it seemed as though they were going to smash into its
great dark and looming bulk. Instinc-
tively he jammed on full left rudder, and flung himself from the seat.

“Jack!” he whispered hoarsely. “Come on!”

His words were a waste of breath. Agent 10 was already at his side. To-
gether they climbed up through the cabin ceiling trapdoor and out onto the water
drenched wing. All about was pitch dark-
ness. They couldn’t even see their hands before their faces. Inch by inch they
crawled out on the smooth metal wing
that weaved slowly up and down beneath
their weight.

They were halfway out when Dusty felt the plane bump into something rigid. It threw him off balance for a split sec-
and and he almost went plunging off into
the water. Only lightning like action
saved him a bath.

“Got it, fellows! Come on!”

CURLY’S faint whisper came back
with the startling clearness of an ex-
ploding shell. Dusty crawled forward,
and presently bumped into his pal, who
was hanging half off the end of the wing
and holding fast to a mooring ring at-
tached to the bottom post of a set of com-
panionway stairs. Dusty flattened him-
self, reached out and grabbed the ring,
too. And together they pulled the am-
phibian in close.

“Couldn’t have done better in daylight,
kid!” came Curly’s excited whisper. “We
hit right smack at these stairs. Hold it
a minute.”

“What’s the matter?” breathed Dusty,
as he felt his pal’s body twisting about.
“What are you doing?”

“Maybe we’ll want to go home in this
thing!” was the answer. “I’m fixing her
fast!”

Dusty grinned in the darkness. Trust
Curly to have brains in the pinches! He’d
brought a mooring rope from the cabin.

A minute or so later Curly touched his
arm and also grabbed Agent 10.

“Set, fellows! Aboard we go!”

In Indian file, Curly first because he
was the nearest, they stepped off the end
of the wing and onto the companionway
stairs. Hand gripping his automatic
Dusty followed his pal up the stairs and
onto a pitch dark level space that he
realized was directly beneath the main
deck. There they paused for a minute,
and then Dusty took charge. He reached
out and pulled them close.

“There’s a way up, down to our left,”
he whispered. “I remember, now. It
will bring us up behind the passenger sta-
tion. Guns out, fellows. Each chap grab
hold of the shirt of the chap in front of
him. O. K.? Let’s go. No wait! Re-
member—if we get spotted, split up.”

Hands out in front of him, and eyes
straining into the darkness, Dusty started
slowly to the left. At the end of perhaps
fifteen yards, he bumped into a steel wall.
Moving off at right angles he worked his
way along, one hand on the wall, until
he came to a sloping ramp.

Up it he started, hugging the rail on
the right side. There was a bend in the
sloping ramp, and as he rounded it he
saw a faint glimmer of light about him.
He pulled up so quickly that Curly plowed
into him with a faint grunt.

Oblivious to his pal, Dusty stared at
the glimmer of light for several seconds,
and then relaxed. What he was looking
at was that reflection of the floodlights far
down at the eastern end of the drome.
He reached back, touched Curly and started up again.

Five minutes later the three of them were on the main deck and hugging the darkness of the rear wall of the passenger building on the north side of the drome.

And then, suddenly, they all froze rigid as there came the sharp sounds of footsteps along the metal deck. Footsteps that were coming directly toward them! Virtually trying to squeeze his body into the wall Dusty brought up his gun, butt first, and waited breathlessly. The footsteps came nearer. They were only about a dozen paces away.

Then without warning, they stopped.

A wild urge to fling himself forward surged through Dusty. It was with a tremendous effort that he curbed down on the desire and held himself rigid. One—two—three seconds ticked by, and then the footsteps advanced. But as they came abreast of where Dusty and his pals crouched, they stopped again.

And in the next second a thin beam of white light cut the darkness and splashed straight into their faces.

Dusty was hardly conscious that he moved. Instinct, and nothing else, had made him fling himself forward, gun upraised. He brought it down with all his might. A wild cry blasted against his ear-drums. A spurt of red and yellow flame seemed to spew starlight into his face. And the roar of a gun shook the air.

Unable to see for the moment, he was nevertheless conscious of his gun butt crashing down on something solid. What it hit reeled back, slammed into the guard rail of the deck and cartwheeled over it and down into the water.

Lights were beginning to spring up all over now. And in the distance came the hoarse shouting of voices. Dusty spun around to his pals.

"Split!" he snapped. "Work along to the hangar on the northeast corner. Luck, fellows!"

There was no time for hand-shakes, even though they had felt that way. Darting to his left, Dusty sped across the deck and slid over the guard rail. Hanging by one hand he reached down with the other, got a good grip on the lip of the scuppers and let his body slowly drop. Swinging like a pendulum over the water below, he closed his eyes tight for an instant and battled against the pain of the powder burn on his right cheek.

Presently he started working his way hand over hand to his left. His arms felt as though they were being pulled out of their sockets by the weight of his body.

The blood began to pound against his temples, and little pinwheels of fire spun around in front of his eyes. A hundred times he was positive that he couldn't hold on any longer. And a hundred times the fighting instinct within him refused to quit and forced him onward.

Eventually, it seemed like a thousand years later, his legs bumped into a small platform that projected out from the side of the seadrome. It was the platform used for unloading supplies of fuel from tankers and the one thing he had been banking his hopes upon reaching. Pulling up his knees he swung himself up onto the platform and let go.

For a moment or two he lay in a huddled heap, biting his lips against the sharp pains that shot up and down both arms. Presently, though, he forced himself to his hands and knees, crawled across the platform and wiggled in through the half opened loading port.

Darkness, thicker than ever, engulfed him. He reached out both hands and felt the stick sides of oil drums, grabbing hold of one he pulled himself to his feet, and stood there listening intently.

At first he heard nothing. The shout-
ing had died down, and it seemed as though the entire seadrome was deserted of all humans save himself. His heart looped over as he thought of Agent 10 and Curly—particularly Curly. Jack Horner was in the guise of a Black. He knew their language and their customs. Chances of him being caught were practically nil as compared to Curly’s.

What a hell of a foolish idea anyway? A hunch, a bit of unconfirmed information, and he had dragged his two best pals into a network of mystery and death. Far better that he’d tried it alone.

“Cut it, kid!” he grated at himself. “You know damn well that Curly wanted it as much as you did!”

The thought, though he didn’t try to analyze it, gave him a certain amount of comfort. Then he banished it from his mind and started to feel his way among the oil drums. And then suddenly he stiffened motionless.

From somewhere far ahead, toward the eastern end of the sea drome, came a low throbbing sound. First impression was that it was a plane being revved up.

But as he strained his ears, he detected a strange skipping note. It was something like the back-fire of a low powered automobile engine. Yet, on second thought, it wasn’t. It was spaced at regular intervals between series of throbbing notes.

He moved off in that direction. A moment later his groping hands touched a steel door. He fumbled for the handle, turned it and pulled the door open. The throbbing sound grew louder as he paused on the threshold and stared into more darkness. Moving slowly, and feeling every foot of the way with both his hands and his feet, he traveled across a metal floor. Three times he bumped into what felt like packing cases.

He didn’t stop to explore. The throbbing sound, with its strange skipping note, was growing louder with each passing second. It seemed to be coming from more to the left than the right. He veered left and a few minutes later discovered the reason. On the sea side of the store-room, in which he guessed himself to be, there was a long narrow corridor that lead along the outside of the seadrome.

HESITATING but a moment to pull the automatic he had jammed into his pocket before leaping for the guard rail, he stepped into the corridor and started swiftly along it.

As he guided himself by keeping one outstretched hand on the inside wall, he felt several doors that lead off to other underside parts of the drome. But he didn’t pause to go through any of them. The throbbing sound was so loud now that it seemed that he would come upon it at any moment.

And then, without warning he walked slam-bang into a solid wall at the far end of the corridor. He cursed softly, retraced his steps until he felt the nearest door, and put his ear against it.

The result was a tingle of excitement slicing through him. The door against which his ear was pressed lead to the strange throbbing sound. It couldn’t possibly lead anywhere else. The sound was as clear as though it came from the metal of the door itself.

Sliding down his free hand he gripped the knob and turned it, a prayer on his lips. The prayer was answered immediately. The door gave to the pressure of his hand and moved slowly inward. He stopped when it was open an inch, and put his eye to the crack.

If he expected to see anything important he was completely disappointed. He found himself staring in a dimly lighted room filled with everything from coils of rope to the spare parts of airplane engines.
On the far side was another door. Boldly he stepped inside, made his way around the pile of miscellaneous equipment and over to the far door. He put his ear against it for but a split second. That was long enough. The vibration caused by the throbbing sound beyond hurt his ear-drums.

Again he reached down for the knob, and again his prayer was answered as he put his eye to the inch crack. As he squinted through, his heart seemed to leap up into his throat, and the blood in his veins to become liquid fire.

He found himself staring into a great shed-like room with a greasy shaft of steel in each of the four corners. The eastern wall was made up of what seemed to be a huge ventilator. The roof was domed-shaped, like that of any ordinary hangar, and from its giant girders were suspended long steel chains that were more like six-inch flat steel bands.

But all that he gave but one swift glance. The main thing, in fact the one and only thing that caught and held his glance, was a gigantic, queer looking object that was resting in a U-shaped trough cradle in the center of the floor.

At first it looked like a great steel shell painted a glistening red. But as he gaped at it in dumfounded amazement, he noted individual features of the strange thing. From a pointed nose it swelled out to a diameter of perhaps twenty feet for a distance of perhaps half of its fifty-or sixty-foot length. At that point its diameter became slightly smaller and tapered down to ten-foot thickness where it flanged out cone-shaped.

From one end to the other there was not a single bump or projection in the curving lines of the thing. Just back from the nose there were what appeared to be a circle of windows. But they were not glass windows and they were absolutely flush with the surface.

So startling was the sight of the thing that for several seconds Dusty didn’t realize that the queer throbbing sound was coming from the cone-shaped end.

As he switched his eyes that way again he noted that the huge ventilator was sucking pale, milkish smoke out of the room. And a moment later he became conscious of a faint acrid smell in the air he was breathing.

And then, suddenly, the throbbing sound died out with a sort of swishing whir. An instant later a small section of the side of the weird contraption dropped down, and a grease-smereared Black mechanic slid out feet first and dropped onto the floor of the shed.

Standing with his back to Dusty, the mechanic pulled a wad of waste from his jumper pockets and wiped his hands. That done with, he moved off to the right and out of line of Dusty’s vision.

Heart thumping madly against his ribs, Dusty waited perhaps thirty seconds and then slowly edged the door open far enough to admit his body.

Gun gripped tightly in his right hand he slipped through and closed the door behind him. Crouching down he darted a quick look in the direction the mechanic had taken. All he saw was a wall with a door in its lower center. The door was closed.

A second in which to clamp down on his nerves, and he slid across the floor, climbed up on the U-shaped cradle and grabbed hold of the section that had dropped down. He saw instantly that it was made of some kind of metal—something like steel with criss-cross gray lines on its smoothed surface.

It was then that he also noticed why the section had not dropped onto the floor. It was hinged at the bottom. In other words, it was like the drop exit that one sees in the modern dirigibles.
Pushing with both feet, he heaved himself up onto the section and wiggled inside. At first all was darkness about him. And then as his eyes focused to the faint glow of a bug light above his head, he found himself looking at a conglomeration of objects, all of which seemed to be attached to the walls and floor of a small square compartment by heavy coiled springs.

He studied the first that met his eye. It was a bucket seat, similar to the bucket seat of a plane. Its main difference though was that it was braced by heavy coiled springs on all sides, and wide mesh straps were attached to the seat itself.

There were two seats in fact-side by side. Between them was a six-inch column secured to the floor. Its top spread out bell shaped, and on its surface were three rows of throttles, five throttles to each row.

Four feet in front of it was a third spring-braced seat that faced the forward wall a foot or so away. On the wall was a large panel covered with every type of instrument. And as Dusty slid forward for a closer look, he noted that the instruments in the lower half of the panel all had to do with gas rocket regulation, and power volume.

The top instruments were the usual speed, altitude, wind drift, electro-magnetic compass, climb and turn indicator, etc. One thing about them, though, that caused him to suck in his breath sharply, was that each dial was graduated about twenty times as much as the ordinary airplane instrument.

The top reading on the speed indicator, for instance, was in four figures.

As he stared at them, an object in the exact center of the board caught his eye. It was like two glass discs, with a felt lined shield covering the top and both sides. On sudden impulse he bent over and put his eyes to the discs.

The result caused his heart to loop over. He was looking out the forward end of the weird craft. Looking out through a tiny slit about three feet back from the tip of the blunt nose. Directly ahead he could see the forward wall with its door.

AND then it happened.

The handle of the door turned—the door opened, and Curly Brooks stepped inside.

A cry of joy rushed up to Dusty's lips, but died instantly. Curly Brooks was not alone. Behind him walked a big Black soldier. And behind him—the Black Hawk!

It was then that Dusty really saw Curly's face. The right side was smeared with blood. The other side, ashen grey from spent effort and fatigue. Arms swinging limply at his sides, he shuffled forward as though in a daze, the soldier behind him prodding him in the back with his gun.

Rigid, Dusty watched until they passed out of view on his right. Spinning around he darted past the spring braced chairs to the opening and risked a quick look. The trio were headed toward the door through which he had entered. He waited for a split second until they were back to him, then leaped out onto the floor.

"Hold it, rats—or I'll drill you!"

His voice echoed and re-echoed about the room, and their effect was instantaneous. Both Blacks whirled. The soldier snapped up his gun. A flash dart to the side and Dusty fired. The Black didn't even have time to pull the trigger.

A steel slug from Dusty's gun slapped square into his gaping mouth and plowed right on through the base of his man. The man was dead before he even started falling to the floor.

It all happened in the flash of a second, and before the Black Hawk could whip
his hand up to his own gun Dusty was on his feet and advancing toward him.

"Draw, damn you!" he barked. "Draw! I'll even give you first shot!"

The Hawk stiffened instantly, his gun hand dropping to his side. But there was no fear in his ugly face. Only a look of snarling hatred.

"You are walking to your death, Captain Ayres. Even killing me will not save you. We knew that you were aboard—and you will never leave—alone!"

The last word jerked Dusty's eyebrows up.

"Going to keep me company?" he grinned, reaching out and unholstering the Black's gun. "Or what?"

The Black simply smiled. Dusty took his eyes off him just long enough to shoot a snap look at Brooks who stood glass-eyed, rocking slowly back and forth on the balls of his feet.

"Curly! Out of it, fellow—pronto!" Brooks' eyes blinked stupidly.

"Huh? Oh, it's you, Dusty. I—look—look out!"

Dusty spun and flung up one arm, as a blurred shadow rushed toward him. He knew that he had fired his gun. He heard its roar and—

And then the whole room collapsed in on top of him.

CHAPTER ELEVEN

Black Ultimatum

WHEN Dusty next opened his eyes, he was conscious of only one thing—someone was smashing a sledge hammer against the top of his skull. Smashing two blows to the second. He groaned, closed his eyes and tried to force his body to move. In some strange way he realized that he was lying flat on his back. He tried to roll over and couldn't.

He opened his eyes again and stared up at a pale yellow eye. It took him a full minute of painful concentration to realize that he was staring at a light. Another minute later a shadow passed over the light, and his eyes gaped at the blurred features of a human face.

"Dusty, old pal! Are you hurt bad, kid?"

The voice of Curly Brooks! The words were like a tonic to Dusty's reeling senses. His brain cleared just a wee bit. Not much, but enough for him to gather the strength to push himself up to a sitting position.

The effort made his head seem to virtually bounce up and down on his shoulders. Bracing his hands palm downward on the floor, he bit his lower lip until the blood trickled back in his mouth. Presently, a long, long presently, the dark abyss that yawned before him faded away like a lost mirage, and the kneeling figure of Curly Brooks became clear.

He stared at his pal, and grinned bitterly.

"Chalk one up for Snappy Ayres, Curly!" he grated. "God will I never learn to keep eyes in the back of my head?"

"The two of us, Dusty!" he said. "If I hadn't been so damn blind I would have seen that Black Rat sneaking up on you sooner."

Dusty touched the top of his head and groaned. It was as though the skull had been ripped away and he was touching his exposed brain. He gaped about the room. There was nothing to see except four bare steel walls, and a steel door on the opposite side. He let his eyes wander back to Curly's face.

"What happened to you?" he asked.

"And where are we—do you know?"

Curly glared down at the floor.

"If you think you're a sap," he gritted, "just listen to this! I sneaked around the corner of the passenger building, cut across the open deck, and—and ran right smack into the waiting arms of two,
Blacks! Got one of them, but the other crowned me, and how! The next thing I was really conscious of was that Black sneaking up on you. My God, what a help I am!"

"And where are we?" Dusty repeated quickly, as Curly's voice broke.

"Somewhere under the rear end of the main deck," came the low answer. "I don't know just where. After you dropped, the Blacks covered me. Then a couple of more came in, dragged us both away, and threw us in here. That's all I know, kid. Know anything, yourself."

To keep up his pal's hopes Dusty told him of what he had seen. But in the back of his brain he was meanwhile thinking furiously of other things. First, why the Hawk had let them both live? Secondly, where was Jack Horner? Had he been captured, too?

"God, then that was the thing they call the Red Destroyer!"

Curly's voice came to him out of a thought fog. He gaped at his pal.

"Huh? What was I saying?"

"Telling me about that thing you saw—the controls and instruments. Good God, do you suppose it really flies?"

Dusty nodded.

"Yes," he said. "I read an article about that type of craft, oh, three or four years ago. It was only the theory of a haywire scientist then. His claim was, 'Give me power enough and I'll fly a billiard table!' He believed that sufficient directionally controlled gas rocket driving force could push anything through the air, regardless of lifting surface. In other words, he maintained that the perfect aircraft was simply a streamlined cabin, with no wings, and unlimited directional gas rocket driving force."

"Clear as mud!" grunted Curly, as Dusty paused and gingerly touched his head again. "But, you don't mean that things goes through buildings, and sinks battle cruisers?"

Dusty's head was hurting too much to continue his technical discourse.

"Something like that," he grunted, and changed the subject. "Do you know where Jack is, Curly? Did he go with you?"

Brooks shook his head.

"I didn't see him again, after you said for us to split. He faded, clean. God, I hope he isn't caught. He—"

DUSTY suddenly shot out his hand and clamped it over his pal's lips. Brooks mumbled something, then seeing the look in Dusty's eyes shut up and screwed around on the floor.

The door in the steel wall was opening. A moment later three armed Blacks and the Hawk stepped inside. He stopped and smiled at them. It was not a pleasant smile.

"You have recovered, I see. Good! I was afraid that perhaps my men had struck too hard."

"No!" Dusty clipped back him.

The Hawk held his smile and said nothing. Then he motioned to the two guards. Dusty saw the heavy rope they carried, as they advanced toward him. He bunched his fists, and braced himself to spring up. Then relaxed almost immediately. It was foolish to try it. He'd only get another clout on the head for his efforts.

Gritting his teeth, he allowed them to jerk him to his feet and bind his hands and arms tightly behind his back. Then he stood swaying as they jerked up Curly and did likewise.

"Sorry to inconvenience you, captain," came the Hawk's harsh voice. "But past experience has proven that you are exceedingly quick with your hands."

Dusty looked at him, unblinking.

"That's right," he said. "They've
found your jaw more than once to good purpose. "You're getting bright."

The Hawk laughed.

"Not half as bright as you will soon realize, captain!"

Without waiting for Dusty's next comment, he jabbered off a snarling order at the three soldiers. Two of them seized Dusty and Curly, and as the third pulled up in the rear, the entire party marched out the door and down a long corridor.

At its end they turned and went down a short flight of steel steps, turned sharply left and through another door.

It was the door through which Curly and the Hawk had entered. Once inside the room Dusty snapped his eyes to the Red Destroyer. The section was still hanging down on its hinges, and there was no throbbing sound coming from the cone-shaped end.

And then as his eyes traveled to the left he checked his pace unconsciously, and swallowed hard. On the left side of the room, standing straddle-legged, and arms folded on his mighty chest was none other than Fire-Eyes, commander in chief of the Black Invaders.

The guard hurled Dusty forward. He stumbled and would have fallen flat on his face at the feet of Fire-Eyes but for some mighty quick footwork, and the fact that his guard did not let go of him entirely. Straightening up he stared expressionless at the blazing orbs behind the two slits in the green mask.

Presently a voice boomed out from beyond that mask.

"Our guest again I see, captain. You were saying something yesterday about hoping to meet me, were you not?"

Dusty said nothing. Words rose to his lips, but the choked them back. Fire-Eyes had not had Curly and himself brought here before him to gloat. The giant behind that mask had something else in mind—something very definite.

He could feel it in the very atmosphere. And for that reason he kept his mouth shut. Let Fire-Eyes do all the talking, damn his rotten black heart.

And Fire-Eyes started to. His deep voice pounded around the room like a dozen foghorns going full blast.

"And your friend Lieutenant Brooks is with us, too! A very nice little party, we shall have. One that I am positive you will remember—as long as you live!"

There was a startled gasp at Dusty's side. He half turned his head. Curly Brooks was gapping wide eyed at Fire-Eyes. It was the first time that the lean pilot had met the Black commander in the flesh, and the expression on his face showed it.

"Don't stare, kid!" grunted Dusty. "It's rude, you know!"

"Silence!"

At first Dusty thought that someone had fired a battleship salvo, so great was the roar that came from behind the green mask. And it continued,

"Silence! Do you hear me?"

The words came off Dusty's lips before he could check them.

"Yes, but only just barely."

**FIRE-EYES** dropped his folded arms to his sides, and took a step forward. Dusty saw the huge gauntleted fists bunch and inwardly braced himself for the blow. But it never came. The Black commander stopped short, and seemed to shrug. He spoke again, and his voice was almost human.

"You are interested in this, our Red Destroyer, captain?" he asked. "Rather a marked advance in aeronautical science, yes."

Dusty turned and stared at the shell-shaped craft. He was near the nose, and for the first time he was able to get a close view of the circle of flush windows.

As he looked at them he realized that
they were not windows at all. Rather they were honeycombed squares of rocket gas vents. Knowledge of that brought instant realization of how the craft was controlled in the air. Speed was produced by the large cone-shaped rocket vent at the tail.

But directional control was obtained with these forward gas vents. Gas rocket force from the underneath one sent the craft upward, and rocket force from the top vent tilted the nose down. The idea was the same with relation to the vents on either side.

He turned back to Fire-Eyes.

"Not much," he said. "It’s old stuff. What else is on your mind?"

The instant the last word slid off his lips a steel fist smashed against his left temple. He reeled sideways, the inside of his head clanging like a four-alarm fire gong. A murky sea of dizziness swirled up to him, and it took every last ounce of savage will-power to remain erect.

"Swine!" the Hawk’s hissing voice smote his ear-drums. "You will treat the High Commander with the utmost of respect!"

Dusty turned and fixed agate eyes on the cruel featured face.

"That’s one I owe you!" he grated.

The Hawk snarled, raised his clenched fist again, but dropped it instantly as Fire-Eyes thundered at him in his own language. Standing ramrod, the Hawk pulled the queer salute of the Invaders—right hand raised upward in line with the right shoulder and palm forward—and then stepped back. Dusty nodded at Fire-Eyes.

"Thanks for that, anyway," he said evenly.

The Black commander grunted.

"You need not thank me for anything, Captain Ayres," he said. "And now, since you seem disinterested in the Red Destroyer—notwithstanding what it has already done—we will turn to other things. Where is this spy known as Agent 10?"

"Huh? Where’s who? "Dusty came right back. "I don’t get you."

As he spoke the words in his heart were pounding and his brain was racing. So that was it; That was why he and Curly still lived. Jack was still undiscovered. And these tramps were getting more worried by the minute.

"I repeat my question!" boomed Fire-Eyes. "Where is Agent 10? He accompanied you on this fool’s journey."

"My guess," said Dusty evenly, "is that Agent 10 is somewhere near H-Six. By the way, he needs target practice I guess. Or did he hit you?"

The Black commander did not answer for a moment. Though Dusty was not sure, he thought he saw the black uniformed figure go rigid.

"It was not Agent 10, but one of his confederates, who tried to shoot me," Fire-Eyes replied suddenly. "Fool that he was, he died. You are lying to me, captain. Agent 10 came with you! He is here on this seadrome in the disguise of one of our race!"

Dusty shrugged.

"Then why ask me?"

"Where is your plane?"

The Black commander boomed out the words, and it was with tremendous effort that Dusty kept his face straight. They hadn’t found the plane, yet. And probably wouldn’t until daylight. God, if only Jack Horner could—

"Answer me—and the truth!"

Dusty made a wry face.

"O. K.," he said. "You have mussed me up enough for one day. The plane is on its way back to America. You see, Curly and I don’t count. We just gambled, and I guess we lose. But the information that the pilot of that plane is
taking back to America—counts a whole lot!"

As he finished, the Hawk darted forward, saluted his superior, and started jabbering. For two or three minutes they kept up a rapid-fire conversation. Then the Hawk saluted again, and turned to Dusty. His lips were curled back in a triumphant smile that revealed his ugly fang-like teeth.

"So the plane is on its way back to America, eh?" he leered. "Your bluff is as clear as glass. You see, captain, I happen to know quite definitely that Agent 10 is not a pilot!"

Dusty gave him the leveled eye.
"Who said he was, sweetheart?"

"You did!—by the admission that the third member of your foolish raiding party was flying the plane back. And that third member is Agent 10. Ah, no more bluff, captain! It was Agent 10 who sent those misleading messages to us. Exactly—because Agent 10 is the one man who knows our language sufficiently enough for that. Now, dog—where is he?"

"I don't know," Dusty snapped. "Why not look for him?"

"And as the Hawk's mouth started to pop open, he added, "At H-6! That was the last we heard of him."

The Hawk started to speak again, but Fire-Eyes reached out and pushed him to one side. The eyes he fixed on Dusty seemed to blaze up more than ever.

"I WILL put it this way, Captain Ayres," he began. "It is possible for us to find Agent 10, but it would take time. And time we cannot waste right now, unless it is imperative that we do so. You see, your President has given me no reply, and there is work to do. So, to avoid any unnecessary waste of time, I ask you for the last time—where is Agent 10? Is he aboard?"

Dusty hesitated, stuck his jaw out.

"And I tell you for the first time," he replied in a hard voice, "go jump in the ocean!"

Breathless silence settled over the room for perhaps five seconds. Out the corner of his eye Dusty saw the Black Hawk swaying toward him. Stark murder was written all over the man's face. But Dusty knew that he would not leap. He feared the consequences, should his superior not "cotton" to the idea.

"So?" Fire-Eyes roared out suddenly. "You refuse to answer, eh? Very well, captain, I once made you answer my questions. And I am sure that I can repeat!"

Turning his masked face from Dusty the Black commander bellowed an order at one of the guards. The man turned instantly and ran over to one corner of the room. He grabbed hold of the handle of a lever, that Dusty saw for the first time, and pulled it toward him.

From under the floor of the room there came a low whirring sound, like a dynamo starting up. Presently the floor quivered. And then, as Dusty sucked in his breath sharply, the entire floor began to rise.

Instinctively his eyes snapped over to the steel column in each corner. A flash glance was all he needed. The entire shed was an elevator, and the steel columns were guideways for raising and lowering it.

Slowly but surely the shed rose higher and higher. Its dome roof cleared the main deck and cool sea air rushed in. Higher it went, until Dusty found himself staring at the U-shaped trough that ran the entire length of the seadrome.

The floodlights had gone out, but sunken deck lights made it possible for him to see everything. Once again he had the impression that he was looking at a lumber sluice. But as he gazed intently he saw that every fifteen or twenty feet of the trough had a trip cable, such as is used on airplane carriers for bringing landing planes to a sure and quick stop.

Sight of the trip cables, now slack in the trough, and memory of how the eastern end of the trough flanged out spade shaped, answered the last performance question that had been lingering in the back of his brain.

Getting the Red Destroyer into the air he understood perfectly. The mile long U-trough, that he now noted was constructed of a green metal, was enough for the craft to generate full power—the four or five degree uptilt being sufficient to
get altitude without using the lower rocket force vents.

And now as he saw it, he realized that landing the terrifically fast craft was just as simple. The flanged rear end, which was a part of the shed roof, allowed for miscalculation on the part of the pilot and widened his landing area. No matter how he entered, his craft would be guided into the trough and eventually stopped by the trip-cables. Because everything in the operating compartment was spring-braced, the occupants would experience no more jar than that of the ordinary landing.

In fact, they probably didn’t experience any jolt—considering that the craft’s purpose was to plow through stone and steel-girded buildings.

Turning around, Dusty found himself staring out over open sea. The elevator was really a movable platform. The walls of the room were solid fixtures below.

Turning front again he stared absently at the landing deck and the assortment of hangars and buildings that flanked both sides. Save for the U-shaped trough, he had often viewed the scene in times of peace. And now it was a death nest in the hands of blood-thirsty killers.

“Now, captain, watch carefully, please.”

The voice of Fire-Eyes made Dusty jerk around. He looked at the Black commander and saw him motion to the Hawk. The Hawk in turn motioned to the guards, and grated out a few words. Instantly the guards grabbed Curly Brooks, cut the ropes from his arms and heaved him helplessly up on their shoulders.

“Damn you!” howled Dusty starting forward.

He took but one step. The huge hand of Fire-Eyes swept out and knocked him flat on the deck.

“You will only watch, captain!” came the roaring voice.

HALF blind with rage, Dusty struggled to his feet again, only to have one of the guards jab the muzzle of a gun into the small of his back. Helpless, he watched the other two guards sling Curly spread-eagle over the nose of the Red Destroyer and lash him fast with lengths of steel wire.

“Of course he will not remain there long, you understand, captain,” said the voice of Fire-Eyes behind him. “The terrific speed will pull him off. However, it is possible that he may be there when the Red Destroyer reaches your nation’s capital!”

The words were like swords of fire passing through Dusty’s brain. From miles away he heard his own roaring voice.

“You devils—take him down, or by God I’ll smoke you out in hell!”

“You will answer my question, captain?”

The voice, so close was it, seemed to blast Dusty’s ear-drums right into his head.

“Go to the devil!” he thundered.

A jabbered order clattered out from behind the mask. The Black Hawk and one of the guards, ran around to the side of the Red Destroyer and climbed inside. Another guard started turning a crank at the right front end of the cradle.

A moment later the cradle slid slowly forward until it was flush with the U-shaped trough.

And then there came a throbbing sound and the deck shook beneath Dusty’s feet. Through blurred eyes he saw pale vapor spurt out from the gas rocket vents in the nose. Curly was two feet in front of them, but his body twitched violently.

That was more than Dusty could stand. The inside of his head seemed to explode.

“Wait—wait!” he bellowed. “I’ll answer your question!”
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IN TWO long strides, Fire-Eyes reached the opening in the side of the Red Destroyer. He thundered an order, and instantly the throbbing sound died away. Turning back, he bent his blazing orbs down on Dusty.

“Well?” he boomed. “Speak!”

“Dusty—damn you—keep your trap closed! The hell with the bums!”

The voice of Curly Brooks was little more than a hoarse whisper. Dusty bit his lip, hesitated. To save Curly was to betray Jack Horner. Both were his pals. Both were fighting the same battle as he. And both, just as he, stood ready to sacrifice themselves on the altar of everlasting peace for a world gone mad with blood, and death, and war.

The life of one man was unimportant. The situation was one that dealt with the lives of thousands—yes, millions.

“For the last time—speak! Speak, or before your very eyes you will see your friend’s body dissolve and become nothing. In those rocket vents is also an acid that becomes flame once it reaches the air—a flame that can even burn through this steel deck upon which you now stand. Speak—or your friend shall feel that flame!”

Desperately Dusty tried to gather his whirling senses. A crazy quirk in his brain was linking up the last words of Fire-Eyes with the fate of the Utah, Texas and Vermont. So, what the charge of the Red Destroyer had not done, the steel-eating flame had!

“Tell him to go to hell, Dusty!” Curly shouted.

Dusty looked at Fire-Eyes, and nodded slowly.

“You win,” he said quietly. “I—Wait a minute—I think I’m passing out.”

He stumbled to the side, and forced himself to cough raspingly. Then he slowly straightened up.

“Thanks, for waiting,” he gulped. “Well, here’s the whole damn truth, Agent 10—”

He never finished. Even as the words came off his lips, he whirled, put his head down and smashed square into the stomach of the Black Hawk, who had come out of the Red Destroyer to listen.

The man roared with rage, and flung up both his hands. But the Yank had come at him like a battering-ram, and he went over on his back like a sack of meal. Without even checking his pace, Dusty streaked zigzag across the deck and tore around the corner of the passenger building.

Behind him guns cracked, and voices roared; most of the drowned out by the mighty bellowing of Fire-Eyes. Unseen metallic wasps twanged past him. One of them cut a stinging gash across his left shoulder.

Zigzagging at top speed he ran blindly along the passageway behind the passenger building. His arms still bound behind his back retarded him greatly, but he put everything he had into it and whirled around a second corner. Twenty feet in front of him was one of the many ramps leading down to the lower level.

He didn’t run down it. He hurled his body forward, twisted sidewise in mid-air and landed on the slope on his side. And down he rolled, over; and over, and over.

A buzz-saw was chewing through his brain, and a trip-hammer was pounding an unmerciful tattoo against every square inch of his body. And then he crashed into something solid and stopped rolling.

Half-conscious, he lay gasping for breath. But suddenly, as a renewed roar of voices came to his ears, he stumbled to his feet and staggered forward in the inky darkness.
At the end of twenty steps, something slammed into his face. It was a wall. Turning back to it, he slid sidewise rubbing its surface with his bound hands.

The voices came nearer and nearer. He groaned and moved faster until he found the door. Hitching himself up on his toes he fumbled for the knob, just managed to get it between his fingers, and turned it by gripping hard and leaning his body to the side.

Letting go of it he stepped through into another pit of darkness, without wasting time to close it tight, he plunged straight forward.

As he did his knee crashed into something and he went flat. His head struck steel deck.

"Up—up, you damn fool! You've got to keep going!"

The words were but a whispered gurgle in his throat. Gritting his teeth he wiggled and wrenched up on his knees, and then up onto his feet. His legs were like lead pipes, and there was no feeling in his arms. His heart was pounding so hard, that it seemed to beat every drop of air out of his lungs. But forward he went again, only to stumble and crash into more invisible objects.

How big the room was, and what it contained, he had no idea. And less, of where he might find the door. Dully he could hear pounding footsteps above him. In fact some of them seemed to come from the room he'd just left.

A MOMENT later, that suspicion was confirmed. Voice rang out and the reflection from a beam of light seeped into the room. But, though at first it turned his heart to ice, a second later it flooded his entire body with wild hope.

In the moment the reflection remained, he saw a great pile of loose heap not a dozen feet from him. It consisted of countless frayed ends of mooring ropes, tossed carelessly in the corner to await shipment to somewhere for recombing and weaving. Undoubtedly it was the accumulation of years—years before the war began.

Fired by that hope, sight and action became one. Dusty hurled himself toward it and slumped down on the floor. Flat on his back he swiveled around and shoved his head under it. Then turning over so that his bound hands were against the wall, he shoved with them, and dug into the floor and wall with the heels of his boots.

Inch by inch he worked his way under the great pile of thready, fluffy stuff. It got in his eyes and mouth to almost stifle him. But he simply gritted his teeth and inched in deeper. His head bumping against the corner wall told him that he was completely covered. But to make sure he arched his back and jackknifed his knees into his stomach.

Seconds dragged by and became minutes.

Suddenly, he heard Black voices close by. He opened his eyes and noted a faint yellow blur sweeping about above him. An instant later the pile of hemp shivered and shook. Someone was kicking and prodding about in it.

A spear of fire slid down across his left thigh. It was all he could do to stop from gasping. A bayonet had just grazed his leg. Another inch to the left, and it would have sliced to the bone, and the man holding the bayonet known that he had struck something besides loose hemp.

Eyes closed, body motionless as that of a corpse, Dusty waited for the next thrust—the thrust that would probably cut deep into his face, or perhaps drive right through his chest. No second thrust reached him. And after what seemed an eternity of hell the dull glow moving about the top of the hemp, disappeared, and footsteps retreated rapidly across the metal floor.
Slowly, drop by drop, Dusty eased the clamped air out of his aching lungs. For the first time he realized there was a sharp pain in his left hand.

He moved both hands away and the pain stopped. Then he moved them back and groped with his fingers as much as his bound wrists would allow.

He was touching the jagged edge of a crimped deck plate that did not fit flush with the wall. At some time or another, a table, perhaps, or a bench had been riveted there. It had been removed and the edge of the deck plate had been twisted upward.

Even as he speculated as to what had once occupied that particular corner, he was wiggling his body around so that the ropes that bound his arms were pressing against the sharp edge.

And then began a session of hitching his body up and down, that drenched him from head to foot with salty sweat, and wracked his body with numbing pain. But finally two of the strands gave, and he felt the others slacken. Freeing himself entirely was but the matter of a minute or two.

Pulling his arms out from under him, he paused long enough to rub back partial circulation, and then slowly pushed himself up to a sitting position.

That accomplished, he got slowly up on his knees, and with both hands began pushing the hemp aside. Finally he was clear of it; on his feet and leaning against the wall, sucking in lungful after lungful of blessed clean air.

As soon as new strength began to flood back into his body he started forward in the darkness, hands out in front of him. His left leg was stiff and pained him a lot. But after feeling the gash with his fingers and convincing himself that his breeches had suffered far more damage than the flesh of his leg, he dismissed it from his mind, and continued to feel his way about the various objects in the room.

As in another room, they seemed to be miscellaneous packing cases, bound with metal strips.

Presently he reached the far side of the room, found the door, fumbled for the knob—and met a set-back. It was locked tight, and there was no key in the lock.

He reversed his direction and worked his way back across the room to the door through which he had originally entered. It opened at his touch. He slid through it and crouched motionless.

Ahead of him he could just barely see the ramp leading up to the main deck. To his left was blank steel wall. But as he stared to the right, he saw the faint outlines of two doors, and immediately realized why the searching Black had not spent much time in the room behind him.

Dusty could just as well have escaped through either one of three doors.

For ten seconds or more he stared at them. Then, on impulse, moved over to the one on the right. Holding his breath he jammed an ear against it and listened intently. Not a sound came from beyond.

Cautiously he curled his fingers over the knob, twisted and pushed forward. Half an inch was enough. He was looking into a long passageway that ran transversely across the seadrome. He was about to step through, when suddenly he stiffened.

A BLACK guard had stepped out from some other room, about fifty yards down the passageway—and was coming his way.

He closed the door softly, and stood motionless. Then he darted to the right and flattened himself against the wall.

The wait was less than half a minute. The door made a clicking sound, swung open to shed faint yellow light into dark places, and a Black-uniformed figure stepped through.
The man’s foot hadn’t even touched the deck when Dusty slashed over with his clenched right fist. In the practically infinitesimal period of time that it took that clenched ball of steel to travel the two feet, the Black jerked his head around. But that’s all he did—just jerked his head around.

Dusty’s fist caught him on the jaw with a sharp smacking sound. The Black blinked twice, and his knees gave way. Darting in, Dusty caught him and let him touch the floor gently.

The first thing he did was to relieve the Black of his gun. And the second thing was to relieve the Black of his uniform. Three minutes later he had pulled it on over his own, and, gun in hand, was stepping through the door into the corridor.

For a moment he had been inclined to go back on the main deck by way of the ramp. But he killed the idea as too risky. The passageway seemed to lead straight across the seadrome. If it did, he might be able to circle back to the Red Destroyer in the opposite direction from which he had escaped.

Like a shadow he moved down the dimly-lighted passage. He passed three or four doors without even giving them a single glance. His eyes were fixed on the door at the far end.

Suddenly, he stopped dead in his tracks, and stood listening. From above him and far to the left came the throbbing sound with its strange skipping note.

“My God, Curly!” he gasped, and started running toward the far door.

He never reached it.

When he was fifty feet away, it burst open and two Black soldiers charged in. There was no time for him to duck into any of the side doors. The Blacks saw him instantly; saw his face and realized in a flash.

Their gun hands snapped up as one. Dusty flung himself flat and pulled the trigger of his gun. And a split second later the passageway roared with sound.

Through a blur Dusty saw one of the Blacks throw up his hands, spin around twice and crash down on his face. The other Black ducked down and fired.

Something hissed past Dusty’s face, and went twanging down the metal passageway. He rolled completely over, shoved out his gun and jerked the trigger. Two roars mingled into one, and an invisible hand snatched Dusty’s black skull cap from his head.

But he didn’t even know it. He was conscious only of the second Black. The man had jerked up straight. His gun was held straight out in front of him. But he could not pull the trigger. Couldn’t, because of a tiny blue hole right smack in the middle of his forehead, out of which trickled a tiny drop of red blood. For perhaps half a second he remained just like that, and then, stiff as a log, he fell over on his back.

Dusty didn’t wait to see him hit. Beyond the end door were shouting voices.

He took a swift look in back of him. The nearest side door was fifteen feet away. Seeing it, was action. He spun, made the door in two cat-like leaps and grabbed the knob.

There was no time to be cautious now. He shoved the door open and leaped through, gun out in front of him as he let his body fall to the side, and kicked the door shut.

Subconsciously expecting to hear the crash of a gun, he swept the room with his eyes. A single light burned in the ceiling. Its faint glow filtered down on a collection of objects, none of which were human beings. As he stared at them, he suddenly realized that he was cold. It was as though he had burst inside a refrigerating room. A moment later he realized that was exactly what he had done—burst into a refrigerating room.
But it wasn't the dry coldness that made him step back instinctively. It was the row after row of metal cases, open at the top, and filled with sawdust and shredded mohair. He had seen similar cases many times at American arsenals and ammo depots.

In other words, the room in which he stood was an ammo storeroom for the seadrome. Not only did it contain ammunition—bullets, bombs and small calibre shells—but case after case of seven-inch by three-inch cylinders of liquid Tetalyne, the most deadly explosive known to man.

For a moment he hardly dared breathe, for fear that movement of his lungs might set off some of the Tetalyne.

But, presently, he got a grip on himself, cursed softly and walked over to the nearest case. He knew that cold minimized the deadliness of Tetalyne by a good three-quarters. It was heat and detonation that set it off. That was why it was always stored in sub-zero temperature.

BENDING over the case, he stared down at the ends of one or two of the cylinders that stuck up above the sawdust and mohair. Absently he realized that this particular type was used in fifty pound aerial bombs—the type used on strafing pursuit ships.

The major portion of his brain, however, was thinking of other things. And a crazy, insane plan was taking form inside his head. Little by little his eyes narrowed, and his face became grim with savage reckless determination.

For just the fraction of a second he hesitated, then reached out with his left hand and pulled one of the cylinders from out of the case. Contact with its cold surface sent little ripples racing up and down his spine. He started to put it back, cursed and picked it up again.

Motionless, he let his eyes rove about the room once more. On the far side was a small door. It was more of a panel than a door. Its bottom edge was a good three feet from the floor. And there was a heavy clamp lock on the inside. A look at it and he realized that it was the opening to a loading chute that lead up toward the main deck.

Hugging the Tetalyne cylinder against his chest, so that it wouldn't possibly knock against anything, he walked over to the panel, stuffed his gun in his pocket a moment and unclamped the lock. Standing to one side, just in case, he slowly pulled the panel back on its hinges and peered around the edge.

What he saw was a belt loading conveyor that slanted upward at a twenty-degree angle. The belt was motionless, and the hod-shaped platforms, fixed to it at even spacing, were empty.

The lower half was lighted up by the reflection of the storeroom bulb. But the top half, as he bent his head and looked up, was faintly bathed in the pale light of early dawn.

Dawn!

Hugging the Tetalyne cylinder closer he used his other hand to pull himself up onto the bottom part of the belt. And then, monkey style, but much slower, he went up the loading belt a step at a time. Salt air rushing down upon him cleared his brain and lent renewed strength to his tired muscles.

Two feet from the top outlet, he stopped, braced himself and inched upward until he could see over the lip. He found himself looking out over small platform toward the dawn-grayed swells of the Atlantic.

To the right of the platform, a flight of three steps lead up to the main deck. After rapidly reviewing the course he had been traveling since his escape, he judged himself to be somewhere near the southern end of the seadrome.

It took him but half a minute to slide
out onto the small platform and find out. The result sent the blood surging through his veins like liquid fire.

He was ten feet from the eastern end of the northeast corner passenger building and looking straight at the Red Destroyer in its elevator platform cradle! Great streamers of milkish vapor were pouring out from its cone-shaped tail. The side section door was still down and—

His heart seemed to shrivel up inside of him as his eyes swept to the nose. The nose was bare!

Curly Brooks was gone!
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CURLY BROOKS was gone! The words crashed through his brain like the booming of heavy cannon. In the same second he cursed himself bitterly for not coming back after his pal sooner.

But there was no time for bitter thought. Gun clamped in his right hand, Tetylyne cylinder clutched in his left, he sneaked up the three steps, slid across about ten feet of open deck and flattened himself against the rear wall of the passenger building.

And it was not until then that the sound of voices came to him above the throbbing of the Red Destroyer's tuning-up gas rocket exhaust.

The voices were harsh and grating—Black voices! And although he was positive that they were speaking English he was unable to make out individual words. And then, suddenly—

"—did kill Ayres, I'll find you in hell someday, and even up double, so help me God!"

Curly's voice!

Dusty slid along the wall. The light toward the east was coming up fast. The shadows of night were flitting away, and even small objects were beginning to take on clear shape and form. In the matter of minutes the deck bulbs that lighted up the seadrome would no longer be needed.

All that, Dusty realized and dismissed in an instant. The one thing that mattered now was Curly Brooks. Those devils had taken him down off the nose of the Red Destroyer and were grilling him. Hell, where was Agent 10? Hadn't he made any effort to contact either of them? He'd told the Intelligence man to try and meet them at the eastern end of the drome. Perhaps, Jack had been captured.

Dusty stopped guessing as he saddled tiger-like up to the corner of the building. Holding his breath he inched his head forward and peered around. The sight made things swim crazily for the second.

Standing back to him was Curly Brooks, arms roped behind his back. Beside him, also back to, was a figure in the uniform of the Black Invaders. His arms were also pinned behind his back. One glance and Dusty knew. The second figure was Jack Horner!

In front of the pair stood Fire-Eyes, the Black Hawk, and a guard. The Black commander was talking, his voice booming out.

"You will die, Agent 10, in exactly five minutes! I give you five minutes so that you may fully realize what this last meet-
ing means. It is my desire that you take into death with you, complete knowledge of the fate of your cursed country. For years you have been a small thorn in our sides. In Asia and in Europe you gave us much trouble. Had you performed such services for the Blacks, you would now be a man in high position. But you did not, and so you die. Nothing can save you. Your friend, Captain Ayres, is dead. His body floating somewhere out there!"

Fire-Eyes paused and swept his great long arm seaward. Blood-red filmed Dusty's eyes, but he had sense enough not to move. With Curly and Jack in the way, he could not possibly get at the others. For the moment it was a waiting game.

Then came Jack Horner's voice.

"Do what you like, and go to hell!"

A terrible roar bellowed from behind the green mask. The gauntleted fist smashed out. Jack Horner's body rose clear off the deck, turned in mid-air and came down with a sickening thud.

Dusty started to leap around the corner of the building, but instantly checked himself for two reasons. One, was memory of Jack Horner's words about the steel-mesh bullet-proof uniform worn by Fire-Eyes. And the second was the sight of a shouting Black soldier rushing down the runway. He was bellowing at the top of his voice, and waving him arms like a windmill. Dusty couldn't understand the words, for the man was shouting in his native tongue.

But he instantly guessed that it was something important. As the guard covered Curly, both Fire-Eyes and the Black Hawk spun around and raced toward him. They met him fifty yards away. And then began about fifteen seconds of wild arm waving and a conglomeration of thundering voices.

Suddenly Fire-Eyes grabbed hold of the Hawk, roared something at him and pointed back at the Red Destroyer. The Hawk nodded and spun around. In the same instant Fire-Eyes spun in the opposite direction and went bounding up the runway in great long giant strides, and lost himself to view as he turned a corner.

The Hawk raced toward the Red Destroyer, yelling at the guard covering Curly. And as he came close enough, Dusty snapped into lightning-like action.

He leaped around the corner, gun out.

"Down, Curly—down!"

It was perhaps a split second before Curly dropped flat, without even turning. But it was time enough for the guard to leap to one side and swing his gun.

The picture flashed before Dusty's eyes. The Hawk, not bothering to draw his gun, was swinging himself up onto the drop section of the Red Destroyer. And the Black guard was swinging his gun. A choice to be made in no time at all.

But Dusty had already made the choice. He had snapped his body sidewise, flung his gun hand across his chest and pulled the trigger.

The two shots blended into one sound.

A sledge hammer smashed against his left shoulder blade and knocked him forward. He bellowed out, twisted around on one foot and flung out his gun hand against the wall of the passenger building for support. He touched it in the nick of time. He was already falling, the Tetalyne cylinder still hugged against his chest.

Shouting, cursing in the same breath, he shoved himself back onto his heels and turned. Out the corner of his eye he caught a glimpse of three figures stretched out on the deck. One was Curly, and the other two wore Black uniforms.

And then his eyes leaped to the Red Destroyer. The drop section was swinging up into place. Something roared and Dusty's hand jumped. He saw a glis-
ttening groove suddenly appear on the underneath side of the closing drop section.

Dropping his gun, he transferred the Tetryl cylinder to his right hand. His arm snapped back, snapped forward again. Something zipped through the closing plane door, as he fell on his face.

A split second later there was a terrific roar inside the Red Destroyer. Dusty felt the deck shake and tremble. Then a sound like the world ripping in two blasted out. And instantly following came an ear-piercing scream akin to a thousand dynamos running at full speed on dry bearings.

Louder and louder it grew in intensity until it seemed that both ocean and sky were giving off the horrible noise. The deck rocked and trembled. Then the Red Destroyer leaped forward. Even as it moved it became no more than a crimson blurrr that his eyes could not possibly follow.

A quarter of a mile of the U-shaped trough melted to the deck like so much tin in a blast furnace. Then the runway on the left side spouted smoke, sparks and flame. Two hangars folded up like matchwood. A passenger building fell apart in a smoky shower. And a repair depot vanished in thin air.

All in the matter of a split second.

Then something high in the air—no more than a shadow—pinwheeled about, end over end. It dropped, and the crest of a rolling swell miles away belched up a great shower of foam and spray.

“Done—done for!”

As Dusty shouted, he became aware that the seadrome was rocking with sound—the sound of explosions, airplane engines, and screaming lungs.

He lurched to his feet, and staggered over to Curly. Brooks was muttering like a crazy man. Dusty grabbed the ropes that bound him with one hand, and slapped him hard across the face with the other. “Shut up—hold still—we’ve got to move!”

Curly gasped and went limp as Dusty turned him over. It took him less than a minute to get his pal’s arms free. Then he jerked him to his feet and shouted in his ear.

“Help me with Jack!”

Curly’s eyes cleared and he nodded. “Sure!”

Dusty didn’t waste words. He bent down, scooped up the dead Black’s gun and then grabbed hold of Agent 10’s feet. Curly grabbed the upper part.

“To the left—around the passenger building!” Dusty yelled, starting forward. “Don’t stop for anything—I’ve got a gun!”

His body was burning with pain, but he didn’t even notice it. Hugging Jack Horner’s feet under his crooked left arm, gun ready in his right, he plunged around the corner of the passenger building to the ten-foot wide passage on the sea side.

Where there had been panic a few moments ago, the seadrome was now a place of utter chaos. Blacks were running pell-mell in all directions. Planes were taking off, with men clinging to the wings. And the drome itself was heaving in the rolling swells as explosion after explosion ripped and tore its underdecks apart.

For the first quarter of a mile Dusty could have had a thousand guns, and there would have been no need of them. The Blacks had gone completely haywire; it is doubtful if even one of them noticed the two figures that raced up the outside passage carrying a third figure between them.

But, as they neared the ramp leading down to where their hidden plane was moored, three wild-eyed Blacks came charging blindly around the corner of a building and plowed right into them.

As Dusty went spinning over back-
ward he heard his gun roar; heard, too, the agonizing scream that followed an instant later. The next thing he realized, he was the center of a writhing heap of thrashing arms and legs.

The gun had been knocked from his hand when he hit the deck. But he still had his fists, and he used them as he had never used them before.

Bellowing encouragement to Curly, he lashed out in all directions, thrilling to the core as he felt his knuckles crash against jawbone. But he was by no means escaping other fists. They slammed and pounded against him until it seemed that every drop of strength had been sapped from his body. He was but a dead man carrying on from the momentum of life.

And then, suddenly, hands gripped his arms and a voice roared in his ears.

"Hey! They're cold! Snap it up! There's more coming!"

He gaped up into Curly's blood-shot eyes. One Black was gone. Another hung head down over the guard rail. And the third was a crumpled hulk on the deck, half sprawled across the helpless Agent 10, who lay gaping stupidly at the dawn-lighted sky. And off to the left, a group of Blacks were pounding across the runway toward them.

"Take Jack down, Curly!" Dusty barked, his brain clearing in a flash. "Un-tie him—take him aboard. Yell when set—I'll hold off these rats!"

He finished by giving Curly a shove, scooped up a rifle that one of the Blacks had dropped, and bracing himself against the wall of the building, smashed two quick shots into the advancing Blacks. Two of them went flat and the others skidded to a halt and ducked behind the front corner of the building.

Shrinking back, Dusty shot a side glance toward the ramp. Curly was halfway down it, Agent 10 slung over his shoulder. He waited until Curly disappeared in the murky shadows below, then slapped a single shot along the side of the building and sprinted across the open space to the lip of the ramp.

As he reached it something twanged off the metal deck a foot away. A second something whined past his ear, so close that his ear seemed to actually sting. And then he was tumbling down into the shelter of the ramp.

Checking his tumble he crawled back toward the lip, flattened himself on his stomach and stuck an eye around the corner. Two of the Blacks were stealing toward him. A snap shot from his rifle got one, and the other melted out of sight.

He started to let go a warning shot, when suddenly he noticed the cartridge clip. It was empty. The bullet in the firing chamber was the only one he had left.

He cursed and lay straining his ears for Curly's signal. The seconds ticking by seemed like years. He glanced longingly at another rifle on the deck about thirty feet away, tore his eyes off it and cursed. He'd be drilled before he got halfway to it. Damn, Curly, why in hell was he taking so long? At most any second the damn Blacks might suspect, and rush him.

He risked a quick look around the corner and groaned. His fear was coming true. Four Blacks were running toward the ramp!

"Dusty!"

Never had a voice sounded so welcome as did Curly's ringing up from below. He shoved the rifle out, drew a quick bead on the nearest Black and pulled the trigger. He got a flash look of a black uniformed figure spinning over backward. But that was all. Feet hardly touching the ramp, he raced down it, swerved left at the bottom and forward to the landing steps.

A wild shout of joy burst from his lips as he caught sight of the amphibian. Curly
Brooks had his blood-caked face sticking up out of the cabin ceiling trap-door was waving at him crazily. The plane had been cast free, and the swells were taking it away from the steps.

Down them Dusty went in one step and flung himself flat on the smooth wing. The instant he touched, his arms and legs were working crab-like and shoving his body toward the center section.

Three feet from it, Curly heaved himself up and out, grabbed his outstretched hand and pulled him head first down into the cabin.

The next thing that Dusty’s whirling head became conscious of was that he was kicking the electric starter and rudder ing the plane out from under the over-hanging lips of the seadrome.

Faintly he heard the crackle of guns behind him, heard fingers of steel smack into the cabin ceiling of the plane. But all that was but secondary reaction. The ship was quivering beneath him, and the engine, mounted topside, was blasting out its song of power. Swells rushed toward him, splashed salt drops against the forward windows. And then as the hull went up on its step, and the plane cleared, swirling air wiped the windows dry.

THROTTLE wide open, and Dep wheel well back, Dusty sent the amphibian roaring up into the dawn sky. And so intent was he upon putting distance between the plane and the drome that it wasn’t for several minutes that he suddenly realized with a start that the sky to the south was speckled with darting and zooming planes. And that the southern horizon was black with heavy smoke.

Leveling off automatically, he gaped popeyed in that direction.

“My God! What the hell?”

As he roared out the words, he slammed the plane over on wing and went tearing around to the south. He could see the planes clearly. Some of them were Black ships—but the majority of them were American. He let go the controls, half turned his head and pointed.

“Look fellows!” he shouted. “Yank planes!”

He started to say more, but the grin on Agent 10’s white face checked him. He scowled questioningly at the Intelligence man.

“Guess they didn’t have to come after all,” said Agent 10 quietly.

Dusty’s head hurt too much to figure that one out. He cursed and leaned back.

“Now what the hell do you mean?” he snapped.

“When we split,” replied the other, “I struck the radio room by chance. The operator was half asleep. Put him all the way, and then contacted our Atlantic fleet and asked for help. I—”

“But the defense of the seadrome?” Dusty broke it. “You said—”

“Sure,” the other cut him off. “But, there was a chance of a surprise attack. I could see you from the radio shack. Saw you both, with Fire-Eyes and the Hawk by that thing. It looked like curtains for you, so the only thing I could do was try and get an S.O.S. through. At least other Black stations that picked it up couldn’t warn the drome because I was in the radio room. To make sure that nothing would come in, I busted a few things before I left.”

“Well, I’ll be—!” grunted Dusty.

“And that’s not all he did, kid!” spoke up Curly. “He sneaked down, and pulled me off that damn thing. The others had gone after you. But, they nailed us again. And then you popped up again. Hell, I’ve been a drag anchor to this party. I…”

“Hey, look!” burst out Jack Horner.

“A couple of Yanks tearing in on us. My God, they think we’re Blacks!”

In a flash Dusty spun back toward the front, saw the two bullet-splitting U. S.
Navy planes thundering down, and grabbed for the radio.

"Navy—don't!" he bellowed into the transmitter tube. "We're Yanks escaping!"

Instantly the planes ceased firing. But they continued to swoop down until they were abreast of the amphibian. Across the air space Dusty saw two pairs of steely eyes clamped upon him. He let go of the Dep wheel, half rose out of his seat and ripped off the Black tunic that he wore. The nearest Yank pilot swung in almost to the wingtip, took another good look, then grinned and waved his hand.

An instant later Dusty saw him lean toward his transmitter tube; heard the crackling words coming out of the speaker unit.

"O.K., Captain Ayres! Go home and wash your face. It needs it. Everything is O. K. We've got these lads on the run, and the Old Man is giving their battle wagons hell farther south. S'long!"

Dusty settled back in the seat, turned and glanced back at the seadrome. Heavy navy shells were tearing into it. Already the western end was under water. About its twisted and torn deck figures were still racing about. He stared at them a minute.

"Hope the hell one of them is Fire-Eyes!" he grated.

"Don't hope too much," came Agent 10's voice. "I'll bet a year's pay that he was the first to leave it. Curly told me that he beat it forward, just after he'd knocked me cold. He was probably on his way then."

"I wonder what the hell that was all about?" muttered Dusty. "The Hawk tried to take off in the Red Destroyer."

"I can make a good guess, now that I think back," said Jack Horner. "One thing I forgot to bust in the radioroom was the outgoing mesage recorder. If you ask me, the operator came out of his slumber, saw what had been sent out—and warned Fire-Eyes. Probably the Hawk intended to rip up our Atlantic fleet."

Dusty nodded, and his eyes went agate.

"Yeah!" he grated. "Probably! But it was his last act, damn his hide. At least he's sunk—and sunk for good!"

And then at the very next moment, as though Fate itself had timed it exactly, the signal light blinked and a voice spoke out of the cabin unit.

"Calling Captain Ayres—Calling Captain Ayres on seven-nine-six!"

Dusty spun the wave-length dial to seven-nine-six.

"On contact. Go ahead!"

"My congratulations, captain. I understand that you won again. Make the most of it, for it will be your last victory!"

"My God!" cried Curly, as the set clicked silent. "He couldn't have lived! I tell you, that thing went to the bottom. And besides—the explosion!"

Dusty said nothing. His eyes met Jack Horner's. The Intelligence man shrugged.

"I wondered," Horner said. "Didn't get a close look at him. Oh, well, that's another of his pinch hitters out of the way. We'll get him, yet!"

"The very next time!" growled Dusty. "The very next time, so help me, God! And—and a couple of his damn brood right now!"

"Hey, Dusty, nix!" Curly shouted. "Let the other lads have some fun. My God, haven't you had enough exercise for a while? And besides, I'm hungry as hell, man!"

"And me too!" Jack Horner chimed in.

Dusty relaxed. He was suddenly very, very tired. Every inch of his body ached unbearably. Added to that, he was twice as hungry, too.

"That is an idea, isn't it?" he muttered thickly. "Yeah, I guess the rats can wait until after we eat!"

And with that, he banked the amphibian around and headed it southwest toward native shores.
"Enemy troops in that area," the colonel scoffed. "Why, it's been empty for weeks!"
But Cracker Morgan had seen those Blacks—thousands of them. And he meant to prove it on a one-man patrol into lead-flamed treachery skies!

"CRACKER" MORGAN, B Flight leader of Contact Unit Number Six, stuck the ship around in a lazy flat turn and gazed absently down at the panorama of war that lay stretched out below.

It wasn't much to look at. Rather, he had been looking at it so constantly for the last five months, that he saw nothing unusual. To the west, east and south were the American defenses. And to the west, east and north were the defenses of the Black Invaders.

But as everything was practically buried under ground and skilfully camouflaged on top, he might just as well be flying over China.

He stifled a yawn, leaned back and ran a keen eye about the sky. Nothing there, but thin air and a couple of clouds. In short, the sun-filled heavens were equally as uninteresting as the sun-flooded earth. He shrugged and drummed the fingers of
his free hand on the side of the cockpit.

"Oh well," he sighed aloud, "it could be worse. Don't feel like scrapping to-day, anyway. Too sleepy. The hell with any more of Jerry's poker parties after this! Damned if I'll be Santa Claus for all the——"

He cut off the rest and jerked up straight in the seat. Something moving, about a mile behind the Black's outpost defenses, had caught the sun's rays and given off a glinty reflection.

He nosed down a bit, and hunched forward over the stick. Yup, there it was again—damned if it didn't look like a crinkled band of silver tinsel! No. It wasn't continuous. It seemed to be in sections. It——

The rest of the deduction he left in mid-air as the strange sight melted into the ground and was gone.

Unmindful of the fact that he was on lone patrol, a patrol just for something to do, he rammed the throttle wide open and sent his trim tapered wing bi-plane pursuit thundering low over Black territory.

Half expecting to be greeted with a blast of automatic anti-aircraft fire, he zigzagged this way and that—but always getting lower.

When less than five hundred feet over the area where he had seen the strange phenomenon, he leveled off, kicked the ship up on wing and circled about, eyes searching the ground.

All he saw was a range of low hills, whose southern slopes merged into a flat valley, that abruptly ended at the edge of a wide strip of heavy woods that extended due east and west for perhaps a little over fifteen miles.

South of that strip of woods were the outpost defenses of the Black Invaders, and a mile further south the steel wall of Uncle Sam's warriors.

All that he had known for months, so he didn't bother to look around to check. The northern edge of the woods held his eyes. But the result was disappointing—they were just woods and a flat valley running north to the hill range.

He cursed softly and ran a big paw along the angle of his jaw.

"Must be seeing things, Cracker!" he grunted aloud. "Better stick to milk and tea for a week or two. The old eyes are beginning to play tricks."

Ever the exacting pilot he swooped down to an even hundred feet for a final look. And it was then that he saw them. Saw the hordes of black-uniformed troops crouched under the trees. The woods seemed to be alive with them. In fact, for every tree that towered skyward there were ten Black soldiers with full marching equipment on their backs.

Yet, as he stared at them absently wondering why they did open fire at him, he knew that they had not cast off the glinty reflection that he had seen from above. That had been something else. Something beyond his wildest powers of imagination.

However, the Black troops hiding down there in the woods was plenty for the moment.

Thundering west, he cut back, lowered the nose and slid his thumbs up to the trigger trips, and jabbed. The twin Brownings mounted forward spoke their pieces and a withering blast of singing steel slapped downward.

Like rats racing for cover the Black soldiers streaked deeper into the woods and out of his line of fire. Some of them, however, did not move fast enough, and the edge of the woods became dotted with crumpled, lifeless forms.

"And not a shot in return!" he yelled aloud, as he went ,zooming skyward. "What the hell?"

At the peak of the zoom he leveled off, snapped on radio power, spun the
wave-length dial, and grabbed up the transmitter tube.

"Calling C.U. Six on Forty-Three!" he shouted. "Emergency!"

He repeated the call three times, waited a few seconds and then heard the crackling words in the earphones.

"Contacting your wave! Go ahead, Captain Morgan."

"Switch me over direct to Major Carleton!" Cracker called back.

A pause of three seconds, and then a heavy voice.

"Carleton, Morgan! Go ahead."

"Just sighted Black troops in woods at map position C Fourteen, sir!" shouted Cracker. "Estimated numbers at least three regiments. Have full marching equipment. Suggest that you send a straffe patrol out immediately. I'll remain here."

"You must be crazy, Morgan!" the earphones snapped. "There isn't one regiment in that whole area. Are you sober?"

"Of course I am!" Cracker howled.

"And I tell you that there is a Black army hiding in these woods. It looks like an attack against our outpost line. Send a straffe patrol, and we can break it up."

"I think that you'd better report back here, Morgan," replied the C.O. "And give it to me in detail."

"But I tell you, sir."

"Report back here at once, Morgan!"

While he had been arguing with his C.O. they had sneaked up on him beyond the hill range, poked up for altitude, and were now coming down on top of him, hell-for-leather. Even as he sighted them, a shower of steel rattled against the armor-plated sides of his cockpit.

To try to cut away south was the same as asking them to slap a ton of steel down through his glass cowl and into the top of his skull. And to half roll over and dive for the ground was the same as asking them to wait a few seconds until he had "pocketed" himself between the hill range and the woods.

Those two items he realized even as he hauled the stick back into his stomach and belted the throttle wide open. Like an arrow leaving the bow string his plane leaped skyward, straight into the flame-spitting muzzles.

At the same instant he jabbed his own trigger trips, and let his guns spit jetting flame right back.

Unseen darts slammed into the engine cowling, and unseen fingers poked holes in the dural covering of his wings. But he did not swerve from his course a single inch. It was a case of breaking through the two diving Blacks, or stepping out of the war and the world for keeps.

Perhaps the Blacks couldn't understand the maneuvering of what seconds ago had been a cold-meat shot. Or perhaps Cracker's fire was getting just a little bit too close. But at any rate, when the planes were but twenty yards apart, the two Black ships suddenly swerved, one to either side and started to half roll back.

Their diving speed, however, was too great for instantaneous response of the controls. And besides, Cracker was counting on that one second of leeway. Like a flash of light he kicked over and down on
wing-tip. Below him a Black plane was striving to curve back up.

The striving was all finished at the end of Morgan's first burst. With cool, deliberate aim he sent it smashing down through the glass cockpit cowling. And for luck he slammed a second burst into the engine cowling.

However, the first burst was more than sufficient. The Black died, even as he was pulling his stick back. For half a second the plane staggered out sidewise. Then the nose dropped, and it went down like a stone.

The second Black, through, had not taken the time to catch up on sleep. And as Cracker pulled out of his dive and tried to cut around into the clear, the Black slammed in like a vulture gone stark crazy, and clawed him with steel from prop to tail wheel.

For one awful moment, Cracker saw death reaching out for him. The glass cowl melted into thin air, and a shower of stinging glass sprayed his face and neck. Midget trip-hammers drilled against the cockpit sides. And an invisible hand seemed to throw the plane up and over on its back.

Cursing and shouting he sent it skidding sidewise, then shoved the nose down with every ounce of his strength. Through a blur he saw the Black plane waiting for him to come out at the bottom of the loop. A harsh laugh rasped off his dry lips.

"Sucker!" he roared. "Think that this is my first trip out!"

The words were hardly out of his mouth before he thumped down on left rudder pedal with all his might and yanked the stick back into the left corner.

The plane's wings seemed to actually groan in protest. But the airman's god and Lady Luck held them on, and Cracker went corkscrewing straight down.

At the end of the third full turned he neutralized the controls, then hauled the stick back again. Up came the nose with a wing screaming rush. And there, dead ahead, was the Black plane in broadside position.

The Black instantly realized that he had been fooled and was caught cold. Nevertheless he tried frantically to fall off to the left and cut away. However, whether the Black was a greenhorn or a top-ranking ace, his master was riding the Yank plane.

Trigger trips jabbed forward, Cracker tore in, his lips a thin, grim line and his eyes cold and hard. An armored tank might perhaps have withstood the terrific onslaught. But not that Black plane.

True, it held together for a minute—a minute and a half at the most. And then made-in-America steel slugs ripped and tore their way through to its vitals.

After that, it was all over. A sheet of flame leaped out from the fuel tank just back of the engine. The sheet of flame became a ball of fire. And the ball of fire went hurtling down into oblivion.

Through expressionless eyes Cracker followed it down, saw it splash outwards in all directions as it struck, and then lost it in the heavy pall of sooty black smoke.

Easing back to three-quarters throttle, he wiped a hand across his forehead. It came away wet with cold sweat, and spotted with drops of blood. He glared up at the shattered remains of his glass cockpit cowl.

"Damn if it wouldn't be better with none at all!" he growled aloud.

And then his attention was attracted elsewhere. The red signal light on the radio panel was blinking rapidly.

He reached out his free hand, spun the wave-length dial and eased the transmitter tube off its hook.

"Go ahead," he grunted wearily.

"Morgan, I said to report at once!" the
ear-phones barked. "I said to report at once. What the hell have you been doing?"

Cracker clenched his free fist and lashed out at an imaginary jaw.

"Doing?" he echoed harshly. "I've been picking daisies—steel ones!"

Before a reply could come crackling back, he snapped off the set, kicked the ship around on wing and went roaring back across the Vermont-Canadian line toward the home drome of Contact Unit Number Six.

An hour later he slid down and landed, and taxied tail-up into the hangar line. An orderly was there to greet him as he legged out.

"The major wants you in the field office at once, skipper," the orderly said.

Cracker burned him with a single look.

"First I knew of it!" he growled, and turned away from the gulping orderly.

Face hard, he stalked across the field and slammed in through the field office door.

"Say, major, what the—?"

He stopped short, stiffened and saluted. Major Carleton was not the only one in the field office. Seated at his right was a tall pinched-faced man in the uniform of an air force colonel. Cracker didn't need two looks.

The man was Colonel "Do-It-My-Way" Stebbins, C.O. of Corps Area H. Q. He was the type of man who was disliked by everyone—including his own mother, probably. However, he was a power in the air force—God alone knew why or how—and as such rated attention and on-the-surface respect from those under him.

"Good heavens, Morgan!" exclaimed Major Carleton, gaping at the pilot's blood-dotted face. "What in the world happened to you?"

"Had a little trouble," Cracker replied, his eyes on Colonel Stebbins. "Glass cowl shot away—I got sprayed a bit by the pieces."

Stebbins took a step forward, and frowned.

"You mean you had an aerial battle in the C Fourteen area, captain?" he got out in incredulous tone. "Why, that's amazing! I can hardly believe it! There hasn't been aerial activity over that area in days. Made a two-hour patrol myself, this morning, and didn't see a thing."

In Cracker's mind was a perfect picture of such a patrol. "Do-It-My-Way" Stebbins in a two-seater, with probably a two Unit patrol on all sides. Hell, no, he wouldn't see a thing. The Blacks weren't altogether crazy!

"But it's true, sir," Morgan said evenly. "I sighted troops, and shortly after, was attacked by two Black high wing jobs. Fortunately, they weren't so hot—and I got both. Incidentally, major, that's why I was delayed."

The C.O. fixed him with narrowed eyes.

"I guessed as much from your remark, Morgan," he said bitingly. "But about this troop story. Let's have all of it."

In a few carefully selected sentences Cracker told them of everything he had seen and done during the entire patrol.

"The troops I'm sure of, sir," he finished up. "But as to that other thing—the thing that cast off that glinty reflection—well, I can't add to it at all."

Major Carleton started to speak, but checked himself as Colonel Stebbins took the floor.

"Perhaps you are mistaken, captain," he said sharply. "Perhaps it was a small work party and your imagination played you tricks."

Cracker looked him squarely in the eye, but inwardly he was boiling.

"I saw exactly what I told you I saw, sir," he said in flat unemotional tones.
"And I think I've been in the service long enough to teach me not to jump at things. Those woods contained at least three regiments of Black troops, with full marching equipment!"

The colonel's smile, which was probably intended to be paternal, was a bit sour.

"But my dear, captain! As I told you a moment ago, I made a most extensive aerial patrol of the C Fourteen area this morning, and I did not sight one single thing that was out of the way. You know yourself that the C Fourteen area is the quietest area along the entire Front. Our troops haven't, literally speaking, shot off a dozen rounds in a month.

"All the more reason for believing what I'm telling you, sir," replied Cracker stubbornly. "The time is about ripe for the Blacks to pull something at C Fourteen. If they can get set on the QT, why they can smash through our skeleton defenses as though it was so much paper. Believe me, sir, I saw troops! And I suggest that we contact our own troops, so that they can get reinforcements set, just in case."

The Corps Area C.O.'s eyes went brittle. He tried to stick out his undershot chin with pitiful effect.

"Are you by any chance, Captain Morgan," he said testily, "trying to tell me how I should conduct Corps Area H.Q.?"

Cracker wanted to curse, but he didn't. He simply shook his head.

"Of course not, sir," he said. "Nor did I imagine that I was inferring such a thing. I am only trying to impress you with the truth of my statement. I—"

Morgan stopped short as an idea suddenly flashed through his head. He killed the smile that started to tug at the corners of his mouth, and stared earnestly at his superior.

"Here is a suggestion that I do make, sir," he said. "It will prove my statement quite definitely. There is a cabin two-seater here at the field. Let me fly you up to C Fourteen area right now, and show you exactly what I saw. You'll even see the few I killed, when I made that one straffe."

The colonel's face paled a shade or two, and his Adam's apple slid up and down.

"Why—I—"

"Oh, of course we will take a flight escort along, sir," Cracker broke in. Then to Major Carleton, "You'd go, too, wouldn't you, sir?"

The Unit C.O. nodded instantly.

"Why yes, of course," he said. "If there is anything up there, I certainly want to know about it first hand."

"I quite agree with you, major," said the colonel almost eagerly. "Now you take a patrol up there and report to me immediately."

Cracker and Major Carleton exchanged glances for the fleeting part of a second. It was just long enough for them to read mutual disgust of a third party. Then the Unit C.O. turned to Stebbins.

"On the contrary, sir," he said pointedly, "I second Captain Cracker's suggestion that he fly you up. If what he says is true, you will be able to land immediately at Infantry H.Q. and confer with them as to plans for strengthening the line. In fact, sir, I insist that you accompany us. It is an emergency move. And I appeal to you for H.Q. co-operation."

Let it be said that "Do-It-My-Way" Stebbins did pretty well as regards keeping the dismay out of his face. But he was caught in a three-cornered trap, and none realized it more than he. To refuse a Unit C.O.'s appeal for co-operation was to step right into hot water at General Staff H.Q.

He swallowed hard a couple of times, avoiding their intent gape.

"Well—that is—er—very well, then,
Let us get started at once. I have several important things awaiting my attention at H.Q."

Cracker had all he could do to stop from laughing out loud. As it was, the contracted muscles of his throat ached as he saluted smartly.

"Thank you, sir," he managed to get out. "I'll have the two-seater cabin job ready in five minutes. I'll meet you on the tarmac, sir."

With another salute for Major Carleton, he ducked outside and raced over to the hangar.

"SERGEANT!" he roared at the nearest non-com. "Number Ten out, and pronto!"

The sergeant disappeared into the middle hangar, and Cracker fished out a cigarette.

"Number Ten? Not taking the girl friend to see the big bad war, are you, Cracker?"

Morgan wheeled to stare into the grinning face of "Legs" Lawson, his closest pal since long before the outbreak of the war. He returned the grin, and jabbed the broad chest with his forefinger.

"Nope, the boy friend," he chuckled. "I spotted an army of Blacks in the woods at C Fourteen, but he won't believe me. Between us, Carleton and I put on enough pressure to make him come along for a look-see. They'll be a flight escort. Tell Carleton you want to go."

The long, tall pilot leaned forward and sniffed.

"A Black army at C Fourteen?" he mumbled, and sniffed again. "No smell of likker, so it must be your head. By the way, I noticed your plane. Haven't been scraping, have you?"

"Hell, no!" Morgan snarled. "I though I saw your ugly mug in the glass cow! and lead with my right! Better hustle it up and see Carleton, if you want to string along wise guy!"

"I will," grinned the other, turning on his heel. "I'm just that curious about your brain wave!"

Ten minutes later, with the colonel sitting gingerly in the rear seat, Cracker taxied the cabin job onto the field and took off. Behind him a flight of six, that included both Major Carleton and Legs Lawson, came streaking up to drop into top rear, and left and right flanking positions.

Without bothering about altitude Cracker leveled off at five thousand and nosed around toward the C Fourteen area. As he raced north he snatched snap glances of Colonel Stebbins' face in the rear view mirror mounted above the center front window of the cabin. It was an ever-changing conglomeration of expressions, most of which were uneasiness and not a little fear.

Careful not to give the senior officer an opening to order him to return because of poor piloting ability, Cracker gave most of his attention to the plane. However, when they went tearing across that last mile of American held ground and into Black territory he forgot about the officer in the rear seat. He became all eyes for the terrain below.

The long strip of heavy woods was just ahead and to his left. Leaving it to the other lads to take care of any Black ships that might come popping out of the upper ether, he banked west and stuck the nose down. There was a startled gasp from behind. He grinned and steepened the dive.

Engine thundering and wings screaming in the terrific rush of air, he tore straight for the northern edge of the woods. It came leaping up toward him, like a long black belt stretched out on a carpet of greys and browns.

A hundred feet above it, he pulled out
of the dive and let the ship roar forward on even keel.

And it was then that fate smacked him right square between the eyes!

There wasn't a sign of Black troops with full marching equipment. Even the crumpled forms of the few that had felt his Browning steel had mysteriously disappeared.

Unconsciously, he brushed a hand across his eyes, let the plane mush down to the tree tops, and stared harder than ever.

But it all was a waste of eyesight. Not a Black in view—not even a dead one. In fact, the woods, the flat valley, and the foothills looked as though they had not felt the tread of human feet for centuries.

For a moment, Cracker couldn't even think straight. Every thought became balled up with the next, until his brain was a whirling mixture of nothing.

"But they were there! I saw them—I know damn well I saw them!"

His own words echoed back to mock him. He felt a sharp rap on his shoulder, and turned to stare into Colonel Stebbins' brittle eyes.

"I thought it would turn out like this!" the thin lips spat out. "Return to the field at once. I'll deal with you after we've landed!"

Cracker raised a pleading hand.

"But sir, I tell you there—"

"Back to the field at once, Captain Morgan! At once, do you understand?"

The pilot gulped and nodded sadly.

"Yes, sir," he mumbled. "At once, sir."

A last lingering, hopeful look down at the woods, and he slowly banked around and headed south. The trip back was a ride through hell. It was not that he had riled up the colonel, that bothered him, so much as it was the doubts of his own faculties that assailed him. Were his eyes going back on him? Had his imagination reached the point where it went haywire at the sight of ordinary, every-day trees?

He groaned aloud, hunched forward over the stick, and fixed dull eyes straight ahead.

Eventually his home drome loomed into view. Automatically he eased back the throttle, swung around to the lee side, and slid down to a gentle landing. Taxiing up to the line, he cut the switch and turned in the seat.

"They must have gone somewhere, sir," he said lamely. "I tell you on my word of honor that I did—"

"That's enough, captain!" Stebbins cut him off sharply. "For the present, consider yourself under open arrest!"

BEFORE Cracker could say anything the senior officer climbed out of the plane and stalked indignant away. Muttering a curse he got out himself, fished in his pocket for his cigarettes and stuck one in his mouth.

"And what does that make you, kid?"

Morgan turned at the sound of Legs Lawson's voice. He glared savagely at his pal.

"Nerts to you!" he growled. "I saw troops up there, and that's that! A hell of a fine army when your senior officers won't believe you."

Lawson gave him a long searching look.

"You really aren't just kidding the public, Cracker?" he got out slowly.

"Of course I'm not!" Morgan snapped back. "It's God's truth, so help me! And hell, the fathead has grounded me!"

Lawson made no comment for a moment. He stood staring thoughtfully at the ground.

"If that's the case," he said eventually, "then there's going to be hell to pay soon. We've only got a handful of troops at C Fourteen. Do you think your first trip up there scared them back?"
Cracker shook his head determinedly.
"No. They didn’t have time to go anywhere. We would have spotted some of them, at least."

"Then that makes them still in the woods," said Lawson. "Yet, they weren’t. I took a good look myself. So what?"
Cracker toed out his cigarette, and stared thoughtfully toward the north.
"I don’t know," he grunted. "But I’m going to prove I am right, if it’s the last thing I do!"
Lawson shrugged.
"Swell! So what’s the plan of operation?"
Cracker turned and started walking down the tarmac.
"Tell you later," he called back over his shoulder. "I’ve got to figure it out first."

Hands shoved in his pockets, and brows furrowed, he walked clear to the end of the last hangar. In front of it stood his plane with its bullet-shattered glass cowl, and its spattering of holes in the metal wings. He went over to it and stood staring down at the bullet holes.

Presently he stiffened, and shot a keen glance down the tarmac. A few grease-balls lounged about. The pilots, Carleton and Stebbins had disappeared into the messroom.

"Grounded, eh?" he grated softly. "Under open arrest, am I? Like hell I am!"

Darting around the wings he vaulted into the pit and kicked the starter. The engine caught on the first rev, and roared up. Without a glance toward the mess he stuck out onto the field and went thundering up into the blue. Eyes hard and face grim, he flew due north toward C Fourteen Area.

When it eased up over the horizon he throttled a bit, took binoculars out of their cockpit case and trained them on the ten mile strip of woods. They leaped up toward him in the lenses, but presented the same picture that they had half an hour before. Just woods and heavy underbrush, without a single sign of a Black soldier.

He stared at them until his eyes ached. Then ramming the throttle wide open he shoved the nose down and went tearing earthward. Three hundred feet up and a quarter of a mile to the west of the woods, he leveled off, pulled back the throttle and went gliding in for a fish-tail landing on the flat valley.

The roll carried him to within fifty yards of the woods. For a moment he sat in the cockpit, gazing at the woods and half expecting to see Black troops come rushing out at him. But he was disappointed. Nothing moved.

Unholstering his service automatic, he legged out and walked over the edge of the woods. As he reached it, his heart leaped and a fierce gleam came into his eye.

On the ground, not ten feet away, was a skull cap worn by the Black Invaders under their steel trench helmets. He bent over, scooped it up, and froze. There was a dark stain on the ground near the skull cap. One sharp glance and he knew that he was looking at blood that had seeped into the ground.

"Knew I was right!" he breathed fiercely. "I knew damn well I was!"

Trembling with excitement he peered in through the trees, as though in so doing the whole mystery would be suddenly unfolded before him.

A moment later, on impulse, he stalked in among the trees and heavy underbrush. It caught at his uniform, like fingers holding him back. But with eyes hard he kept on going deeper and deeper into the woods.

When he had penetrated them for perhaps a quarter of a mile, he suddenly came to a dead stop and stared at the ground. It was covered with footprints
—the footprints of a countless number of human beings. They led sharply off to the left toward a maze of heavy underbrush.

He started toward it, but instantly checked himself, and leaped behind a tree. The underbrush ahead was moving! Something, or someone was in its midst.

He saw the brush suddenly part in the middle, and two Black soldiers stepped out. But it was not sight of them that jerked the gasp from Cracker’s lips. It was what he saw behind them. It was a great hole leading down into the ground—a hole the size of a mine adit.

Held spellbound as part of the answer to the mystery came to him, he switched his eyes to the Blacks. It was then that he saw what they carried. Crooked in each man’s arm was a portable attack machine gun.

And as a shaft of sunlight filtering down through the trees danced off their polished barrels, he realized what he had seen from the air. It had been an army of Blacks, each man carrying one these machine guns. Yeah, an army of Blacks—a phantom army, quartered underground!

And then suddenly it happened!

Perhaps he was careless, or perhaps the two Blacks had sharp eyes. At any rate they suddenly came to a halt, stared directly at the tree behind which he crouched, and then snapped up the machine guns.

But they were just a split second too late. Cracker’s gun spat sound and flame twice. As one man the two Blacks screamed, dropped their guns, clutched at their chests, and fell over backwards.

Cracker didn’t wait to investigate further. In a flash he spun around and went tearing back towards the valley. Behind him roars of rage rang out. A machine gun yammered savagely, and unseen metallic wasps whined through the tree branches above him. But he didn’t stop. Head down, fists clenched, and legs working like piston rods, he went through the woods, and out onto the flat valley.

His plane was but fifty yards away. Fifty yards? It seemed more like fifty miles. The back of his neck itched, and his spine went ice cold. At any second he expected to feel hot steel biting into his back.

Even as the sensation came to him, machine-gun fire broke out anew, and invisible fingers kicked up little clumps of dirt all around him.

Without changing his pace he started zigzagging. And then suddenly a shadow swept past him, and there was a great roaring in his ears. It was then that he realized that the shots had not come from the woods. They were coming from directly above.

A high-winged Black monoplane was rushing at him, its pilot striving to cut him down with steel as he raced for his plane. But luck or bum shooting, saved him for the moment and the Black ship went zooming up.

The last ten yards to the plane he traveled by simply hurling his body forward. The next thing he knew he was in the pit and ramming the throttle wide open. The ship leaped forward like a startled deer, and streaked into the air, even as the Black came diving down again, guns spitting sound and flame.

For a split second, bullets twanged against the turtle-back of his plane, and then fanned thin air as he slapped the ship over on its side and went slicing around in a dime turn, his wing-tips virtually “dragging” the ground.

The instant he was in the clear he pulled up in a screaming zoom. But the Black pilot had anticipated the trick and was half-rolling back at him. For one horrible moment, Cracker saw death
reaching out to tag him. His brain seemed to fold up inside his head, and his whole body to become one great lump of lead.

Instinct, and instinct alone, was carrying on for him. And the next thing he knew, he was racing out from under the blazing guns.

Up, up, and up he went in a gigantic loop that carried him a thousand feet clear of the Black plane. At the peak, as he fell over on his back, he shot out his free hand, snapped on radio contact, and grabbed the transmitter tube.

Holding the stick between his knees, he spun the wave-length dial with his other hand to the S. O. S. reading.

“Emergency, Field Six!” he roared into the mouthpiece. “Send staff planes to C Fourteen immediately! Black troops holed up in woods. Notify Seventh Battery to open fire.”

He repeated the call three times, his eyes glued to the red signal light. Hell, would it never blink? Damn his home drome—weren’t they picking up his call?

Out the corner of his eye he saw the Black plane zooming up at him. Roaring at the top of his lungs, he sent out the call for the fourth time. And then the red signal light blinked and the ear-phones rattled sound.

“What the devil are you talking about?” snapped the voice of Major Carleton. “Damn you, Morgan, report back to this field at once!”

“For God’s sake, listen to me!” Cracker bellowed back at him. “There is a Black army holed up in the woods at C Fourteen. And a Black ship is attacking me now. For God’s sake—send help! Send help at once! Notify our—!”

He never finished the rest.

At that moment a blast of singing steel tore down through his shattered glass cowling and buried itself in the radio panel. Before his startled eyes, it cracked and splintered into a million pieces. And at the same instant, a white-hot coal slid down over his left shoulder.

He howled with pain, belted the stick with all his might, and thumped down on left rudder. Wings virtually groaning aloud from the terrific strain, the plane whipped into a power spin and went whirling downward. Instant action was all that saved his life. Instant action and a slip-up on the part of the Black pilot.

The Black had figured him to roll off the loop, but he had slapped into a spin instead, and as a result the Black overshot him by a good fifty yards.

In the few seconds of respite that followed, Cracker yelled into the transmitter tube again. But he realized that it was a waste of breath. Steel bullets had smashed through and put the transmitter volume unit hopelessly out of gear. He could still receive, but couldn’t send. Major Carleton’s voice was yelling in the ear-phones.

“Morgan! Morgan! Damn you, check-back, man! What’s happening up there?”

Cracker cursed and tore the phones from his head.

“What’s happening?” he roared aloud. “Nothing—just hell popping loose, that’s all! My God, have I got to write you a letter?”

Boiling mad, he yanked the ship out of its vicious spin and went streaking south. Much as he wanted to give the Black tagging his tail a good lesson, he did not dare waste the time.

Knowing that their secret hide-out close to the American defenses had been discovered, the Blacks might spring their surprise attack at once. It was up to him to warn the Yanks—warn them in time to rush reinforcements up for a counter attack. Warn them?

The words echoed inside his head. Would there be time to warn them? As he asked himself the question, he
turned in the seat and looked back. The Black was closing in fast. Cracker could see tracer smoke spitting at him across the sky. He turned forward again and banged the heel of his hand against the already wide open throttle.

"Speed, damn you!" he shouted. "Get going faster!"

The sound of the last word was drowned out as aerial machine-guns chattered off to his left. A snap glance in that direction and his heart seemed to shrivel up and go ice cold.

Three more Black high-winged jobs had suddenly appeared out of nowhere, and were tearing down for the kill. Sight of them and action were one. He cut around toward them, and opened up with both guns.

At any other time it would have been a suicide maneuver. But the very boldness of it caught the Blacks off guard. They went haywire for a second and split. And in that second Cracker slammed right past them, and went curving south as the Blacks frantically tried to half roll back and cut him off.

But they failed—they had missed their golden opportunity. And Cracker gained a quarter of a mile lead on all four of them.

"Better luck next time, you saps!" he flung back over his shoulder. "I learned that one years ago!"

He finished it with a harsh laugh and went racing down toward the American defenses.

Less than a quarter of a mile south of the main American line of defense were more woods. And as they caught his eye he saw Black troops rushing out from their midst. Black troops, with each man carrying a portable attack machine-gun!

For perhaps a full second he stared at them wide-eyed. And then like a bolt of lightning the truth raced across his brain.

The Black Invaders had tunneled under the main American line of defense! No wonder he hadn't been able to see them in the woods at C Fourteen. They were underground and going south right under the American defenses. And now they were racing back north on the surface to smash into the unsuspecting Yanks from the rear.

God, the Americans would be caught like rats in a trap. Before they could pull a trigger, they would be overwhelmed.

Without thinking, Cracker shot out his hand and grabbed up the transmitter tube. "Seventh Artillery!" he yelled. "Emergency—train bracket fire on——"

And then he realized that he was talking into a dead set. He yapped out a curse, grabbed a pencil from its instrument board clip, and wrote on the shelf-pad:

Blacks have tunnel under C Twelve area and are now starting to attack from the south. Concentrate with bracket fire at once. Morgan, Contact Unit 6.

Ripping off the sheet, he jammed it into a message-dropping cylinder, and then nosed down. Behind him one of the Black ships was streaking in at him. But he didn't even give it a look.

Like a meteor gone berserk, his plane went thundering down toward the upturned and startled faces of American artillerymen.

Less than fifty feet above their heads, he half rose in the seat, leaned out and hurled the message cylinder down at them. In practically the same movement, he flung himself back into the seat, and pulled the stick back into his stomach.

Up he zoomed, wings screaming in the terrific rush of air. And then, all hell smashed down on him from out of the sky.

During the few fleeting moments that it had taken him to deliver his emergency
message to Yank artillery, the Blacks had closed up the gap, and now all four were slamming down for a cold meat shot.

"Yes you will!" he snarled, kicking rudder savagely. "Like hell!"

He ceased to be a human being in the cockpit of a plane. He became a mechanical machine zooming, looping, darting and twisting about the sky. And all the time his Browning spat out shower after shower of steel death.

Through a crimson blur he saw a ball of flame and smoke hurtling earthward. He'd nailed one of them. But at the moment the fact hardly registered on his brain. In a crazy, abstract sort of way he knew that the ground south of the main line of American defense was belching up great clouds of sooty white—Yank artillery fire trapping the Blacks from behind.

Almost directly below him was the small patch of woods out of which they poured, guns blazing, only to rush into the steel hell that the American guns were laying down on top of them.

From a thousand miles away his roaring voice echoed back to him.

"Give them hell, boys, give them hell! Put one over on us, will they?"

And then, suddenly, his brain absorbed the fact that he was not alone in the air. The sky seemed to be full of ships—hundreds of them, almost. A shadow streaked down past him. For a fleeting moment he saw the outlines of an American plane—a Contact Unit 6 plane, with Legs Lawson's personal markings on the fuselage!

At first he refused to believe his eyes. Then as another Yank plane, with Major Carleton's markings on it, thundered across his front he realized the truth. The gang had come up north to help him dish out hell to anything Black.

WITH a wild whoop of joy, he slammed around on wing-tip and went streaking with flaming guns at a Black blur off to his left. Through a haze he saw his tracer smoke bury itself in a black fuselage. And seconds later the blur went spinning crazily off to the side, and then down like a rock.

In the next instant the whole heavens fell in on him.

A thousand hissing wasps smashed against the turtle back of his ship. A white-hot coal slid across the side of his neck. Another bit into his right shoulder.

The stick had suddenly wrenched itself from his hands. He knew that he was racing earthward. Almost automatically, he pulled back on the stick. It came back easily enough, but nothing happened. The plane continued to tear earthward.

"Controls—controls are gone!"

His own voice coming back to him was like a four-alarm fire gong. Hardly realizing what he was doing, he flung out a hand, yanked back the throttle and snapped off ignition. The roaring of his engine faded away, and in its place was the high-keyed scream of wings in the wind.

Dead ahead of him was the ground sweeping up. He saw a blurred conglomeration of trees, fields, shell smoke and countless figures racing in all directions. A crazy, insane laugh burst from his lips.

"What the hell! Can't expect to live forever!"

With that he buried his head in his arms and went limp. A split second more and something tugged at his left wings. His body was flung over against the side of the cockpit. There was a thunder of sound, a great white light exploded inside his head, and he went sailing away, enveloped in a great cloud of utter silence.

When he next opened his eyes he found himself staring into the anxious faces of Legs Lawson and Major Carleton. He stared at them dully for a minute, then
tried to grin and winced as sharp pains shot through the side of his face. He sensed that he was covered with bandages from head to foot. Then he saw Major Carleton's lips move; heard words.

"How do you feel, Morgan?"

"Swell! What happened?"

His own voice sounded like someone else talking. The C. O. grinned.

"We smashed hell out of them, old man," he said. "Thanks to you, Seventh Artillery nipped their little tunnel trick before it could get under steam. God, was that a break for all of us. I owe you a lot besides apologies, Morgan. And next time we won't be so dumb."

Cracker grinned in spite of the pain.

"Forget it, sir," he said weakly. "I'll admit that it did sound crazy. Was beginning to doubt myself, as a matter of fact. But when I landed, and saw—"

"I know," the C. O. cut him off. "You raved the whole story while you were out. Incidentally, Colonel Stebbins heard it—I don't think you need to worry about his open arrest order. Frankly, it'll be a couple of medals for you, instead of a trial! Now try to get some sleep, Morgan. How the hell you lived through that crash is beyond me. I guess you're just too tough, that's all."

As the C. O. smiled and turned away from the hospital bed, Legs Lawson put out his hand and gently gripped Cracker's arm.

"And if it'll make for sweet dreams, kid," he said, "the lad that smacked you down won't do any more smacking. I was right behind, and caught him cold!"

Morgan forced another grin.

"Thanks, guy," he said. "Guess that's one I owe you."

---
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Major Thompson, C.O. of Coastal Unit Sixty-Four, shut the records book with a bang, leaned back and heaved a long sigh.

"Thank God that's that!" he grunted. "Do I hate this damn pen work—and how!"

Pulling open a drawer of the desk at which he sat, he took out a cigarette and stuck it between his lips. As he lighted a match the desk phone jangled harshly. He stared at it, scowling, burning match poised in the air.

"Now what?" he muttered, blowing out the match. "A transfer east for me, I hope!"

Reaching out he flipped off the receiver and put it to his ear.

"Thompson, Coastal Sixty-Four," he said into the transmitter in a flat voice.

The voice at the other end crackled with excitement.

"Thompson? Colonel Hardy at Area H.Q. Get a flight up over San Pedro at once. It was bombed fifteen minutes
ago. Maybe your men can head them off."

"San Pedro bombed?" echoed the C.O. sitting up straight.

"Right!" the receiver crackled back. "Three destroyers and a sub were blown to bits. Also the officers' mess building. Get that flight up at once!"

Major Thompson didn't waste breath on further comment. He slammed the receiver back on the hook, jabbed the button of the alarm siren, mounted atop the Unit office, and then leaped for the door. As the eerie wail echoed back and forth across the field, he ran over to the hangar line.

"Corporal!" he roared. "Flight corporal!"

A non-com came running out of the hangar.

"You want me, sir?"

"Tell B Flight to meet me over San Pedro!" the C.O. yelled, leaping into the cockpit of his personal ship. "Tell them to follow me right off. Here they come, now!"

Without giving the non-com a second look, he booted the electric starter, caught the powerplant on the first rev, and sent his plane rocketing across the field.

Zooming up into the blue he swung around in a wide climbing turn and headed for San Pedro, just fifty miles south.

Hunching forward over the stick he studied the sky about the seaport for Los Angeles, and saw nothing but sun tinted air. There wasn't even a speck that might be an enemy bomber. He turned his eyes to the right, looked out over the placid blue waters of the Pacific—and saw nothing.

"Damn fast bombers, if they can make their getaway this soon!" he muttered to himself. "But maybe Hardy was seeing things!"

Fifteen minutes later he was directly over San Pedro. Banking he circled about and stared down at the seaport. A shade to the south was the naval base. Smoke was belching upward from a couple of burning buildings. Figures in uniform were dashing about, and a long pier running out into deep water was a twisted mass of steel. Debris floated on the water close to it, and halfway down its length was the bow of a destroyer sticking up out of the water.

As he stared down, a frown creased his brows.

"Bombs, my eye!" he exclaimed. "It would take a hundred of them to do that much damage!"

Impulsively he reached out his free hand, snapped on radio contact and spun the wave-length dial.

"Calling Pedro base on seven-twelve-eight!" he barked into the transmitter tube. "Thompson of Sixty-Four calling you from the air."

A second or two later the red signal light on the panel blinked, and the earphones made sound.

"On your wave-length. Go ahead!"

"Give me the details, please, Pedro," the C.O. called back. "How many bombers were there and which way did they head?"

"We don't know," crackled the earphones. "We didn't see any ships. There weren't any!"

"What's that?" he snapped. "No ships? What the devil happened then? Did your powder magazine go up?"

Even as he asked the last question, he answered it with his eyes. The powder magazine was a quarter of a mile back from the piers, and still standing.

"We don't know what happened," said the ear-phones. "But it wasn't a ground explosion. Something was dropped on us."

"How do you know that?"

"Because there was nothing on the pier to blow up," came the answer. "So we must have been bombed."
Thompson snapped off contact and once more searched the skies in all directions. But save for B Flight streaking down from the north, there wasn’t a single thing in the sky.

Easing back the throttle he waited for B Flight to join him. Then taking lead position he led the flight in a series of ever-widening circles that took them a good fifty miles out to sea, and as far back over dry land as the peaks of the Sierra Madre Mountains.

But the patrol was just a waste of government fuel. The invisible attacker of San Pedro was more invisible than ever.

TWO hours later, disgusted and not a little puzzled, he led the flight back to the home drome and slid down to a landing. As he taxied up to the line and legged out, an orderly came running over. Skidding to a stop in front of him, the man clicked his heels and saluted.

"Colonel Hardy’s been trying to get you on the ground wire, sir," he said. "He wants you to report to his office at Area H.Q. immediately."

Thompson nodded, dismissed the orderly and climbed back into his ship.

"If this is some kind of a game," he snorted, booting the starter again, "I don’t like it."

Once more in the air he headed for Area H.Q. a hundred miles up the coast. But when he had flown about half the distance, he suddenly stiffened in the seat, and stared hard out to sea. About twenty miles off shore, and at an altitude he judged to be some nine or ten thousand feet higher than his own, he saw what at first appeared to be a black dot.

A second or two later he detected something hanging from it. And in another moment he realized what it actually was.

It was a free balloon, drifting slowly in toward shore. He gaped at it in amazement.

"Now what the hell is a gas bag doing way out there?" he grunted aloud. "Damned if I know—so we’ll find out!"

Tapping stick and rudder he swung the plane seaward, and went thundering toward the floating balloon. When he was less than three miles from it he was able to make out the lettering on the huge bag. It read—U.S. Army.

Two minutes later he was circling about it and staring at it with frowning eyes. The basket, swaying at the ends of the cable shroud lines was empty. Rather, it contained neither pilot nor observer.

By swinging in close he saw that there was some kind of a covering over the basket, that made it impossible for him to see directly into it. But he knew that regardless of the covering the basket contained no human beings.

"Maybe they bailed out," he murmured. "But hell no, not over the water."

Snapping on radio contact he called the Pacific Coast Lighter-Than-Air base at Frisco.

"There’s one of your bags with no pilot, floating inshore at C Seven!" he called into the transmitter tube as soon as the red signal light blinked. "Guess the occupants must have bailed out. There’s a covering over the basket, but no men in it! Major Thompson of Coastal Sixty-Four calling."

"One of our bags?" echoed back the voice in the earphones. "You must be mistaken, sir. None of our bags has left the ground today."

Thompson looked from the radio set out across the airspace at the drifting balloon, and back again.

"Maybe I am," he said into the transmitter tube. "But there’s a U.S. Army bag floating around here up at eighteen thousand. Its right in front of my prop, now."

"Wait a minute," said the earphones.
“I’ll switch you over direct to Colonel Wallace.”

There were a few seconds of silence, then a gruff voice spoke in the earphones.

“What’s all this about one of our bags over C Seven?”

The C.O. repeated his statement.

“And if it isn’t one of your bags,” he finished up. “Then who the hell does it belong to?”

“Damned if I know,” said the earphones. “We——”

The rest was drowned out as the earphones suddenly gave forth a shrill note. Thompson cursed, and turned volume control first one way and then another.

But it didn’t do any good. The sound, which was more like the scream of the wheels of a high speed express train going around a curve full tilt, continued. Finally, he was forced to turn off the set altogether.

And it was then that he suddenly noticed that the balloon was going down. In fact, it was dropping like a rock. As he stared at it he saw the center section of the top of the envelope fly off and go whipping away. Instinctively he looked downward to see where the falling balloon would strike.

And as he did a strange eerie tingle shot up and down his spine. The balloon was headed straight for the military arsenal at Lopez Point, just about halfway between Frisco and Los Angeles.

Without thinking, he reached for the transmitter tube to call down to the arsenal. But the instant he heard the shrill note he slapped the tube back on its hook, and grunted a curse.

If those below didn’t see the falling balloon, there was nothing he could do about it.

The eerie sensation still rippling up and down his spine, he unconsciously dipped the nose and slid down after the balloon racing earthward, its deflated envelope stretched out taut.

And then, when he was within three thousand feet above it, the basket smashed right down into the group of arsenal buildings.

Instantly there was a great sheet of livid red flame leaping skyward. The roar of a thousand exploding shells blasted against his ears. And the next thing Major Thompson realized, his plane was cart-wheeling outward over the Pacific in a great arc.

So unexpected had been the wild maneuver of the plane, that before he could check himself he was slammed up against the instrument panel. A corner of the balanced compass caught him just over the left eye, and for a minute or two he could see nothing but dancing balls of colored light, spinning and whirling stars.

With an effort he hurled himself back into the seat, and sat there half dazed, one hand to his left eye. Then little by little full consciousness returned, and he concentrated on pulling the plane out of a wild power spin it had dropped into. And as he leveled out he stared down at the ground.

For a two mile area around the arsenal buildings, everything was a scene of devastated ruin. There wasn’t a single wall of any of the buildings standing. Outlying houses had been laid flat, and the arsenal itself was but a charred blotch on the ground.

“Good God—washed out the whole place! Everything wiped clean!”

As his mumbled words echoed back to him he suddenly looked above him for no particular reason at all. Perhaps it was the result of what scientific men like to call the sixth sense.

But at any rate, as he did, he saw a tiny dot streaking across the heavens. That’s all it was—just a tiny dot moving fast.
But he knew that it was a plane. And although the distance was far too great to make sure, he had the feeling that it was not an American plane.

Hardly conscious that he was doing it, he slammed the throttle wide open and pulled the nose up steeply. Engine thundering full out he clawed air skyward.

The dot had changed its course. Where before it had been going westward, it had swung sharply around and was now going in the exact opposite direction. That it had any connection with what had happened at the Lopez Point arsenal, Thompson didn’t know, nor did he try to figure out.

He was simply positive that it was a ship of the Block Invaders. Anyway, he was going up to find out.

But in that, he was doomed to disappointment. As though its pilot had suddenly sighted him climbing up, the dot seemed to take on speed, and to also gain altitude. And when Thompson was still a good seventeen thousand feet below it, the dot faded into a cloud bank, and disappeared.

Stubbornly he continued to climb, and eventually reached the cloud bank, and circled about it eyes boring into its fleecy whiteness—and all to no avail. The other plane was gone to find out.

Easing back the throttle he allowed the ship to coast downward, and sat motion less staring dully ahead. A hundred different questions floated across his brain, and he had no answer for any of them—not even a guess, in fact.

“Maybe it’s just me!” he presently grated aloud. “But I’d sure like to know how the hell that gas bag folded up at the exact moment it was over that arsenal. Explosives in it, of course. But hell, no one bailed out. There wasn’t a damn soul in it!”

With a shrug he reached for the transmitter tube, discovered that the shrill note had finally died out, and called Frisco balloon base again.

“That gas bag fell into Lopez arsenal,” he said when he got the go-ahead signal, “and blew it to hell and back! Better notify hospital units by ground wire, though I guess there won’t be much work for them. Everything was laid flat.”

“Good God!” gasped the earphones. “O. K., thanks. We’ll do that right away.”

Snapping off contact, Thompson set his course for Area H. Q. once more. Half an hour later he was shouldering in through the door of Hardy’s office. The area C. O. was a tall square-jawed man, with deep-set eyes and a voice like a machine gun.

“What the devil kept you, Thompson?” he shot out. “Figured you’d be here long ago!”

Thompson told him of the cause for his delay in a few short and right to the point sentences. The Colonel’s eyes popped, his jaw sagged, and he stared at the C. O. pilot as though unable to believe his ears.

“The basket must have contained plenty of Tetalyne,” Thompson finished up. “But where the hell it could have come from, and how it folded up at the exact moment is beyond me.”

There was a minute or two of silence and then Colonel Hardy found his voice.

“Damnedest thing I ever heard of!” he blurted out. “Wonder if that’s what happened at San Pedro, too? Since sending for you, I found out that it wasn’t bombers down there. They didn’t see anything, so they tell me.”

“I know,” nodded Thompson. “They told me the same thing. But what was it you wanted to see me about, colonel?”

“Eh? Oh yes. Well, your transfer east has come through Thompson. You have been ordered to Vermont to take over High Speed Group Twelve. Guess you’ll see quite a bit of the war from now on. I admit, its been pretty dull out here. Not
much to do but ordinary patrol work.”

The C. O. pilot smiled. For weeks he had been trying to get east where the main war was, and now that the transfer had come through he should be tickled pink. Yet somehow, he wasn’t. In his mind he kept seeing the ruins of Lopez arsenal, the deflated balloon, and the mysterious dot that had streaked east high up in the sky.

All three things taunted his imagination, and pecked at his curiosity. Without even telling himself, he knew that behind it all was the menacing shadow of the Black Invaders. Hell yes, here was mystery and war, right in his own front yard. Why go east until this angle was cleared up?

“Well, I must say that you don’t seem particularly happy, Thompson! I thought it was the one thing you wanted most—this transfer.”

Colonel Hardy’s words jerked out of his befuddled reverie. He nodded dully.

“Yes sir,” he said, “it is. And I want to thank you for all you’ve done. But—”

He hesitated as though at a loss for adequate words to express the thought in mind.

“Well?” Colonel Hardy said impatiently. “But—what? What were you going to say?”

Thompson frowned.

“This thing we’ve been talking about, sir. It—well, its sort of got under my skin. To go east now, would be like running away from something. Quitting on the job, if you know what I mean.”

A ghost of a smile flitted across the senior officer’s lips. He had known Thompson for years—knew the kind of stuff of which he was made up. He walked over to the desk chair, dropped into it and fixed the C. O. pilot with a leveled eye.

“Go on Thompson,” he said quietly.

“You have an idea about it?”

The other shook his head instantly.

“Frankly, no,” he said. “Except—well except that it wasn’t the result of coincidence. Both attacks were planned. The gas bag, of course, is a fake. The U. S. Army on it is to mislead anyone who runs across it—such as myself. As I told you, none of the Frisco Base bags has been in the air today.”

“But where did it come from?” Colonel Hardy spoke up, as Thompson paused.

The junior officer shrugged.

“Damned if I know, sir,” he said. “It might—”

He stopped short, took a quick step forward and leaned over the desk.

“Mind if I use your radio, sir?” he asked.

The Area H. O. C. O. noting the eagerness and excitement in his voice, was already on his feet.

“Not at all,” he said, moving toward the door. “The radio shack is next door. Come along.”

THREE minutes later, Thompson was seated before the large dial panel, and was plugging in full transmission volume.

Behind him, eyes watching his every move, were Colonel Hardy and the radio sergeant. As the power-needle slid around the dial recorder, he bent over the transmitter tube.

“Calling officer commanding off-shore naval patrol!” he barked. “Calling on official wave-length seventeen. Coastal Area H. O. calling! Emergency.”

There was a minute of silence, then the transformer started to hum, and a voice crackled out of the speaker unit.

“Off-shore patrol on your wave-length! Go ahead!”

“Information requested, please,” Thompson called back. “Do you know the location of the enemy Pacific airplane carrier squadron?”

“Know it?” the speaker unit echoed.

“Damn right we do! Our destroyers contacted it at dawn this morning. Its posi-
tion then was two hundred miles due west, San Diego. They out-ran us, and were last sighted headed due north. Have an advance patrol out now, but have not made contact again, as yet. Anything else?"

"No," said Thompson. "And thanks a lot."

"What's on your mind?" snapped Hardy, as he swung the wave-length dial to another reading.

"Tell you in a minute, sir," said Thompson without looking up.

The senior officer grunted, but refrained from pushing the subject. As soon as he got the correct wave-length adjustment, Thompson bent over the transmitter tube again.

"San Diego air base!" he called. "San Diego air base on ten-four-zero. Coastal Area H. Q. calling."

The speaker unit crackled words almost instantly.

"San Diego! Go ahead."

Thompson gripped the transmitter tube so tightly that the skin over his knuckles went white.

"Were there any explosions in your area around dawn this morning?" he asked.

The speaker unit made a gasping sound.

"Yes! How the devil did you know? No damage was done. But at about six there was a terrific explosion about a mile off shore. We got the report that a balloon exploded and dropped into the water."

"Thanks," Thompson called back. "Thanks a lot."

As the question was repeated in the speaker unit, he snapped off the set, and spun around to Colonel Hardy.

"Maybe we're getting places, sir," he said excitedly. "You heard both those messages—what do you make of them?"

The senior officer frowned, and stood tugging at his lower lip with the thumb and forefinger of his right hand. Presently he shrugged.

"Not much," he grunted. "No bombers have been sighted, so what have the Black airplane carriers got to do with it?"

"Plenty, I'd say," the other came right back. "They're sending those balloons up from the carriers, and a west wind is taking them in-shore. Don't you see? First San Diego, then San Pedro, and then Lopez, right up the Californian coast!"

"Granted," Colonel Hardy got out grudgingly. "But what brings them down? Why the devil don't they keep right on drifting east until they smack the Rockies?"

It was Thompson's turn to shrug and frown.

"That's what we've got to figure out, sir," he said slowly. "But it's a cinch that they can do it somehow. That bag I saw went straight down the instant it was over the arsenal."

"And you're sure no one bailed out?" Hardy asked, his eyes narrowed.

"Positive, sir," the C. O. pilot answered promptly. "I'll stake everything I ever hope to have that there wasn't a single person in the bag when it was still twenty miles off shore!"

Colonel Hardy suddenly turned to the radio sergeant.

"Send out an S. O. S. order to all air units!" he barked. "Emergency orders to shoot down any balloon drifting in from the ocean. Advise Frisco Lighter-Than-Air Base of that order, and tell Colonel Wilson to keep all of his bags grounded. We'll put a stop to this damn foolishness, right now! Come along, Thompson."

With a gesture the senior officer went outside and over to his own office. Thompson followed close at his heels.

"Well, I guess that's about all we can do," grunted Hardy, dropping into a chair. "It was a neat trick while it lasted.
But, they won’t get away with it any more.”

Thompson made no comment. Hands jammed in his tunic pockets he stood staring dully at the floor. Somehow he didn’t feel so good about the whole thing.

It was all very well for Hardy to issue general orders that every air unit be on the lookout for drifting balloons. The thing he wanted answered, was how the devil the bags could be made to come down at the exact spot? And another thing, too—that damn dot that had faded into the cloud bank at top ceiling!

“—and you’ll leave tomorrow, Thompson. Major Trask will take over your old unit. Hate to see you go, but I understand how you feel. Say, are you listening to me?”

Thompson started.

“Eh? Oh yes, sir. And thank you again.”

Hardy leaned forward over the desk.

“Still thinking about that, huh?” he grunted. “Well, forget it. You doped it out for me, and now I’m putting the clamps on. They’d be damn fools to try it again. If they pick up my emergency message they’ll certainly realize that we’re not entirely dumb.”

Thompson nodded absently.

“Yes, yes, of course, sir,” he said. “Well, I guess I’ll be getting back to the field. Lots of packing to do. And again, thanks for everything, sir.”

The colonel heaved himself out of the chair and grasped his hand.

“Think nothing of it, Thompson,” he smiled. “Glad to help you. Luck, and let me hear how you’re making out.”

“Count on me for that, sir,” said Thompson.

With that, he saluted and went outside and over to his waiting plane. Leaning in he booted the electric starter, and let the engine idle over as he sat staring moodily up at the sky. Presently he clenched his fists and made a wry face.

“I wonder!” he breathed softly. Then with a shrug, “Oh well, that’s up to the other lads. Me for the main war and lots of things to shoot at.”

HAND heeling the throttle home he sent the plane tearing across the field and pulled it up in a steep climb. At fifteen thousand he leveled off and headed toward the home drome of Coastal Unit Six.

Sliding along at three-quarters throttle he hummed snatches of a popular song and kept tempo by drumming the fingers of his free hand on the side of the cockpit.

And then, suddenly, he stopped humming and stopped drumming. The red signal light on the radio panel was blinking rapidly. A glance at the recording dial told him that some station was broadcasting on an unlisted wave-length reading. That meant but one thing to him—an enemy station was on the air.

In a lightning-like movement he snapped on reception volume and started to turn the dial knob.

At first all he could get was a high-keyed whine, like wires in the wind. But presently the sound dropped in tone, and ceased to be continuous. In fact, it took on a sort of staccato note. And in the next moment he realized what it was. Some Black Invader station was sending out its high speed dot-dash code.

Heart pounding against his ribs he strained his ears and tried to pick out individual signals that he might understand.

But after ten seconds of listening he knew that he was but wasting mental energy. Hell, he didn’t even know International Morse very well, to say nothing of the Black high speed code.

Reaching out his free hand he turned the station directional finder. The needle spun around the flat dial twice and then
stopped at about twelve degrees east of true north.

By checking with the volume recorder he was able to guess that the sending station was about a hundred and fifty miles north of his position. Frowning, he glanced at the roller map, and sat up straight in the seat.

If his calculations were correct the broadcast was coming from some place directly above the Santa Cruz naval basin, one of the largest navy bases on the California coast.

As the high speed code suddenly stopped dead he snapped onto transmission, and spun the wave-length dial to emergency reading.

“Santa Cruz, Emergency!” he barked. “Contact my wave-length at once. Thompson of Coastal Sixty-Four calling from the air!”

“Contact made, Coastal Sixty-Four!” droned the ear-phones. “Go ahead.”

“Listen, Santa Cruz!” he called back rapidly. “An enemy station is broadcasting over your area. Do you sight anything?”

“Nothing sighted,” came back the reply. “But we picked up that station, too. A seaplane patrol is now in the air trying to smoke it out. We’re pretty sure that it’s from a plane.”

At that moment memory of the dot high over Lopez Point came rushing back to Thompson again. Hell, navy seaplanes wouldn’t be able to get within ten thousand feet of that ship, if that much. He grabbed the transmitter tube.

“Get everything aloft!” he yelled. “Watch for a balloon coming in from the Pacific.”

“Yes, we know, we know about that,” said the ear-phones. “We got the general order from—”

Thompson didn’t stop to listen any more. He flipped off the set and slammed the throttle wide open in one continuous movement of his free hand. With his other he hauled the stick back, kicked rudder and sent the plane thundering up in a steep climbing turn.

When he was headed dead-on for Santa Cruz he checked the turning, but held the stick back in his stomach. The engine roared out its mighty song of power and the variable pitch propeller clawed for more and more altitude.

As he went rushing up he slammed his glass cowl closed and twisted the sealing lugs into place, and adjusted the oxygen and air pressure valve.

Half an hour later he was well over forty-five thousand feet above sea level and lurching forward at maximum revs. Hunched over the stick he glued his eyes on the vast expanse of thin air ahead. Below him the earth was just a great panorama of criss-cross blurs. But he didn’t give it a look. He knew that he was over the Santa Cruz basin, and that under him somewhere, navy seaplanes were struggling up.

“I’ve got to be right!” he grated aloud. “That altitude ship—that’s the answer. It must be!”

And then, suddenly he saw it. Just a tiny speck at first, coming from the east. Instinctively he belted the already wide open throttle, and eased the stick back. The plane seemed to actually groan aloud as it labored to gain additional altitude. It went up another hundred feet, wavered and mushed back a hundred and fifty.

“Up, damn you, up!” he roared at it. “We need another three thousand at least.”

And that was true. The onrushing speck which was getting larger and larger was a good three thousand above his altitude. He exerted every bit of his flying skill and nursed the plane higher and higher, almost a foot at a time. And presently the other plane took on a clear silhouette and he
saw that it was a cabin radio plane painted all black.

One long look at it and he knew why the balloon had dropped at just the right time. In its envelop was probably some kind of electrical instrument that could be operated by short wave radio. That was the shrill sound that he had heard.

The occupants of that radio plane simply followed the course of the drifting balloon, and then when it was directly over an objective, operating waves were sent out to the instrument in the helium filled bag.

Perhaps it caused a minor explosion, or perhaps it was designed to automatically release the top section of the envelop. But at any rate, the top section tore away, the helium rushed out and the basket loaded with Tetalyne dropped straight down.

"Sure, sure that's it!" he shouted out. "Couldn't be any other way. Hell, I've got to get the damn thing first!"

EVEN as the words rushed off his lips he turned and gazed out to sea. As he did his heart seemed to turn to ice and go sliding down into his boots. Far out over the water, a free balloon was drifting in-shore. And it was at an altitude even higher than the radio plane.

As that fact came home to him, he made a wild guess at the reason for the high speed secret code signals that he had heard.

As Colonel Hardy had expected, the Blacks had picked up his general order to be on the look-out for free balloons and to shoot down any that were sighted. But the Blacks, damn their hides, were beating him at his own game. Their next bit of drifting death was floating in toward its objective at an altitude higher than any planes on the West Coast could reach.

And so long as the radio plane kept clear of destruction the series of phantom attacks against West Coast military and naval centers could continue uninterrupted.

Snapping his eyes back to the radio plane, he fought harder than ever to get altitude. The Black Plane was now circling back and forth in a big figure eight. It was a good thousand feet above him, and if its pilot knew that he was there he gave no sign.

"Give me the horse-laugh, eh?" Thompson grunted, blazing eyes on the plane. "Well, we'll see about that!"

Sliding both hands up to the trigger trips he pulled the stick back with both hands and jabbed his trigger trips forward.

The yammer of his twin Brownings came back to him faintly inside the sealed cockpit, and he groaned as he saw his tracers fall off, a long way short of the radio plane.

He ceased firing immediately. His ship had stalled and was flopping clumsily over on one wing. Before he could check it he had lost over five hundred feet.

Grimly he set about to climb back. And as he did, the radio plane suddenly slanted down toward him. Twin streams of jetting flame spat out from its stubby snout. And then it went zooming up to its former altitude.

It was a mocking gesture for Thompson's benefit and his whole body went hot with boiling rage. Fighting up foot after foot he snapped his head around and shot a quick look out to sea.

The drifting balloon was less than five miles off shore. And as he lowered his glance he saw a flight of Yank coastal planes striving to claw up to it.

"You can't make it, you boobs!" he howled. "Swing over this way and give me a hand, if you can!"

As he looked up at the radio plane again, his heart leaped hopefully. It was only a
little over five hundred feet above him now.

But hope died out a moment later as he practically lifted the staggering nose skyward and let drive with both guns. His tracers and his explosive rounds fanned nothing but thin air.

A moment later he went cold all over. The red signal light on the radio panel was blinking. Even as he snapped on reception volume and spun the dial, he knew what he would hear. And he was not wrong. Out of the earphones came the shrill, screaming note that echoed and re-echoed inside his head.

Any instant now, and the top section of the balloon’s envelope would rip free, go whipping away, and death and destruction would go plunging downward. God, he had to get the radio plane in the few seconds left him!

Five hundred feet! Perhaps six hundred at the most!

As he gauged the distance with his eye, he shouted a wild curse and rammed the nose of his plane straight downward. The engine roared out in over-revving protest, and in through the sealed cabin came the faint whine of wings rushing through the air.

One thousand feet below he braced himself, eased the nose out and up, and then brought it up to the vertical with a savage pull-back on the stick.

Like a rocket the wing-screaming plane went skyward. Up it went, dead on for the radio plane that was slowly banking around back toward the east. Eight hundred feet to go—six hundred—five—four!

“Take it, damn you, take it!”

Thompson howled out the words and jabbed both trigger trips. His guns spat flame, and his heart seemed to burst with joy as he saw tracer smoke smack into the pilot’s cabin.

A moment later the radio plane came whirling around and down at him on wingtip. Its snout spat fire and he saw tracer smoke snake down back at him. A wild laugh rushed off his lips, and he grimly held the plane in its crazy power zoom.

“Not so good, eh?” he roared. “Then have some more!”

And in the next instant he saw a thin curl of sooty smoke ooze out from under the engine cowling of the radio plane. The terrific rush of air snatched at it and whipped it to a blazing inferno.

And then Thompson lost it to view. His ship had reached the peak of its zoom. It went flapping over like a broken bird, and went swishing downward in a vicious spin.

Five thousand feet rushed past him like magic. With a terrific effort he managed to check the spin and pull the ship out and up onto even keel. Throwing back his head he looked upward.

The radio plane was no longer in the sky. In its place was a seething ball of flame and smoke slithering westward and down.

"TRY something else next time!"

Thompson roared. “You can’t expect luck all—” He never finished the last. At that instant he happened to glance to the west, and the blood in his veins became so much ice.

The balloon was falling. Falling? It was plunging straight down like a meteor gone berserk. The envelop was half deflated, and spilling out the rest of its helium fast!

For perhaps one fleeting instant he stared at it, unable to move a single muscle. And then with a mighty shout he slammed his plane around and down.

Totally oblivious to his howling engine that was vibrating dangerously on its bearers, he went thundering downward like a bolt of lightning, straight for the falling balloon.
Tossing all sense of caution over the side, he steepened his dive to the vertical and cursed his ship on to even greater speed.

Through a red blur he saw the balloon come closer to him. Closer, perhaps, by some five hundred feet. It was still high up off the ground, but directly over the Santa Cruz naval basin.

There was a flash of wings on his left. He snapped his head around and saw the flight of coastal planes swinging down into a dive. The balloon had rushed right down past them, and they hadn't let drive a single burst.

“Out of my way!” he thundered, thumping his free fist against the throttle. “I'll handle this job, too!”

As the words leaped off his lips he put both thumbs against the trigger trips and jabbed forward.

Tracer smoke cut twin trails down across the sky. He saw them streak into the envelope that was now but a flapping shadow above the basket. And then he shoved the nose past the vertical and fired again.

Fierce joy swept through him. Tracer smoke was plowing into the basket, itself. And he knew that his explosive bullets were doing the same thing.

As a matter of fact, a split second after he saw tracer smoke zip into the basket. The heavens became a sea of flame, and a terrific thunder of sound seemed to cave in the sides of his head.

At the same instant a thousand trip hammers smashed against his body. He had a split second impression of plunging headlong into the very center of a seething blast furnace. And then he felt himself flying out into a great limitless void.

Suddenly everything became crystal clear before his gaping eyes.

He saw the blue waters of the Pacific sweeping up toward him. Just ahead of him was the shore line—it was the Santa Cruz naval basin. He could see ships and docks, and stone buildings beyond. Something was streaking toward him. Yeah, it was a power boat. Going to crash, eh? Like hell he was—

“A broken leg, and a dislocation of the left shoulder. But that's all. He'll be as good as new in a month.”

Words—strange words coming through a great fog. The fog cleared, and his aching brain registered the fact that he was looking up at two faces. One belonged to Colonel Hardy. The other must be that of a medico—he was wearing a white operating room skull cap. Colonel Hardy spoke.

“Guess you'll have to stay with us awhile, old man,” he said. “By the way, I've already put through your suggestion for a unit of high altitude ships to be brought out here at once. G. H. Q. promises me that they'll arrive tomorrow.”

Thompson blinked, and frowned.


“Sure you did, Thompson. Incidentally, I understand that it was quite a sight when you touched off that balloon basket of Tetalyne. Why you weren't blown to China is a mystery to me. They say that you weren't five hundred feet away when it went off.”

With a rush memory came flooding back to Thompson.

“Guess not,” he murmured. “But I had to make sure.”

“You did, and then some!” nodded Colonel Hardy vigorously. “Now make sure that you get well real fast. Your transfer east still stands, of course. And—”

The Area H. Q. C. O. stopped short, and smiled. Major Thompson, balloon buster extraordinary was sound asleep again.
The SILVER FLASH

High speed 568 M.P.H.

[Measurements drawn with dimensions indicated.

DOUBLE OR TRIPLE MEASUREMENTS TO SUIT BUILDER.

Drawn by
Eddie Hamilton
Springfield, Ohio.
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Bartling XFB

Scale:
1" = 5'

Drawn by Edward Bass, San Diego, Calif.
Dusty Ayres Silver Flash III

Powered by a Wright Cyclone F engine.
(700 H.P.)

Drawn by
Norman Koch

Note: If model is to built plans should be enlarged.
Hi, fellows! Well, I guess the first thing I should get off my chest at this meeting, is to call attention to the three-view drawings that are contained in this issue. What do you think of them, and why? If you ask me, I think they're tops.

Incidentally, your Old Skipper has received a flock of drawings from you lads, and just because they do not appear in this issue, don't get the idea that I've tossed them out the window. Nor do I want you to get the idea that the ones published are the very best of the lot. They are all swell, and in order not to show any favoritism I simply selected some at random and put them in the book. There will be more next month, and the month after that, and so forth and so on. So, as I just said, if your drawing doesn't happen to appear as soon as you want it to, don't get the idea that I've put it on the shelf. You'll be seeing it soon, so help me.

And now, let's dig into this mountain of mail that you lads have been swell enough to send me.

Well, here's something to start us off.

I have received the suggestion from a few of you that I put a young lady in some of the Dusty stories. The idea is that the fair young thing will be captured by them bold bad Blacks and shoed away into hiding. Then, when Dusty hears about it he'll get real mad and go tearing up and save the sweet thing just when Fire-Eyes is about to toss her over the cliff. As a matter of fact, one lad wants me to make the young lady a sister of Curly Brooks or Jack Horner.

Well, there is no getting around the fact that women have played a big part in wars gone by, and that they'll play an equally big part in the wars to come—if there ever are any more. (Joke)

However, before putting ladies into the Dusty yarns I'd like to get your reaction. According to my way of thinking the yarns have knock 'em down and drag 'em out.
scrap, and somehow I can't see a young lady helping the cause very much. On the
other hand, though, I could put a nurse or two in the yarn, or maybe a lady ambu-
 lance driver, etc. But, it's nix on Dusty going mushy over lip stick and trick hats.
He's a gallant lad and all that, but there is still a war to be won. Ain't it the truth?

However, you lads are the final yes or no on the Dusty stories. So gather around
and tell the Old Skipper just what you think of the idea of ladies in the yarns.

So much for that. Now, here is some-
thing that can be built up into a first class
argument, in which we can all take a part.
And the big question is—will the majority
of pursuit ships in future wars be mono-
planes or biplanes?

Some of you have told me that I gave
Uncle Sam's eagles a tough break by
having the Blacks fly Dart monoplanes.
But, some others have told me that I did
the right thing. Frankly, opinion seems to
be just about fifty-fifty.

Now, in view of the fact that I gave the
Blacks the Dart, and gave Dusty and his
lads, biplanes, there is not very much I
can say just yet. However, you lads can
yell your heads off, and we all can have
a swell time.

One thing, though, is out as far as this
argument is concerned. And that is, bring-
ing up the World War as an example.
Even at the end of the war, plane design
wasn't far enough advanced to prove the
advantage of the monoplane pursuit over
the bi-plane pursuit, or the other way
around. So base your arguments on de-
velopments after 1918.

And another thing—remember that the
argument is about pursuit planes. All
other types are on the shelf for the mo-
moment. Now, think hard—there are a mil-
lion and one different angles to the argu-
ment. Chew it over among yourselves,
and ask your pilot friends what they
think. Then grab pen and paper and give
me the news.

I'm really serious about that, gang.
You'll remember that months ago I said
that I hope that Hangar Flying would be
a medium through which we would all
thrash out problems of aeronautical de-
fense and offense. And if there ever is
another war in which the U.S. takes part,
a lot of you lads will probably be doing
the flying—so, there is no time like the
present to air your opinions. Go to it.
The mailman is just waiting for that car-
load of letters!

And while we are on that subject, here's
an interesting item from C. Dunn, way
out Wisconsin way. C.D. writes:

"One thing I would like to ask is, how do
you account for the fact that all the U.S.
planes in the stories are single seaters, when
authorities tell us that the next war will be
fought with two-seater crates?"

Well, C.D., I guess maybe its because
I differ with the authorities, if that's what
they state. As a matter of fact, its really
news to me. I admit that there has been
a lot of development work in the high
speed attack ship field. But I believe that
an equal amount of development has been
directed at the pursuit field, too.

Somehow I cannot see the pursuit ship
giving way to a two-seater attack job.
Each has its own particular type of work
to do, and each is best on its own kind of
a job. I'd like very much for you to send
in more dope on that. It interests me a lot.

I admit that I flew pursuits during the
last war, and maybe that fact makes me
a bit sweet in their favor. However, the
Old Skipper has been wrong before, and
so he can be wrong again. And, by the
way, C.D., that address that you asked for
is, 274 Madison Avenue, New York City.

Oh yes, here's something, and is my face
red! Several letters have come in asking
me who writes the short stories in the book
each month. One lad said he didn’t figure
I was playing square to leave out the
names of the authors of the short stories.

Well, I’ll try to be as modest as I can.
It so happens that the Old Skipper writes
the short stories as well as the long yarn.
Now, if I put my name after every yarn,
you lads would be wondering what size
hat I wore. And to avoid that, I simply
stick my name in once. I’ve got a hat you
see, and as far as I know, it isn’t too big
and it isn’t too small.

And here’s another item that I want to
get off my chest. A lot of you lads who
were readers of the old Battle Birds and
failed to click on the puzzle prize, which
was a copy of “All the World’s Aircraft,”
have written into me asking where a copy
of that very splendid book can be obtained.
Frankly, fellows, I do not know. I’ve
been trying to get one myself. But the
book has long been out of print (that issue,
I mean) and though for awhile there
were a few available copies floating around,
I do not know where you can pick one
up now. Perhaps, some of you chaps may
know. If you do, please send me the
word so that I can pass it along to the lads
who want a copy.

Now, just sit back and do a bit of knit-
ing while I talk with Delos Mellen from
Mississippi.

That was quite an interesting letter you
sent in, Delos, but I’d like to hear more
dope about your tandem engine idea. That
Italian racer had two water-cooled engines
hooked up together. I just don’t see how
you figure it possible to run a water-
cooled job and an air-cooled job off the
same crankshaft.

In the first place, each has a different
type of crankshaft. And in the second
place the r.p.m.s. would be different in
both engines. However, maybe you’ve got
it figured all out, and I’m just too dumb
to catch on. Anyway, drop me a line about
it when you get the chance. Thanks.

And here is something that I want to
tell you all about. It proves just what I
meant when I asked you to jump down
with both feet when I do something that
goes against the grain.

Evan Schuette, out in Wisconsin, writes
me:

“Personally, I don’t think much of the
way you answered Dick McDonald’s query
about turning the Crimson Doom away from
the Capitol dome. Why not call it a mistake
in the illustration, and promise it won’t hap-
pen again, instead of trying to set Dusty up
as some kind of a tin god? Nobody likes a
story where the hero can perform any kind
of a miracle.”

Well, I sure didn’t mean it that way.
And somehow I have a hunch that my pal
Dick McDonald knows that, too. Right
now I’m looking at that Crimson Doom
cover, and believe it or not, I still think
the ship could be turned away—even as
it appears on the cover. The idea is, that
the crate is going into a sharp vertical
bank to the left. The left wing is already
clear and the right wing is about to get
clear. If you look at it hard I think you’ll
notice that the ship is not so close to the
dome as it seems.

But anyway, the idea of bringing this
thing up, is to let you lads know that I’m
not trying to make fun of anyone at their
expense—and that when you think I’m
doing that, be sure to come down on me
in a power dive.

Incidentally, Evan Schuette wants to
join the pen pal gang. His address is
Ableman, Wisconsin. And he tells me that
the first member of the gang that writes
to him get a swell big picture of Colonel
Lindbergh’s Lockheed-Sirius. So—on
your marks, you picture collectors!

Well, it looks as though this meeting
of the gang is a “The Skipper’s in Hot
Water” affair, because, so help me, I’ve
got to do some more apologizing. And
here it is, right from the old rheumatic
shoulder. The club membership cards are
not ready yet!

Now, I can hear you lads grinding your teeth and getting set to shower down all over me. But there was a delay. The High Command decided on one card, and then after thinking it over, we got the artist to work up a different design. And the result is that they are not off the press yet. But I promise (cut out the laughing) that they'll be along real soon.

And going back to the pen pal idea for a moment. I've just picked up a swell letter from W. D. Bond Jr. who gets his mail in R.F.D. 1, Box 6, Gridley, California. He has the writing itch and wants to chin back and forth with some of you chaps, so get going and give W.D. a lot of letters to answer.

By the way, W.D., you asked me some pips in that letter. Just hang on for a bit while I get the old brain thinking it out, and I'll drop you a line very shortly. Okay?

An another pen pal lad is Jo Eyler, 344 Marshman Street, Ravina, Ill. Get to work on him, you lads. Jo is a swell lad, and rates a flock of mail.

Oh yes, there is a mystery going on around here. I have received a few letters that were signed with symbols instead of names. Now, if you lads are trying to spoil my sleep, I'll be buzzing Dusty after you. Don't be bashful. Come out in the open, and let's get to know each other. And here's why. Some lad, who signed himself X-10, sent in a mighty fine letter with some very worthwhile suggestions in it. I'd sure like to know who he is because I want to write to him and get him to explain his suggestions in detail. If you lads don't want me to publish your letters in the department, just say so when you write, and I won't let them get within ten miles of the magazine. But stick your name on the bottom, because, as in the case of X-10, I might want to get in touch with you.

And now, before I fold up and float away, I want to put this idea up for your collective consideration. The old Battle Birds club was divided up into squadrons, etc., and some of you have suggested that we do the same thing with the Dusty Ayres gang.

Well, that's O. K. by me. If the chaps in your neighborhood want to form a Dusty Ayres Group, just send in your names, and I'll put them in the very next Hangar Flying Department. To each Group can be attached the name of the city or town where you lads live.

Or, if you wish you can have a number instead of a name. Work it out any way you think is best—and then let me know. As an after-thought, you lads who were in the old club—in squadrons, etc.—can just simply make it a Dusty Ayres Group.

And so, we come to the end of another meeting. As usual, I didn't get a chance to answer one tenth of the letters that I wanted to. But, keep your shirts on, I'll do it eventually or bust a leg.

Just give me time to get out from under this crop of whiskers that I'm growing and I'll do better and better each and every new month.

Oh yes, just to repeat again—look over the three-view drawings in this issue and tell me what you think of them. And keep right on sending more in. They are swell. If I could do half as well, I'd go around to the nearest airplane manufacturer and demand a job, right off the bat.

Well, it is the end this time. Be good little children and keep faith in Dusty—he'll try not to ever let you down. Tail winds 'til next month!
Dusty Ayres took the radiogram that Major Drake held out and glanced at the printed words. They read:

Major Drake
H. S. Group No. 7:
You will instruct Captain Ayres to proceed to Washington H. Q. by Staff Train No. 567, leaving Springfield at 2:25 p. m. Captain Ayres is to be provided with escort to station and placed in custody of Staff Sergeant Bolton, in car Four. Sergeant Bolton will be supplied with a duplicate of this order.

Signed . . . Bradley,
Chief of Staff,
U. S. A. F.

The pilot read it through twice, and raised questioning eyes to the C. O.'s face.

"I don't get it, sir!" he grunted. "First Bradley grounds me, and then he sends this cockeyed order. Do you know what's back of it?"

The commanding officer shook his head, and frowned.

"No, I don't," he said shortly. "And frankly it has me worried . . ."

But the strange order did not worry the gods of war, for they knew that brave men would die, and that the very fires of hell itself would sweep across a war-torn land before the devilish plot behind that order was smashed into oblivion.
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Now you can have a new skin
in 3 days' time!

And learn that what was considered impossible before—the removal of pimples, blackheads, freckles, tan, oily skin, large pores, wrinkles and other defects in the outer skin—can now be done harmlessly and economically at home in three days' time in many instances, as stated by legions of men and women, young and old.
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Science Finds New Way to Remove Germ Cause and Activate Dormant Roots to Grow New Hair.

(Read Free Offer)

A germ called "Flask Bacillus of Uterus" gets deep into the scalp skin in many cases of abnormal hair deficiency, causing a most dangerous type of dandruff, it clogs pores and hair follicles, causing itching scalp, falling hair, and prevents dormant root hairs (papilla) from forming new hair. This germ is seldom suspected. Washing and shampooing and use of tonics, emollients and lotions don't remove the cause. These merely cleanse and treat the surface and roll off the outer skin like water rolls off the back of a duck. No wonder baldness is increasing.

Now a new discovery enables people who have dandruff, falling hair, thin hair and baldness to harmlessly remove the conquered. Thin outer layer of scalp skin. This permits oxygenated blood to breathe in air, sunshine, and absorb a penetrating, stimulating scalp-food to stimulate the concealed, dormant hair roots and grow new hair. It is the most sensational discovery in the history of falling hair and baldness. It is all explained in a new booklet called "GROW HAIR!" showing "anatomy of your hair" and tells what to do. This booklet is now being mailed FREE to all who write for it. Send no money. Just name and address to Domestic Lab., Dept. 966-D, No. 1176 Broadway, New York, N.Y., and you get it by return mail free and postpaid. If pleased, tell your friends about it.
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Many work part time to meet living expenses while training on modern Meters, Generators, Dynamo and Heavy Electrical Equipment. After you graduate, your Training Service gives you valuable job help throughout your life.

Complete Course in Electric Refrigeration and Air Conditioning.

No EXTRA COST.
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No More Whiskey Drinking

Home Treatment That Costs Nothing To Try

Odorless and Tasteless
-Any Lady Can Give It Secretly at Home in Tea, Coffee or Food.

If you have a husband, son, brother, father or friend who is a victim of liquor, it should be just the thing you want. All you have to do is to send your name and address and we will send absolutely FREE, in plain wrapper, a trial package of Golden Treatment. You will be thankful as long as you live that you did it. Address Dr. J. W. Haines Co., 1123 Glena Building, Cincinnati, Ohio.

BE A DETECTIVE


INTERNATIONAL DETECTIVE SYSTEM

40-P Journal Square Jersey City, N.J.
STOP YOUR Rupture Worrys!

Learn About My Perfected Unique Rupture Invention!

Why worry and suffer with that rupture any longer? Learn now about my perfected rupture invention. It has brought ease, comfort, and happiness to thousands by assisting Nature in relieving and curing many cases of reducible hernia! You can imagine how happy these thousands of rupture sufferers were when they wrote to me to report relief, comfort and cures! How would YOU like to be able to feel that same happiness—to sit down and write me such a message—a few months from today? Hurry—send coupon quick for Free Rupture Book, PROOF of results and invention revelation!

Mysterious-Acting Device Binds and Draws the Broken Parts Together as You Would a Broken Limb!

Surprisingly—continually—my perfected Automatic Air Cushions draw the broken parts together allowing Nature, the Great Healer, to swing into action! All the while you should experience the most heavenly comfort and security. Look! No obnoxious springs or pads or metal girdles! No salves or plasters! My complete appliance is feather-light, durable, invisible, sanitary and CHEAP IN PRICE! Wouldn’t YOU like to say “good-bye” to rupture worries and “hello” to NEW freedom ... NEW glory in living ... NEW happiness—with the help of Mother Nature and my mysterious-acting Air Cushion Appliances?

Rupture Book FREE!

PROOF!
Reports on Reducible Rupture Cases

"LIFTS 400 LBS.!!"

"Have no further use for your Apparatus as I'm O.K. Wore it a year. I now can lift 400 lbs. without any fear."—John L. Holguin, 62 W. Locust St., York, Pa.

"CAN RUN UP HILL"

"I had a rupture about 14 years, then wore your Appliance for 6. It is about a year since I threw it away. I feel fine, gaining weight lately. I can run up and down hill which I never could before."—Mr. J. Soderstrom, 2509 Trowbridge Ave., Cleveland, O.

Sent On Trial!

My invention is never sold in stores nor by agents. Beware of imitation! You can get it only from my U.S. factories or from my 33 foreign offices! And I’ll send it to you on trial. If you don’t like it—if it doesn’t “work”—it costs you NOTHING. But don’t buy now. Get the facts about it FIRST! Write me today. I’ll answer in plain, sealed envelope with amazing information free. Stop Your Rupture Worrys; send coupon!
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